000
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LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
Black

Red

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

Orange

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

HIGHWAYMAN TATTOO SADDLEBAGS

Silver

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

Dark
Red

SECURITY
& AUDIO

•Feature deep-textured 3-D embroidered flames in a variety of
colors; flame design matches Saddlemen’s Tattoo Flame seats
•Removable yoke included for over-the-fender mounting; can also
be installed using Saddlemen S4 Quick-Disconnect Saddlebag
Docking Post and Fastener Kit (see pages 300-301)
•Made of a durable combination of materials including genuine leather, marine grade vinyl
and chrome-plated brass
•Genuine leather dual-strap design with heavy-duty, lockable chrome buckles
and hidden, lockable quick-release buckles (two locks included; one per bag)
Zip-off yoke
NOTE: Matching seats available, see SEATS section.
DESCRIPTION
BLACK
Medium (13” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Large (151/2” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Jumbo (18” L x 6” W x 12” H)
RED
Medium (13” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Large (151/2” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Jumbo (18” L x 6” W x 12” H)
SILVER
Medium (13” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Large (151/2” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Jumbo (18” L x 6” W x 12” H)

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
Quick-release
locking buckles

mounting

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

3501-0212
3501-0213
3501-0214

$174.95
214.95
235.95

3501-0215
3501-0216
3501-0217

174.95
214.95
235.95

3501-0218
3501-0219
3501-0220

174.95
214.95
235.95

DESCRIPTION
ORANGE
Medium (13” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Large (151/2” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Jumbo (18” L x 6” W x 12” H)
DARK RED
Medium (13” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Large (151/2” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Jumbo (18” L x 6” W x 12” H)

PART #

SEATS

SUG. RETAIL

3501-0221
3501-0222
3501-0223

$174.95
214.95
235.95

3501-0248
3501-0249
3501-0250

174.95
214.95
235.95

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES

3510-0022
3510-0021
3510-0023

SUSPENSION
ENGINE

3510-0024

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS

HIGHWAYMAN TATTOO TOOL POUCHES
•Easy to use hook-and-loop closure with D-ring and strap mounting
•Feature deep-textured 3-D embroidered flames in a variety of colors; flame design matches Saddlemen’s
Tattoo Flame seats
•Made to match Highwayman Tattoo saddlebags
•Dimensions: 12” L x 4” W x 51/2” H
SUG. RETAIL...................................... $54.95
STITCH COLOR
Black
Red
Silver

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #
3510-0021
3510-0022
3510-0023

STITCH COLOR
Orange
Dark red

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

TRAILER
3510-0033

MERCH.

PART #
3510-0024
3510-0033

245

CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

RIGID-MOUNT SPECIFIC-FIT
QUICK-DISCONNECT SADDLEBAGS
•A truly portable luggage system, handles included;
designed for heavier loads and maximum durability
•Specially built to fit bike perfectly
•Made of rugged leather-grain marine grade vinyl with
a molded plastic frame that slips over posts directly
mounted to the fender struts
•Remove saddlebags easily by releasing two QTL
Desperado
Drifter
(Quarter Turn Locking) pins found inside each bag
•Lockable, quick-release hidden buckles under each strap are easy to use; protect contents and prevent unauthorized removal of bags
from bike
•Includes a chromed metal support that fits behind each bag for extra strength and security (also easily removed when bags are not to be used
for extended period)
•Inner stiffeners and rigid back maintain bag shape even when empty
•Desperado features chrome studs, three straps with buckles and conchos
•Drifter features smooth, clean and uncluttered styling with three straps and buckles
•All necessary hardware, including turn signal relocators if needed, and instructions are included
•Waterproof and clean easily with a damp cloth
•Custom-designed to fit exact models; bolt directly to motorcycle using saddlebag quick-disconnect mounting system
FITS MODEL
HONDA
VF750C V45 Magna 94-03
VT1100C Shadow 87-97/Shadow Spirit 95-08
VT1100C2 Shadow Classic 95-00/Shadow Sabre 00-08

LIGHTING
VT1100C3 Shadow Aero 98-02

ELECTRICAL

VTX1300C 03-09
VTX1300R/S 03-09

SPROCKETS
GL1500C Valkyrie 97-03

CHAINS

VTX1300S/N/R 03-09

BRAKES

KAWASAKI
VN750 Vulcan 99-06
VN900 Vulcan Classic/Custom 06-09

SUSPENSION
VN1500 Vulcan Classic 98-08

ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS

VN1500/1600 Vulcan Mean Streak 02-09
VN1600 Vulcan Classic 03-08
VN2000 Vulcan/Classic 04-09

LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER

SUZUKI
M50 Boulevard 05-09
VL800 Volusia 01-04, C50 Boulevard 05-09
C90 Boulevard 05-09
M109 Boulevard 06-09

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

YAMAHA
XVS650 V-Star 98-09
XVS1100 V-Star 99-09
XV1600/1700 Road Star 99-09
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DESCRIPTION

PART #

Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado

3501-0517
3501-0518
3501-0513
3501-0514
3501-0513
3501-0514
3501-0513
3501-0514
3501-0515
3501-0516
3501-0389
3501-0390
3501-0517
3501-0518
3501-0389
3501-0390

$439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95

Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado

3501-0519
3501-0520
3501-0393
3501-0394
3501-0397
3501-0398
3501-0395
3501-0396
3501-0399
3501-0400
3501-0393
3501-0394

439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95

Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado

3501-0269
3501-0270
3501-0417
3501-0418
3501-0403
3501-0404
3501-0401
3501-0402

439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95

Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado

3501-0521
3501-0522
3501-0409
3501-0410
3501-0407
3501-0408

439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95
439.95
449.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

SUG. RETAIL

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
RIGID-MOUNT SPECIFIC-FIT
TEARDROP SADDLEBAGS

EXHAUST

•Pre-fitted and sized correctly for rigid mounting to specific bikes
•Available in two styles; Drifter and Desperado
•Made of rugged leather-grain marine grade vinyl with a hard backside
•Drifter features smooth, clean and uncluttered styling with straps
and buckles
Drifter
•Desperado features chrome studs, three straps with buckles and conchos Desperado
•Streamlined shape allows stock turn signal locations to be used; turn signal relocator bracket included for harder-to-fit bikes
•All hardware and chrome saddlebag supports included for rigid mounting; can upgrade to Saddlemen S4 Quick Disconnect Docking Post Kit
(sold separately)
FITS MODEL
HONDA
CMX250C 85-08

DESCRIPTION PART #

VT600C/C2/D 99-08
VF750C V45 Magna 94-03
VT1100C Shadow 87-97/
Shadow Spirit 95-08
VT1100C2 Shadow Classic 95-00/
Shadow Sabre 00-08
VT1100C3 Shadow Aero 98-02
VTX1300C 03-08
VTX1300R/S 03-08
GL1500C Valkyrie 97-03
VTX1800C/S/N/R 03-08
KAWASAKI
EL125 Eliminator 01-08
EN500 Vulcan 96-08
VN750 Vulcan 99-06
VN800A/B Vulcan 95-05

SUG. RETAIL

Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado

3501-0467
3501-0468
3501-0473
3501-0474
3501-0477
3501-0478
3501-0471
3501-0472
3501-0471
3501-0472
3501-0471
3501-0472
3501-0475
3501-0476
3501-0469
3501-0470
3501-0477
3501-0478
3501-0469
3501-0470

$339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95

Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado

3501-0479
3501-0480
3501-0481
3501-0482
3501-0483
3501-0484
3501-0487
3501-0488

339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95

FITS MODEL
KAWASAKI (CONT)
VN900 Vulcan Classic/Custom 06-08
VN1500 Vulcan Classic 99-08
VN2000 Vulcan/Classic 04-08
SUZUKI
M50 Boulevard 05-07
VL800 Volusia 01-04,
C50 Boulevard 05-08
VS800 Intruder 87-04, S50 05-08
VZ800 Marauder 97-03
VS1400 Intruder 87-04, S83 05-08
VL1500 Intruder 98-04
C90 Boulevard 05-08
M109 Boulevard 06-08
YAMAHA
XVS650 V-Star 98-08
XVS1100 V-Star 99-08
XVS1700 Road Star 03-08

DESCRIPTION PART #

SUG. RETAIL

NOTE: Matching seats available, see SEATS section.

•For optional over- or
under-the-seat installation
of universal saddlebags
•Available for standard
or large universal rigid-mount
saddlebags
SUG. RETAIL..............

$26.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

SIZE
Standard
Large

PART #
549
599

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

3501-0485
3501-0486
3501-0489
3501-0490
3501-0491
3501-0492

$339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado

3501-0495
3501-0496
3501-0495
3501-0496
3501-0493
3501-0494
3501-0501
3501-0502
3501-0493
3501-0494
3501-0497
3501-0498
3501-0499
3501-0500
3501-0503
3501-0504

339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado

3501-0505
3501-0506
3501-0507
3501-0508
3501-0509
3501-0510

339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95
339.95
349.95

ELECTRICAL

SECURITY
& AUDIO

FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION

3501-0087
SIZE
SADDLEBAGS
Desperado Slant
Drifter Slant
TURN SIGNAL MOUNTING TAB
Fits Desperado and Drifter

3501-0086
PART #
3501-0086
3501-0087

SUG. RETAIL

$32.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

501

32.95

TOOLS
TRAILER

•Use in conjunction with Saddlemen
universal-fit
rigid-mount saddlebags to relocate
the OEM turn signals
•May require drilling
for turn signal stalk
•Mounting hardware included
SUG. RETAIL..............

ENGINE

$379.95
367.95

UNIVERSAL
TURN SIGNAL
MOUNTING TAB

MOUNTING YOKES
FOR UNIVERSAL RIGIDMOUNT SADDLEBAGS

LUGGAGE

Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado
Drifter
Desperado

RIGID-MOUNT UNIVERSAL SADDLEBAGS
•Available in two styles: Desperado and Drifter
•Made of rugged synthetic leather with a hard backside
•Desperado bags feature studs, conchos, triple buckles
and straps for a vintage look
•Drifter bags feature smooth, clean and uncluttered styling
•Both feature solid ABS-molded back and bottom for shape retention
•Lockable buckles; two locks included (one per bag)
•Can be installed on just about any motorcycle, using one of these
methods: Saddlemen Quick-Disconnect Saddlebag Docking Post and
Fastener Kits (see page 300-301); over-the-fender Mounting Yokes
(PART # 549 or 599, shown below); or bolt saddlebags directly
to motorcycle
•Dimensions: 191/2” L x 71/2” W x 12”H

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
PART #

501
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LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
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ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
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CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
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& BODY
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HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

SADDLEMEN EXPRESS SADDLEBAGS
•Weather-resistant and worry-free saddlebags with more features and fresh styling
•Three styles to choose from to match your bike: Cruis’n, Desperado and Drifter
•Feature a durable combination of materials including genuine leather, marine grade vinyl, chrome-plated brass and tough plastic frames

THROW-OVER AND
CUSTOM-FIT SADDLEBAGS

Throw-over

Saddlemen’s Express line of saddlebags are
available two ways: Throw-Over style and
Custom-Fit. Throw-Over style bags include
a multi-adjustable yoke which hangs the bags
Custom-fit
from the fender or seat, and also includes
a quick-release bag connection to take off bags without disturbing the yoke or seat. Custom-Fit bags have a strong,
smooth backside and no yoke, designed to allow custom mounting to your motorcycle. The extra-strong plastic back
on all Express bags works perfectly with the S4 Quick-Disconnect Mounting System. Saddlebag support brackets
(sold separately) are strongly recommended.

CRUIS’N™ SLANT SADDLEBAGS

Throw-over

3501-0438

•Smooth, clean styled saddlebags available in Throw-Over and Custom-Fit styles
•Throw-Over style includes a multi-adjustable yoke which hangs the bags from the fender
or seat, and also includes a quick-release bag connection to take off bags without disturbing
the yoke or seat and a rear-mounted carry handle
•Custom-Fit style has a strong, smooth backside and no yoke, designed to allow custom
mounting to your motorcycle
DESCRIPTION
•Made of a durable combination of materials including marine grade vinyl
THROW-OVER
and a tough plastic frame
Extra Jumbo (22” L x 101/2” H x 7” D)
•All feature easy-open lid with lockable twist-locks and supplemental
Jumbo (171/2” L x 101/2” H x 6” D)
hook-and-loop and rigid construction
Large (151/2” L x 91/2” H x 5” D)
•Extra-strong plastic back works perfectly with the S4 Quick-Disconnect
CUSTOM-FIT
Mounting System
Jumbo (171/2” L x 101/2” H x 5” D)
Large (151/2” L x 91/2” H x 5” D)
•S4 saddlebag support brackets (sold separately) are strongly recommended

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

3501-0309
3501-0308
3501-0307

$188.95
165.95
147.95

3501-0438
3501-0437

165.95
147.95

SPROCKETS

CRUIS’N™ SLANT FACE POUCH SADDLEBAGS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE

•New smooth, clean-styled saddlebags available in two sizes
•Made of a durable combination of materials including genuine leather, marine grade
vinyl and a tough plastic frame
•Feature 5” x 9” external pouch integrated into the side of the saddlebag, for quick
access to smaller items like sunglasses, camera, etc.
3501-0384
•Redesigned easy-open lid features supplemental hook-and-loop
•Saddlebag support brackets recommended
DESCRIPTION
Jumbo (171/2” x 101/2” x 7”)
Large (151/2” x 91/2” x 5”)

FUEL SYSTEMS

PART #
3501-0382
3501-0384

SUG. RETAIL
$179.95
164.95

Shock
cutaway

LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

CRUIS’N™
SADDLEBAGS
WITH SHOCK
CUTAWAY
•Contoured backside
allows fitment directly
over most shock absorbers, allowing saddlebag options on bikes that were previously limited due to shock and turn signal placement
•Smooth, clean-styled saddlebags feature easy-open lid with supplemental hook-and-loop and rigid construction
•Install using one of three methods: zippered yoke for over-the-fender mounting, hard mount bags using saddlebag supports (sold separately)
or use Saddlemen’s S4 Quick Disconnect Mounting Kit (sold separately) for a custom, rigid mount
•Zip-off yoke mounting allows bag to be disconnected without removing the yoke
•Saddlebag support brackets recommended
3501-0386
•Measure 17” x 12” x 6”
SUG. RETAIL.............................. $199.95 PART #
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PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

3501-0456

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
Forward pivoting lid

CRUIS’N™ TEARDROP SADDLEBAGS
•New smooth, clean-styled saddlebags available in two sizes
•Made of rugged leather-grain marine grade vinyl and reinforced panels
•Streamlined shape allows stock turn signal locations to be used; turn signal relocator bracket included for harder-to-fit bikes
•Install using one of three methods: zippered yoke for over-the-fender mounting, hard mount bags using included S4 saddlebag supports or use
Saddlemen’s S4 Quick Disconnect Mounting Kit (sold separately) for a custom mount that allows bags to come off in seconds
•Unique forward-open lid stays open for easy access and frees up both hands for loading gear
•Include solid adjustable saddlebag support mounting brackets and hardware
DESCRIPTION
Jumbo (20” L x 12” D x 61/2” W)

PART #
3501-0456

SUG. RETAIL
$289.95

DESCRIPTION
Large (18” L x 101/2” D x 51/2” W)

PART #
3501-0455

SUG. RETAIL
$279.95

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

LARGE CRUIS’N™ SISSY BAR BAG

SPROCKETS

•Smooth, clean style; matches Cruis’n saddlebags
•Easy-open lid features lockable twist-lock supplemented by hook-and-loop
•Straps included for secure mounting to sissy bar or other locations on bike
•Measures 91/2” W x 11” H x 41/2” D
SUG. RETAIL...............................

$44.95

CHAINS

PART #

3503-0049

BRAKES

CRUIS’N™ EXPRESS TAIL BAG
•Sleek-styled tail bag made of rugged leather-grain, marine grade vinyl and plastic
reinforcing panels
•Rigid construction keeps these bags looking good, full or empty
•Designed for multiple mounting options adaptable to any bike; attaches to sissy bar,
rack or atop passenger seat
•Easy-to-use sissy bar strap and two adjustable bungee straps included; multiple anchor
points, including four heavy-duty chromed D-rings and several strap slots provided for
fast, easy mounting
•Riveted top handle and removable shoulder strap for convenient transport off the bike
•Hat-box style lid with long sides for protection against weather, grime and other elements
•Easy-open lid provides convenient access
•Two zippered and flap-covered side pockets provide extra storage
•Hanging internal mesh pocket provides separate storage
inside bag and helps organize contents
SUG. RETAIL......................... $99.95
•Measures 16” L x 101/4” W x 121/2” H

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
PART #

3503-0056

CRUIS’N™ TOOL BAGS

MERCH.

•Smooth, clean style; matches Cruis’n saddlebags and large sissy bar bag
•Easy-open lid features lockable twist-lock (lock included) supplemented by hook-and-loop
•Straps included for secure mounting
DESCRIPTION
Medium (8” L x 31/2” W x 41/2” H)
Large (11” L x 31/2” W x 41/2” H)

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #
3510-0038
3510-0039

TRAILER

CROSS
REFERENCE

SUG. RETAIL
$22.95
29.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

INDEX
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THROW-OVER AND
CUSTOM-FIT SADDLEBAGS

Saddlemen’s Express line of saddlebags are
available two ways: Throw-Over style and
Custom-Fit. Throw-Over style bags include a
multi-adjustable yoke which hangs the bags
from the fender or seat, and also includes
a quick-release bag connection to take off
Throw-over
bags without disturbing the yoke or seat.
Custom-fit
Custom-Fit bags have a strong, smooth
backside and no yoke, designed to allow custom mounting to your motorcycle. The extra-strong plastic back on all Express bags works perfectly
with the S4 Quick-Disconnect Mounting System (sold separately). Saddlebag support brackets (sold separately) are strongly recommended.

SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE

Throw-over

DRIFTER™ SADDLEBAGS
•Clean-styled saddlebags available in three sizes
•Made of a durable combination of materials including genuine leather,
marine grade vinyl, chrome-plated brass and tough plastic frame
•All feature 11/2” chrome-plated buckles and genuine leather straps with
lockable, quick-release hidden buckles
•Throw-Over style mounting includes a multi-adjustable yoke which hangs Quick-release
the bags from the fender or seat, and also includes a quick-release bag locking buckle
connection to take off bags without disturbing the yoke or seat and
DESCRIPTION
a rear-mounted carry handle
THROW-OVER
•Extra-strong plastic back works perfectly with the S4 Quick-Disconnect
Jumbo (18” L x 111/2” H x 61/4” D)
Large (15” L x 101/2” H x 53/4” D)
Mounting System
Medium
(11” L x 91/2” H x 51/4” D)
•S4 saddlebag support brackets (sold separately) are strongly recommended

3501-0315
PART #
3501-0315
3501-0314
3501-0313

SUG. RETAIL
$179.95
159.95
124.95

3501-0320

DRIFTER™ SLANT SADDLEBAGS

•Clean-styled saddlebags available in Throw-Over or Custom-Fit mounting
•Throw-Over style includes a multi-adjustable yoke which hangs the bags from
the fender or seat, and also includes a quick-release bag connection to take
off bags without disturbing the yoke or seat and a rear-mounted carry handle
•Custom-Fit style has a strong, smooth backside and no yoke,
Quick-release
designed to allow custom mounting to your motorcycle
locking buckle
•Extra-strong plastic back works perfectly with the S4 Quick-Disconnect
Mounting System
•Made of a durable combination of materials including genuine leather, marine grade vinyl, chrome-plated brass and tough plastic frame
•All feature 11/2” chrome-plated buckles and genuine leather straps with lockable, quick-release hidden buckles
•S4 saddlebag support brackets (sold separately) are strongly recommended
DESCRIPTION
THROW-OVER
Extra Jumbo (22” L x 101/2” H x 7” D)
Jumbo (171/2” L x 101/2” H x 6” D)
Large (151/2” L x 91/2” H x 5” D)

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

3501-0321
3501-0320
3501-0319

$204.95
179.95
159.95

DESCRIPTION
CUSTOM-FIT
Jumbo (171/2” L x 101/2” H x 6” D)
Large (151/2” L x 91/2” H x 5” D)

PART #
3501-0440
3501-0439

SUG. RETAIL
$179.95
159.95

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

DRIFTER™
SADDLEBAGS
WITH SHOCK
CUTAWAY

Shock
cutaway

•Contoured backside allows
fitment directly over most
shock absorbers, allowing
saddlebag options on bikes that were previously limited due to shock and turn signal placement
•Clean-styled saddlebags feature chrome buckles and genuine leather straps with lockable,
quick-release hidden buckles
•Install using one of three methods: zippered yoke for over-the-fender mounting, hard mount bags
using S4 saddlebag supports (sold separately) or use with Saddlemen’s S4 Quick Disconnect
Mounting Kit (sold separately) for a custom mount that allows bags to come off in seconds
•Zip-off yoke mounting allows bag to be disconnected without removing the yoke
•S4 saddlebag support brackets recommended
•Measure 17.5” x 12.5” x 6.5”
SUG. RETAIL............................ $214.95 PART #
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PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

3501-0387

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
Shock
cutaway

DRIFTER™ TEARDROP
SADDLEBAGS WITH
SHOCK CUTAWAY

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE

•Contoured backside allows fitment directly over
most shock absorbers, allowing saddlebag options
on bikes that were previously limited due to shock
and turn signal placement
•Made of rugged leather-grain marine grade vinyl with reinforced panels
•Streamlined shape allows stock turn signal locations to be used;
universal turn signal relocator bracket included for harder-to-fit bikes
•Clean-styled saddlebags feature chrome buckles and stylish straps with
quick-release hidden buckles
•Install using one of three methods: zippered yoke for over-the-fender
mounting, hard mount bags using included S4 saddlebag supports
or use with Saddlemen’s S4 Quick Disconnect Mounting Kit
(sold separately) for a custom mount that allows bags to come off in seconds
•Zip-off yoke mounting allows bag to be disconnected without removing the yoke
•Include solid adjustable S4 saddlebag support mounting brackets and hardware
•Measure 20.5” L x 6.5” W x 12” D

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO

SUG. RETAIL.............................................
PART #

$289.95
3501-0459

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY

Sissy bar mounting

DRIFTER™ EXPRESS
TAIL BAG

Seat mounting

•Sleek-styled tail bag featuring
straps and large
chromed buckles
•Lockable, quick-release
buckles hidden below
large chrome buckles
•Made of rugged leather-grain,
marine grade vinyl and plastic
reinforcing panels and plastic
reinforcing panels
•Rigid construction keeps these
bags looking good, full or empty
•Designed for multiple mounting options adaptable to
any bike; attaches to sissy bar, rack or atop passenger seat
•Easy-to-use sissy bar strap and two adjustable bungee straps included;
multiple anchor points, including four heavy-duty chromed D-rings and several strap slots provided for fast, easy mounting
•Riveted top handle and removable shoulder strap for convenient transport off the bike
•Hat-box style lid with long sides for protection against weather, grime and other elements
•Easy-open lid provides convenient access
•Two zippered and flap-covered side pockets provide extra storage
•Hanging internal mesh pocket provides separate storage inside bag
and helps organize contents
•Measures 16” L x 101/4” W x 121/2” H SUG. RETAIL............................ $109.95 PART #

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
3503-0055

DRIFTER™
TOOL BAGS
LARGE DRIFTER™
SISSY BAR BAG
•New clean-styled sissy bar
bag; matches
Drifter saddlebags
•Features chrome buckles and
genuine leather straps with lockable, quick-release hidden buckles
•Straps included for secure mounting to sissy bar or other locations
on bike
•Measures 91/2” W x 11” H x 41/2” D

$52.95

SUG. RETAIL..............
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #

3503-0051

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

•Nostalgic-look tool
bag available in three
sizes; matches Drifter
saddlebags and large
sissy bar bag
•Features bright
chrome buckles,
genuine leather straps
and an easy-open lid with lockable twist lock (lock included)
•Straps included for secure mounting
DESCRIPTION
Medium (8” L x 31/2” W x 41/2” H)
Large (11” L x 31/2” W x 41/2” H)

SEATS

PART #
3510-0042
3510-0043

SUG. RETAIL
$34.95
39.95
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LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

THROW-OVER
AND CUSTOM-FIT
SADDLEBAGS

Saddlemen’s Express line of saddlebags
are available two ways: Throw-Over style
and Custom-Fit. Throw-Over style bags
include a multi-adjustable yoke which
Throw-over
hangs the bags from the fender or seat,
and also includes a quick-release bag connection to take off bags without
disturbing the yoke or seat. Custom-Fit bags have a strong, smooth backside and no yoke, designed
to allow custom mounting to your motorcycle. The extra-strong plastic back on all Express bags
works perfectly with the S4 Quick-Disconnect Mounting System (sold separately). S4 saddlebag
support brackets (sold separately) are strongly recommended.

TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS

Throw-over

DESPERADO™
SADDLEBAGS
•Nostalgic-look saddlebags available
in three sizes
•Made of a durable combination of
materials including genuine leather,
3501-0312
marine grade vinyl and tough plastic frame
•All feature 1/2” chrome-plated brass studs, chrome-plated
11/2” buckles and genuine leather straps with lockable,
quick-release hidden buckles
•Throw-Over mounting style includes a multi-adjustable yoke
which hangs the bags from the fender or seat, and also includes
a quick-release bag connection to take off bags without disturbing
the yoke or seat and a rear-mounted carry handle
•Extra-strong plastic back works perfectly with the
S4 Quick-Disconnect Mounting System
•S4 saddlebag support brackets (sold separately)
are strongly recommended
DESCRIPTION
THROW-OVER
Jumbo (18” L x 111/2” H x 61/4” D)
Large (15” L x 101/2” H x 53/4” D)
Medium (11” L x 91/2” H x 51/4” D)

PART #
3501-0312
3501-0311
3501-0310

SUG. RETAIL
$194.95
169.95
136.95

CHAINS

SUSPENSION

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

DESPERADO™ SADDLEBAGS
WITH SHOCK CUTAWAY
•Contoured backside allows fitment directly
over most shock absorbers, allowing
saddlebag options on bikes that were
previously limited due to shock and turn
signal placement
•Nostalgic-look saddlebags feature bright
Shock cutaway
chrome studs, chrome buckles and genuine
leather straps with lockable, quick-release hidden buckles
•Install using one of three methods: zippered yoke for over-the-fender
mounting, hard mount bags using S4 saddlebag supports
(sold separately) or use with Saddlemen’s S4 Quick Disconnect
Mounting Kit (sold separately) for a custom mount that allows bags
to come off in seconds
•Zip-off yoke mounting allows bag to be disconnected without
removing the yoke
•Saddlebag support
SUG. RETAIL...........$224.95
brackets recommended
PART #
3501-0388
•Measure 17.5” x 12.5” x 6.5”
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3501-0441

3501-0318

DESPERADO™ SLANT SADDLEBAGS
•Nostalgic-look saddlebags available in Throw-Over or
Custom-Fit mounting
•Throw-Over style includes a multi-adjustable yoke which hangs the
bags from the fender or seat, and also includes a quick-release bag
connection to take off bags without disturbing the yoke or seat and
a rear-mounted carry handle
•Custom-Fit style has a strong, smooth backside and no yoke,
designed to allow custom mounting to your motorcycle
•Extra-strong plastic back works perfectly with the
S4 Quick-Disconnect Mounting System
•Made of a durable combination of materials including genuine
leather, marine grade vinyl and tough plastic frame
•All feature 1/2” chrome-plated brass studs, chrome-plated
11/2” buckles and genuine leather straps with lockable,
quick-release hidden buckles
•S4 saddlebag support brackets (sold separately) are
strongly recommended
DESCRIPTION
THROW-OVER
Extra Jumbo (22” L x 101/2” H x 7” D)
Jumbo (171/2” L x 101/2” H x 6” D)
Large (151/2” L x 91/2” H x 5” D)
CUSTOM-FIT
Jumbo (171/2” L x 101/2” H x 6” D)
Large (151/2” L x 91/2” H x 5” D)

BRAKES

ENGINE

Custom-fit

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

3501-0318
3501-0317
3501-0316

$214.95
194.95
169.95

3501-0442
3501-0441

194.95
169.95

DESPERADO™
SLANT FACE POUCH
SADDLEBAGS
•New nostalgic-look throw-over
saddlebags with bright chrome
3501-0385
studs, chrome buckles and
genuine leather straps with lockable, quick-release hidden buckles
•Made of a durable combination of materials including genuine
leather, marine grade vinyl, chrome-plated brass and tough
plastic frame
•Feature 5” x 9” external pouch integrated into the side of the
saddlebag, for quick access to smaller items like sunglasses,
camera, etc.
•Saddlebag support brackets recommended
DESCRIPTION
Jumbo (171/2” x 101/2” x 7”)
Large (151/2” x 91/2” x 5”)

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #
3501-0383
3501-0385

SUG. RETAIL
$209.95
189.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

DESPERADO™
TEARDROP SADDLEBAGS

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
3501-0457

LUGGAGE

•New nostalgic-look saddlebags feature chrome studs;
available in two sizes
•Streamlined shape allows stock turn signal locations
to be used; universal turn signal relocator bracket
included for harder-to-fit bikes
•Install using one of three methods: zippered yoke
for over-the-fender mounting, hard mount bags
using included S4 saddlebag supports or use with
Saddlemen’s S4 Quick Disconnect Mounting Kit (sold
separately) for a custom mount that allows bags to come off in seconds
•Unique forward-pivoting lid stays open for easy access and frees up both hands for loading gear
•Include solid adjustable S4 saddlebag support mounting brackets and hardware
DESCRIPTION
Jumbo (20” L x 12” D x 61/2” W)

PART #
3501-0458

SUG. RETAIL
$299.95

DESCRIPTION
Large (18” L x 101/2” D x 51/2” W)

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
Forward-pivoting lid

SECURITY
& AUDIO
PART #
3501-0457

SUG. RETAIL
$289.95

DESPERADO™ TEARDROP
SADDLEBAGS WITH SHOCK CUTAWAY

SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
Shock cutaway
SUG. RETAIL...........
PART #

$299.95
3501-0460

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES

DESPERADO™
TOOL BAGS

•Nostalgic-look sissy
bar bag; matches
Desperado saddlebags
•Features bright chrome
studs, chrome buckles and
genuine leather straps with
lockable, quick-release
hidden buckles
•Straps included for secure
mounting to sissy bar or
other locations on bike
•Measures 91/2” W x
11” H x 41/2” D
SUG. RETAIL..............

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY

•Contoured backside allows fitment directly over most shock
absorbers, allowing saddlebag options on bikes that were
previously limited due to shock and turn signal placement
•Streamlined shape allows stock turn signal locations to be
used; universal turn signal relocator bracket included for
harder-to-fit bikes
•Clean-styled saddlebags feature chrome stud, chrome
buckles and stylish straps with lockable, quick-release
hidden buckles
•Install using one of three methods: zippered yoke for
over-the-fender mounting, hard mount bags using included
S4 saddlebag supports or use with Saddlemen’s S4 Quick
Disconnect Mounting Kit (sold separately) for a custom mount that allows bags to come off in seconds
•Zip-off yoke mounting allows bag to be disconnected without removing the yoke
•Include solid adjustable S4 saddlebag support mounting brackets and hardware
•Measure 20.5” L x 12” D x 6.5” W

LARGE
DESPERADO™
SISSY BAR BAG

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

SUSPENSION

•Nostalgic-look tool
bags available in two
sizes; matches
Desperado saddlebags
and large sissy bar bag
•Features bright chrome studs, chrome buckles and genuine
leather straps and an easy-open lid with lockable twist lock
closure (lock included)
•Straps included for secure mounting

$57.95

PART #

3503-0050

DESCRIPTION
Medium (8” L x 31/2” W x 41/2” H)
Large (11” L x 31/2” W x 41/2” H)

PART #
3510-0040
3510-0041

ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

SUG. RETAIL
$37.95
43.95

TRAILER
MERCH.

WINDSHIELD BAG BRACKET
•Specially designed bracket easily mounts one of Saddlemen’s large Express tool bags on the inside
of most OEM and aftermarket windshields
•Provides convenient access to sunglasses, wallet, etc.
SUG. RETAIL.............. $19.95
•Mounts using one, two or three screws (depending on windshield)
PART #
3550-0096
•High-quality chrome plating makes bracket perfect for any cruiser
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

TOOLS

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

CROSS
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INDEX
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DESPERADO™
EXPRESS TAIL
BAG

Internal
mesh pocket

Easy open lid

•Sleek-styled tail bag
featuring straps,
studs and large
chromed buckles
•Lockable, quick-release
buckles hidden below large
chrome buckles
•Made of rugged leathergrain, marine
grade vinyl and plastic reinforcing panels
•Rigid construction keeps these bags looking good, full or empty
•Designed for multiple mounting options adaptable to any bike; attaches to sissy
Removable
bar, rack or atop passenger seat
shoulder strap
•Easy-to-use sissy bar strap and two adjustable bungee straps included; multiple
anchor points, including four heavy-duty chromed D-rings and several strap slots provided for fast, easy mounting
•Riveted top handle and removable shoulder strap for convenient transport off the bike
•Hat-box style lid with long sides for protection against weather, grime and other elements
•Easy-open lid provides convenient access
•Two zippered and flap-covered side pockets provide extra storage
SUG. RETAIL............................ $119.95
•Hanging internal mesh pocket provides separate storage inside bag and helps organize contents
PART #
3503-0054
•Measures 16” L x 101/4” W x 121/2” H

HIGHWAYMAN
SLANT-STYLE
SADDLEBAGS

3501-0090

3501-0091

•Throw-over design
saddlebags made of
thick synthetic leather;
available in three sizes
and two different styles
to fit every bike and
storage need
•Stylish dual-strap
design with heavy-duty
chrome-plated buckles
•Box-style lid keeps contents secure
•Adjustable laced yoke construction for a perfect fit on most popular cruisers
•Rigid plastic backs and reinforced inner panels help maintain bag shape even when empty; bag supports recommended
•Large turn signal cutouts in yoke prevent need for turn signal relocation on some models
NOTE: Matching seats available, see SEATS section.

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

DESCRIPTION
CLASSIC
Medium (13” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Large (151/2” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Jumbo (18” L x 6” W x 12” H)

PART #
3501-0088
3501-0090
3501-0092

SUG. RETAIL
$75.95
89.95
102.95

DESCRIPTION
RIVET
Medium (13” L x 6” W x 91/2” H )
Large (151/2” L x 6” W x 91/2” H)
Jumbo (18” L x 6” W x 12” H)

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

3501-0089
3501-0091
3501-0093

$79.95
97.95
107.95

HIGHWAYMAN TOOL
POUCHES

TOOLS

•Synthetic leather tool pouches available in
two sizes and styles
•Clean styling with hook-and-loop closure
•Made to match Highwayman saddlebags

TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

3501-0098
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3501-0101

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

DESCRIPTION
CLASSIC
Medium (9” L x 4” W x 51/2” H)
Large (12” L x 4” W x 51/2” H)
RIVET
Medium (9” L x 4” W x 51/2” H)
Large (12” L x 4” W x 51/2” H)

PART #

SUG.
RETAIL

3501-0098 $17.95
3501-0100 21.95
3501-0099
3501-0101

21.95
26.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
3501-0058

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS
DESPERADO™ SLANT SADDLEBAGS

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

•Available in three sizes to fit every bike and storage need
•Made of a durable combination of man-made materials, chrome-plated brass
and tough plastic frames
•Stylish single-strap design with contrasting trim
•Fixed yoke adjusts for bag height and angle to fit most popular cruisers
•Rigid back frame and reinforced side panels help maintain shape even when empty
•Weather- and sun-resistant body panels
•Lockable buckles; two locks included (one per bag)
DESCRIPTION
Large (151/2” L x 5” W x 91/2” H)
•Feature chrome studs, elastic-trimmed mesh pocket in each bag,
Jumbo (171/2” L x 6” W x 111/2” H)
box-style lid and hook-and-loop seals on each side flap
1

Extra jumbo (22” L x 7” W x 11 /2” H)

NOTE: Matching seats available, see SEATS section.

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS
DRIFTER™ SLANT SADDLEBAGS

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
PART #
3501-0058
3501-0060
3501-0062

SUG. RETAIL
$124.95
139.95
154.95

Extra jumbo (22” L x 7” W x 111/2” H)

TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO

3501-0059

•Available in three sizes to fit every bike and storage need
•Made of a durable combination of man-made materials, chrome-plated brass and
tough plastic frames
•Stylish single-strap design with contrasting trim
•Fixed yoke adjusts for bag height and angle to fit most popular cruisers
•Rigid back frame and reinforced side panels help maintain shape even when empty
•Weather- and sun-resistant body panels
•Lockable buckles; two locks included (one per bag)
DESCRIPTION
•Feature elastic-trimmed mesh pocket in each bag, box-style lid
Large (151/2” L x 5” W x 91/2” H)
Jumbo (171/2” L x 6” W x 111/2” H)
and hook-and-loop seals on each side flap
NOTE: Matching seats available, see SEATS section.

EXHAUST

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
PART #
3501-0057
3501-0059
3501-0061

SUG. RETAIL
$118.95
129.95
144.95

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING

EXPANDABLE
SPORT LUGGAGE

3516-0029

3516-0029

SPORT PANNIERS AND SPORT TOP PACK
•Made of semi-rigid formed 600-denier
SaddleTuff™ and foam shell – these look
great empty or full
•Unique water-resistant zippers make these
bags great companions in nasty weather
•Universal and adjustable mounting straps
for easy attachment over or under the rear
seat or cowl of most bikes
3516-0268
•Nylon stabilizing straps secure bags to
a turn signal, bungee hook or frame tube
3501-0267
•Panniers formed shell opens completely
with a three-sided zipper; Top Pack opens on top and also has two side pouches
3516-0029
•Top Pack features easily-deployed mesh helmet net and separate top-mounted elastic cord
Shown open
•Both Panniers and Top Pack feature internal
mesh pockets, zippered expansion and
DESCRIPTION
PART #
Standard Sport Panniers, 14.5” L x 8.5” T x 6” D (expands to 8” D)
stylish 3-D accents
3501-0267
XL Sport Panniers, 17” L x 10” T x 6” D (expands to 8” D)
3501-0268
•Panniers and Top Pack are designed to
Top pack, 15” L x 16.5” W x 8” T (expands to 20” W)
3516-0029
install together or individually

ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
SUG. RETAIL
$139.95
159.95
99.95

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

HC1700 AND HC2900 HARD CASE TRUNKS
•Solid and weatherproof with matte black polypropylene construction
•Streamlined shape looks great and cuts through the wind
•Universal mounting kit attaches to existing luggage rack;
quick-disconnect allows trunk to be removed from bike in seconds
•Integrated lock with two keys
•Integrated molded grip for easy transport off-bike
•All hardware included
•HC1700 holds one full-face helmet and other needed gear; HC2900
holds two full-face helmets and other needed gear
•HC1700 overall outside dimensions: 15” L x
3516-0063
15” W x 10” H; 1700 cu. inch capacity
DESCRIPTION
PART
#
SUG. RETAIL
•HC2900 overall outside dimensions: 17” L x
HC1700
3516-0063
$89.95
23” W x 13” H; 2900 cu. inch capacity
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
3516-0064

CROSS
REFERENCE
DESCRIPTION
HC2900

PART #
3516-0064

SUG. RETAIL
$139.95
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LUGGAGE
This Fitment Chart is intended to be a guide in selecting Luggage for your motorcycle. It lists many popular motorcycles, but Saddlemen saddlebags will fit almost all makes and models. If your model is
not listed, measure the area on your motorcycle where the saddlebags will be located. Observe the location of turn signal lights, driver and passenger locations, and feet positions, exhaust pipe routing,
possible interference with drive chain-belt or guards, and brake system parts. Compare these dimensions and observations to the dimensions of the luggage you wish to select and the mounting system
you intend on using. See the measurements guide picture at the bottom of the page.
LEGEND

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT ALL SADDLEBAGS BE FITTED WITH SADDLEBAG SUPPORTS !
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FAIRINGS
& BODY
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FUEL SYSTEMS

Type of Mounting (see Mounting Notes below)

Jumbo

Large

Shock Cutout

20.5x12x6.5

18x10.5x5.5

20.5x12x6.5

Quick Disconnect Specific Fit (See Catalog)

Medium Slant
13x9.5x6

Tear Drop Specific Fit Solid Mount (See Catalog)

Large Slant
15.5x9.5x6

Medium Slant

Jumbo Slant

13x9.5x6

18x12x6

Jumbo Slant

Large Slant

18x12x6

15.5x9.5x6

X Jumbo

Large

Jumbo Slant

Slant Large
15x10.5x5

15x10.5x5.75

X Jumbo Slant

17.5x11.5x6

22x11.5x7

Slant Rigid Mount Universal
19.5X12X7.5

22x11.5x7

Slant Jumbo

Slant Large

Slant large

Medium Straight

15.5x9.5x5

Large Straight

11x9.5x5.25

H1
H1
H1
H2
H2
H1
H2
H2
H1
H1
H2
H2

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

UT UT UT UT UT UT UT UT UT UZ UZ UH UH UH UF UF UF UF UF UF UF UF UZ UZ UZ UZ UZ UZ SH SQ

HONDA
Valkyrie GL1500
3
3
3
2,3 2,3 2,3
3
3
3
2 3 23 2 , 3
23
23
2
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3

VTX 1800 Retro R/S, N, R, S
VTX 1800 C, F
VTX1300 R, S,
VTX1300 C

VLX600/VT600, Shadow, Shadow Deluxe
VT1100C, Shadow, Spirit, Ace
VT1100C2,C3 Shadow Sabre, Shadow Aero
VT750DC, DCA, DCB, Shadow Spirit 750
VT750C, CA, Shadow Aero 750
VT750C Shadow,C2, CD, Ace
VF750C Magna 750
CMX250C Rebel 250
KAWASAKI
VN2000 a, D, E, F, VULCAN
VN1600A, E, Vulcan 1600 Classic not E or G
VN1500P/VN1600B, F, Mean Streak 1500/1600
Vulcan 1500 Classic
VN800/VN900, Vulcan Classic except Drifter
VN750 Vulcan A15-A21
EN500 A1-A7, C1-C9, Vulcan 500
BN125 A4-A8. A6F. A7F, Eliminator 125

3
3
2,3 2,3
3
3
2,3 2,3
23
23
2
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3

3
2,3
3
2,3
23
23
23
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3

3
2,3
3
2,3
23
23
23
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3

3
3
3
2,3 2,3 2,3
3
3
3
2,3 2,3 2,3
23
23
2
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3

3
2,3
3
2,3

2,3
3
3
3

3
2,3
3
2,3
23
23
23
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3

3
2,3
3
2,3
23
23
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3

2,3

2,3

H2

5
5
2,3
3

3

3

2,3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

5

SUZUKI
Boulevard S83, Intruder 1400 GLP*, FH, K7
Boulevard S40 Savage LS650 ALL
Boulevard S50, Intruder 800, VS700, VS800
GZ250 Marauder, K1-K7, XY
Boulevard M109
Boulevard M95,VZ1600 K-4, K-5, Marauder
Boulevard M50, VZ800 V-W, K1-K7 Marauder
Boulevard C90, VL1500 W-Y, K***, Intruder
Boulevard C50, VL800, Volusia

3
1,3

2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3

3
1,3

3
1,3

3
1,3

3
1,3

2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3 2,3

2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3 2,3

2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3 2,3

2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3

3
1,3

3
1,3

2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3 2,3

2 ,3
2,3
2,3
2,3 2,3 2,3

3
1,3

2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3 2,3 2,3

2
2
2
2
2

STAR (YAMAHA)
Stratoliner/ Roadliner, XV1900** (ALL)
Road Star Warrior, XV17** (ALL)
Road Star & R.S. Midnight, XV17AM**
V Star 1100 Custom, XVS11T**
V Star 1100 Classic, XVS11A**
V Star 650 Custom, XVS65T**
V Star 650 Classic, XVS65A**
V-Max, VMX12, VMX1200, VMX12A-W
Virago 7/11, XV700, XV750, XV1000, XV1100
Virago 250

NA
NA
NA
5
5
5
5
5

1
1

1

1

3
3
3
1,4 1,4
3
3
1,4 1,4
1,3 1,3 1,3
2,3 2,3 2,3
2,3 2,3

1

1

1

3
3
1,4
3
3
1,4 1,4
1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3
2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3
2,3 2,3 2,3

VICTORY
V92C
Hammer
Vegas
Kingpin
NOTES & CONDITIONS
1. Luggage fitment is limited by the stock exhaust height. Lower aftermarket exhausts will clear larger bags
2. Luggage fitment is limited by stock turn signal location. Relocate signals to clear larger bags.
3. Luggage fitment is limited by shock. Use Saddlebags with Cutout for shock

LUBES

Slant Jumbo

Jumbo Straight

15x10.5x5.75

SEE APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE CATALOG FOR COMPLETE
DESCRIPTION OF THE SADDLEBAGS

17.5X10.5X6

X Jumbo Straight

18.5x11.5x6.25

Slant Shock Cutout

22x10.5x7

Slant Large
15.5x9.5x5

17.5x10.5x6

X Jumbo Slant

Slant Jumbo

NOT RECOMMENDED
THESE BAGS ARE NOT RECOMMENDED FOR THIS MODEL
MOTORCYCLE

Midnight Express Highwayman Highwayman Tear drop
Universal
Tattoo
Fit

SADDLE BAG SUPPORT KIT (p/n below)

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

CONDITIONAL USE 1, 2, 3, 4
THESE BAGS ARE RECOMMENDED WHEN CONDITIONS INDICATED
ARE RESOLVED. SEE NOTED NUMBERS AT BOTTOM OF PAGE.

Express
Custom Fit

QUICK DISCONNECT KIT (p/n below)

SECURITY
& AUDIO

THESE FITMENTS WILL WORK , BUT BAGS ARE SMALLER THAN
DESIRED BY MOST BIKERS

17.5x10.5x6

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

ACCEPTABLE or CONDITION 5

XX Jumbo Slant

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

Face
Pouch

Desperado, Cruis’n, Drifter

22x10.5x7

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

Saddlebags Style & Size by Length, Height, Depth

NO MODIFICATIONS ARE REQUIRED TO FIT THESE BAGS

24x12x7

LUGGAGE

15.5x9.5x5

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

Saddlemen: LUGGAGE FITMENT GUIDE

17.5X10.5X6

EXHAUST

1

1

1

3
3
3
1,4
1,4
1,4
3
3
3
1,4
1,4
1,4
1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3
2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3
2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3

1

1

1

3
3
1,4
3
3
1,4 1,4
1,3 1,3 1,3
2,3 2,3 2,3
2,3 2,3

1

1

3
1,4
3
3
1,4 1,4
1,3 1,3
2,3 2,3
2,3

1
3
1,4
3
1,4
1,3 1,3 1,3
2,3 2,3 2,3
2,3 2,3

1
3
1,4
3
1,4
1,3 1,3 1,3
2,3 2,3 2,3

5

S

U
U
U
U
U

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

U
U
U
U
U
U
U

S

S
S
S

U
U

M O U N T IN G N O T E S
UF= Universal fit, over-the-fender installation with fixed yoke.
UT= Universal fit, over-the-fender or custom fit installation, yoke is completely removable*.
Bags quick-detach with twistlocks

UZ= Universal fit, over-the-fender or custom fit installation, yoke is completely removable*.

4. Luggage fitment is limited by passenger foot pegs.
5. Saddlebags with shock cutout to clear the shock absorber , may be used on applications where not needed.

Bags quick-detach with zippers

SQ=Specific-fit, quick-disconnect (all hardware included)

TOOLS
TRAILER

Quick Disconnect Kit and Other Part Numbers
H 1 = H O N D A KIT # 1 P /N 3 5 0 1 -0 3 3 4
Y = YAM AH A KIT P /N 3 5 0 1 -0 3 3 8
H 2 = H O N D A KIT # 2 P /N 3 5 0 1 -0 3 3 5
S = S U Z U KI KIT P /N 3 5 0 1 -0 3 3 7
U = UNIVERSAL BAG SUPPORT KIT P/N 3501- 0345
UNIVERSAL TURN SIGNAL RELOCATION KIT P/N 2020-0348

SH= Specific-fit, hard-mount (quick-detach hardware sold separately)
UH= Universal hard-mount (requires additional yoke or hardware)
*Rigid back suitable for hard mounting or with quick
disconnect kits (sold separately) when yoke is removed

HANDLE BAR BAGS / TOOL POUCHES
EXPRESS
HANDLEBAR BAG
TOOL BAG-POUCH

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

HIGHWAYMAN & TATTOO
TOOL BAG-POUCHES

LARGE
MEDIUM
TOOL ROLL
LARGE
MEDIUM

13.5W X 7H X 7.5 D
11W X 4.5H X 3.5D
8W X 4.5H X 3.5D
11L X 4.5H X 3.5D
12W X 5.5H X 4D
9W X 5.5HX X4D

ALL TOOL BAGS AND POUCHES CAN BE FIT TO MANY
OTHER LOCATIONS THAN THE HANDLEBAR OVER THE
HEADLIGHT. INSTALL BAGS SO THAT THEY DO NOT
INTERFERE WITH CONTROLS, OR MOVING PARTS OF
THE MOTORCYCLE.

SEE THE EXPRESS, OR HIGHWAYMEN SECTIONS OF THE CATALOG FOR SPECIFIC DETAILS.

WARNING!! If saddlebags are installed so that they cover or obstruct the side reflector lights, install Saddlemen reflector kit p/n 2040-0416
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PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE

ADJUSTABLE SISSY
BAR MOUNTING

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

•Fully adjustable sissy bar mounting system
goes on in seconds over anysize and style
sissy bar pad; once adjusted for your size
pad, you never need to adjust it again
•This mounting system is available on the
following bags: new EX2200, new EX2200S, S2200E, SDP2500D,
SDP2500DS, S2600, SDP2600, S3200DE, S3500 and S3500S

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO

S3500/S3500S DELUXE SISSY BAR BAGS
•Big, full side openings allow easy access to bag contents while bag
is still mounted on bike
•Fully adjustable sissy bar mounting system goes on in seconds
over any size and style sissy bar pad; once adjusted for your size
pad, you never need to adjust it again
•Rigid construction holds bag shape even when empty
•R850 roll bag included for extra cargo capacity;
top cargo straps mount included roll bag or strap on jacket,
rain gear, etc.
•Top carry handle, backpack straps and shoulder
strap for easy toting off bike
•Top pocket office organizer
Internal
and lockable zipper pulls
•Built-in pocket with raincover mesh
pockets
•Constructed of UV-,
water- and weather-resistant
1200-denier SaddleTuff™
and leather-like vinyl panels
•S3500S comes with
1/2” chrome studs
Easy access
•Dimensions: 16” W x 22” H x
side opening
11” D; measures 3,500 cubic inches
DESCRIPTION
S3500

PART #
3515-0082

SUG. RETAIL
$199.95

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
3515-0082
Adjustable
internal shelf
DESCRIPTION
S3500S

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

3515-0083
PART #
3515-0083

CHAINS
SUG. RETAIL
$209.95

BRAKES

3515-0096

EX2200/2200S DELUXE SISSY BAR BAGS
•Perfect match to Saddlemen Drifter or Desperado saddlebags
•Two full side openings allow easy access to bag contents while
bag is still mounted on bike
•Fully adjustable sissy bar mounting system goes
on in seconds over any size and style sissy
bar pad; once adjusted for your size pad,
you never need to adjust it again
•Rigid construction provides
rider support
and can be leaned back
Internal
on when mounted
mesh
on backseat
•Multiple exterior pockets pockets
•Internal adjustable shelf
•Raincover included
•Constructed of
UV-resistant
leather-grain composite
•EX2200S comes with
1/2” chrome studs
Adjustable
•Roll bag included for extra
internal
Easy access
shelf
cargo capacity
side opening
•Dimensions: 18” H x 14.5” W
(with pouches 17” W) x 8” D (with pouches 9.5” D); 2,200 cubic inches

SPROCKETS

SUSPENSION
3515-0097

ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
DESCRIPTION
EX2200 Drifter
EX2200S Desperado

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #
3515-0096
3515-0097

SUG. RETAIL
$199.95
209.95
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S3200DE DELUXE
SISSY BAR BAG
•Large bag designed to carry everything needed
for a long trip on the road
•Fully adjustable sissy bar mounting system goes
on in seconds over any size and style sissy bar
pad; once adjusted for your size pad, you never
need to adjust it again
•Rigid construction holds bag shape even
when empty
•R850 roll bag included for extra cargo
capacity; top cargo straps mount included
roll bag or strap on jacket, rain gear, etc.
•Top carry handle, backpack straps and
shoulder strap for easy toting off bike
•Internal office organizer and lockable
zipper pulls
•Constructed of UV-, water- and weather-resistant
1200-denier SaddleTuff™ and leather-like
vinyl panels
•Dimensions: 21” H x 20” W x 12.5” D, expands
to 15” D; measures 3,200 cubic inches,
expands to 3,500 cubic inches
SUG. RETAIL................................
PART #

Mesh Pocket

$219.95
3515-0086

Expanded

Two front bags zip off, then zip
together to form a handy carry-all bag

LIGHTING
Roll bag sold
separately

ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS

Retractable
handle

Water
bottle
pocket

CHAINS

Rain cover

Internal
mesh
pockets

Gusseted

BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

Expandable
pockets

TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

Fully open
un-zipped
gusset

SDP2600 ROLLER SISSY BAR BAG
•Smooth rolling wheels and retractable handle make this bag perfect for airline travel
•Fully adjustable sissy bar mounting system goes on in seconds over any size and style sissy bar pad; once adjusted for your size pad, you never
need to adjust it again
•Rigid construction holds bag shape even when empty
•Top cargo straps for attaching Saddlemen roll bag (sold separately) or for strapping on your jacket, rain gear, etc.
•Top pocket office organizer and lockable zipper pulls
•Built-in pocket with raincover
•Constructed of UV-, water- and weather-resistant 1200-denier SaddleTuff™ and leather-like vinyl panels
•Optional roll bags available separately; see page 263 for the R850 roll bag and page 263 for the R1300LXE roll bag
•Dimensions: 18” W x 21” H x 11.5” D;
3515-0079
measures 2,600 cubic inches
SUG. RETAIL............................ $165.95 PART #
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PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

S2600 DELUXE SISSY BAR BAG

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

Gusseted

•Sleek styling with full features
•Fully adjustable sissy bar mounting system goes on in
seconds over any size and style sissy bar pad; once
adjusted for your size pad, you never need to adjust
it again
•Rigid construction holds bag shape even when empty
•R850 roll bag included for extra cargo capacity; top cargo
straps mount included roll bag or strap on jacket, rain
Internal
gear, etc.
mesh
•Top carry handle, backpack straps and shoulder strap for
pockets
easy toting off bike
•Bottom pocket office organizer and lockable zipper pulls
Water
Fully open/
•Constructed of UV-, water- and weather-resistant 1200bottle
un-zipped gusset
denier SaddleTuff™ and leather-like vinyl panels
pocket
•Built-in pocket with raincover
•Dimensions: 18” W x 21” H x 11.5” D; measures 2,600
SUG. RETAIL................................ $155.95 PART #
cubic inches

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO

3515-0081

Internal
mesh
pocket

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS

Duffle bag folds
into own pouch

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
Expanded

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

S2200E EXPANDABLE SISSY BAR BAG
•Conveniently sized for just about any trip; expandable to carry all your gear
•Fully adjustable sissy bar mounting system goes on in seconds over any size and style sissy bar pad;
once adjusted for your size pad, you never need to adjust it again
•Rigid construction holds bag shape even when empty
•Top carry handle, backpack straps and shoulder strap for easy toting off bike
Built-in pocket
•Top cargo straps for attaching the included duffle bag or for strapping on your jacket, rain gear, etc.
w/ rain cover
•Weather-resistant bottom front pocket
•Top pocket office organizer and lockable zipper pulls
•Constructed of UV-, water- and weather-resistant 1200-denier SaddleTuff™ and leather-like vinyl panels
•Optional roll bags available separately; see page 263 for the R850 roll bag and page 263 for the R1300LXE roll bag
•Dimensions: 15” W x 18” H x 8” D (expands to 18.5” W);
SUG. RETAIL...........$145.95 PART #
measures 2,200 cubic inches

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
3515-0080

ENGINE
Roller handle
Internal
mesh pocket

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

Roller wheels

3515-0084

3515-0085

Water
bottle
pocket

TOOLS
TRAILER

SDP2500D/SDP2500DS ROLLER SISSY BAR BAGS
•Sissy bar bag mounts easily to your motorcycle; can also double as a carry-on for air travel
•State-of-the-art retractable handle
•Large main compartment with internal pockets and organizers
Internal
•Three external zippered pockets and two external mesh pockets
pockets and
•Six heavy-duty, external D-rings for additional attachment options
organizer
•Constructed of 1200-denier SaddleTuff™
•SDP2500DS features chrome studs
•Dimensions: 18” H x 14” W x 91/2” D; measures 2,500 cubic inches SUG. RETAIL....... $169.95
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
DESCRIPTION
SDP2500D plain
SDP2500DS w/ chrome studs

PART #
3515-0084
3515-0085
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HIGH-ROLLER
SISSY BAR BAGS

•Sissy bar bag mounts easily to your
motorcycle; can also double
as a carry-on for air travel
•Universal mounting system allows
bag to be installed on just about any
sissy bar,
backrest or luggage rack
•Rigid 1680-denier nylon construction
with black leather front fascia
•State-of-the-art retractable handle
•High-durability roller wheels can
be covered while on bike
•Large main compartment with internal pockets
•Three external zippered pockets and two external mesh pockets; organizer featured in front zippered pocket
•Six heavy-duty, external D-rings
for additional attachment options
DESCRIPTION
PART #
3515-0046
•Weatherproof raincover also included W/ chrome studs
3515-0047
•Dimensions: 17” H x 13” W x 73/4” D W/ braid accents

BR4100 DRESSER
BACK SEAT BAG

SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES

3515-0047

3515-0046

Adjustable
bungee net

•Designed to fit perfectly between the rider and tour
box on the back seat of all Gold Wing models
•Fully rigid; can be leaned against, even when empty
•Full size top opening for easy packing
•Top carry handle and backpack straps for
easy toting
•Top accessory straps allow you to add
on a Saddlemen roll bag, extra jacket, etc.
•Extra side mesh pouches perfect for maps
•Constructed of UV-, water- and weather-resistant
1200-denier SaddleTuff™ and leather-like
vinyl panels
•Dimensions: 18.5” H x 21” W x 19” D; measures
4,100 cubic inches
SUG. RETAIL...

$139.95

PART #

SUG. RETAIL
$184.95
159.95

Insulated
side cooler
pouches

3501-0322

Internal mesh pockets

Internal shelf

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

FASTBACK TOURING BAGS
•Travel bags made of 600-denier SaddleTuff™ built over a rigid frame, available in three sizes: small, medium and large
•Built at a 10° angle and with special harness system to mount behind or in front of sissy bar where bag can be used as driver backrest
•Front and rear universal mounting harness for back seat or luggage rack use
•Two full side openings, each with zippered mesh pockets inside
DESCRIPTION
PART #
SUG. RETAIL
and large zippered pouches outside
Small (13” H x 10” W x 8” D)
3515-0048
$118.95
Medium (15” H x 12” W x 10” D)
3515-0049
159.95
•Removable, adjustable padded backrest pad included
3515-0050
199.95
•Weatherproof raincover and removable shoulder straps also included Large (20” H x 16” W x 13” D)
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PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
Internal
mesh
pockets

Office
organizer

EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE

Carry bag
folds into
own pouch

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

Expanded
Zip-off
backpack

TS3200DE DELUXE CRUISER TAIL BAG

•Unique design, easy to mount and full of features; offers any bike maximum luggage capacity
•Universal, quick-detach mounting system quickly secures bag to frame, passenger pegs, etc.; tunnel straddles most racks and seats for easy
on/off mounting
•Rigid construction holds bag shape even when empty
•Wide top opening for easy packing
•Top carry handle and shoulder straps for easy toting off bike
•Exterior zippered pockets with lockable zipper pulls
•Constructed of UV-, water- and weather-resistant 1200-denier SaddleTuff™ and leather-like vinyl panels; non-skid bottom is heat-resistant
•Optional roll bags available separately; see page 263 for the R850
roll bag and page 263 for the R1300LXE roll bag
•Dimensions: 25” W x 13.5” H x 11” D
3516-0036
SUG. RETAIL...........$129.95 PART #
(expands to 27” W); measures 3,200 cubic inches

•Universal, quick-detach mounting system quickly secures bag to frame, passenger pegs, etc.; tunnel
straddles most racks and back seats for easy on/off mounting
•Soft duffle construction helps bag conform to your preferred mounting location
•Heat-resistant bottom panels facilitate installation on bikes with high-mounted exhaust pipes
•Zippered side expansion allows longer items like tent poles
•Wide top opening with lockable zipper for easy packing
•Top carry handle and shoulder straps for easy toting off bike
•Separate carry bag included
•Top-mounted compression straps let you carry a jacket or other loose items safely
•Exterior zippered pockets provide easy access to things you need on the road
•Constructed of UV-, water- and weather-resistant 1200-denier SaddleTuff™
•Dimensions: 25.5” W x 13” H x 12” D;
measures 3,200 cubic inches

$99.95

PART #

SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

TS3200 DELUXE SPORT TAIL BAG

SUG. RETAIL....................................

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES

3516-0037

SUSPENSION
Expanded

ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS

Rotating cam straps
for multiple mounting

LUBES

TR3300DE DELUXE RACK BAG
•Versatile mounting system fits virtually all trunk-mounted
or stand-alone racks
•Universal strap mounting system designed for easy attachment
to trunk or separately mounted luggage racks
•Fully rigid construction makes bag look great even when empty
•Big, easy-open top for quick packing
•Four exterior zippered pockets
•Top carry handle plus shoulder straps included for ease of carrying
•Constructed of UV-, water- and weather-resistant 1200-denier
SaddleTuff™ and leather-like vinyl panels
•Dimensions: 24” W x 11.5” H x 12” D; measures 3,300 cubic inches
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

Adjustable
bungee net

TOOLS

Dry access cover

TRAILER
MERCH.
Zip-off
backpack
Rear rotating cam strap
SUG. RETAIL...........

$134.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

Rain
cover
pouch
3515-0076
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LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
3502-0136

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
3502-0115

TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

TANK MAP POUCHES
•Safely adheres to any gas tank; available in two sizes with either magnetic or new suction cup bottom
•Easily accessible and weather-resistant map pocket provides clear view of map or MP3 player and can be used alone or with top pouch
•Twist locks and magnets secure zippered pouch, allowing quick removal of pouch and easy viewing of maps underneath
•Includes waterproof port for MP3, cell phone or headset; two ports available (one each front and rear) on new suction cup bottom
map pockets
•Medium measures 9” x 11”; large measures 10.75” x 11.75”
DESCRIPTION
WITH MAGNETIC BOTTOM
Medium
Large

PART #
3502-0116
3502-0115

SUG. RETAIL
$54.95
59.95

DESCRIPTION
WITH SUCTION CUP BOTTOM
Medium
Large

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

3502-0136
3502-0135

$54.95
59.95

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES

DRIFTER PILLION BAG
•Convenient, fender-mounted bag; looks like a solo pillion saddle
•Made of weather-resistant, leather-grained formed composite
•Hidden expansion feature provides more storage when needed
•Suction cup mounting adheres to virtually any fender;
can be quickly removed
•Dimensions: 11.5” L x 6.5” W x 4” H (expands to 6” H)

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS

SUG. RETAIL..............

$89.95

LUBES

PART #

3509-0006

DESPERADO PILLION BAG

TOOLS
TRAILER
Bag expanded

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE

•Convenient, fender-mounted bag; looks
like a solo pillion saddle
•Made of weather-resistant, leather-grained
formed composite; features chrome studs
•Hidden expansion feature provides more
storage when needed
•Suction cup mounting adheres to virtually any
fender; can be quickly removed
•Dimensions: 11.5” L x 6.5” W x 4” H
(expands to 6” H)
SUG. RETAIL....................................

INDEX

PART #
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$99.95
3509-0007

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
Internal
mesh pocket

R1300LXE DELUXE
ROLL BAG

Tethered
rain cover

•Versatile mounting system
installs on luggage rack, back
seat or sissy bar; clips onto
most Saddlemen touring bags
•Fully rigid construction looks
great empty or full
•Multiple D-rings provide easy
mounting options for
hard-to-fit motorcycles
•Wide top opening for easy packing
•Top carry handle and shoulder strap for easy toting off bike
•Lockable zipper pulls
•Constructed of fully UV-, water- and weather-resistant 1200denier SaddleTuff™ and leather-like vinyl panels
•Dimensions: unexpanded 16” L x 10” W x 9.5 H”, expanded
20” L x 10” W x 9.5” H; measures 1,300 cubic inches
SUG. RETAIL..............

$67.95

PART #

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

Expanded
Easy access
zippered pockets

3515-0075

FAIRINGS
& BODY

R850 ROLL BAG
•Versatile mounting system installs on
luggage rack, back seat or sissy bar; clips
onto most Saddlemen touring bags
•Fully rigid; looks great empty or full
•Installs on top of any Saddlemen
SaddleStow sissy bar bag
•Top carry handle and shoulder strap
included for easy toting off bike
•Constructed of UV-, water- and
Wide side
weather-resistant 1200-denier
opening
SaddleTuff™
•Dimensions: 14” x 8.5” x 8.5”;
measures 850 cubic inches
SUG. RETAIL...............................

$35.95

SEATS

BOTTLE
CADDY
•Easy-to-use
water bottle
holder
•Suction cup
mounting easily
installs caddy
on any gas tank
•Can also use to store gloves, sunglasses, etc.
SUG. RETAIL...............................

PART #

3515-0074

$49.95

PART #

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS

3550-0099

CHAINS
BRAKES
Internal
mesh
pocket

SUSPENSION
Office
organizer

3515-0077

3515-0078

ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS

SSR1200/SSR1900 UNIVERSAL BIKE BAGS
•Convenient size, full of features, easy mounting and incredible value
Laptop
•Rugged, fully rigid construction holds bag shape even when empty
pocket
•Fully adjustable mounting system includes two adjustable-length hooked bungees;
mount onto sissy bar, luggage rack or back seat
•Zip/hook-and-loop wide top opening with gusseted zip front
•Top carry handle and backpack/shoulder strap for easy toting off bike
Bungee cord
•Lockable zipper pulls
•SSR1200 features exterior mesh pockets for easy access to maps and other for mounting
items; SSR1900 features three exterior zippered pockets for easy access to
maps and other items
•Constructed of UV-, water- and weather-resistant 1200-denier SaddleTuff™
and leather-like vinyl panels
•SSR1200 dimensions: 10” W x 15” H x 8” D; measures 1,200 cubic inches
•SSR1900 dimensions: 16” W
DESCRIPTION
PART #
SUG. RETAIL
SSR1200
3515-0077
$54.95
x 17” H x 11.5” D; measures
SSR1900
3515-0078
72.95
1,900 cubic inches
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.
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TOOLS
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MERCH.
CROSS
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Gusseted
wide opening
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TBU47 w/ optional
saddle roll
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ROUTE 66

TBU650

•T-Bags’ largest rigid roller bag
•Glides smoothly on high-quality ball bearing blade-type wheels
•Sturdy telescoping handle disappears into its own hidden pocket
•Convenient cargo loading through a full front opening
•Expandable mounting system adjusts to fit all backrests 7” to 14” W
x 2” thick
•Internal organizer keeps small items accessible
•External flat pocket and four roomy side pockets for small items
•Constructed of 1680-denier ballistic nylon and insulated with highdensity closed-cell foam
•Top net included; saddle roll sold separately
•Built-in bungee-bottom external rain cover for all-weather protection
is designed to fit when saddle roll is attached as a top roll
•Rigid bottom will not sag; maintains shape when empty
•Includes top net
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Dimensions: 161/2” W x 20” H x 91/2” D (1.82 cu. ft.)
•Saddle roll: 161/2” W x 9” dia. (.6 cu. ft.)
DESCRIPTION
Route 66
Opt. saddle roll w/ lining
Repl. top net

PART #
TBU47
TBU650
3515-0023

SUG. RETAIL
$299.95
128.95
28.95

ROLLER DEKKER
•Doubles the Tour Pak® capacity
•Features a pull-out handle and smooth ball-bearing blade wheels
•Great for Fly-n-Ride trips
•Made of tough 1680-denier nylon
•Four quick-release security straps for solid mounting
•Three convenient top pockets for water bottle and smaller items
•Two external pockets with built-in bungee bottom rain cover for
all-weather protection
•Seven internal zipper storage compartments
•Big organizer for phones, maps, tire gauges, etc.
•Designed for optimum fit on 20” W premium Tour Pak rack (direct
contact will scuff paint surface)
•Not for boxes with spoilers unless spoiler is protected with static
cling or other covering
•Dimensions: 27” W x 11” H x 15” D
•Capacity: 1.5 cu. ft.
SUG. RETAIL ..........

$319.95

PART #

3516-0048

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS

DRESSER BACKSEAT BAG
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

•This unique T-Bag doubles your dresser trunk capacity and provides a full support backrest when completely packed
•Mounts on passenger seat
•Exceptionally stable mounting system
•Constructed of durable 1680-denier ballistic nylon material and insulated with high-density closed-cell foam
•External organizer located on side pocket
•Easy-access side pockets
•Built-in bungee-bottom external rain cover
•Rigid design maintains shape when empty
•Padded backpack straps stow in their own zippered compartment
•Dimensions: 17” W x 18” H x 12” D (2.13 cu. ft. plus side pockets) SUG. RETAIL..........$196.95 PART #
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PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

TB9000DBB

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE

CONVERTIBLE
•Expands from .80 to 1.65 cu. ft.
•A slim-line backpack that expands into
bike-mounted touring luggage
•Expandable mounting system adjusts to fit
all backrests 7” to 14” W x 2” thick
•Built-in bungee-bottom external rain cover
for all-weather protection
•Outside organizer pocket for maps, keys, etc.
•Equipped with eight nylon bungee attachment
loops for added cargo tiedown
•Padded backpack straps stow in a hidden
zippered compartment
•A V-shaped expansion gusset unzips to give
you twice the cargo storage space
•Four roomy external side pockets for easy
access to small items
•Quick-release security straps for added stability
•Constructed of 1680-denier ballistic nylon
•Semirigid luggage design; stores flat; do not
roll or fold
•Available with or without soft top roll bag which
has its own mounting system and can be
used separately
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger
seat pad
•Expanded dimensions:
14” W x 18” H x 9” D (1.65 cu. ft.)
•Unexpanded dimensions:
14” W x 18” H x 41/2” D (.80 cu. ft.)
•Roll bag dimensions:
14” W x 9” dia. (.5 cu. ft.)

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

Unexpanded

FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
Expanded

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
DESCRIPTION
Convertible w/ roll bag and net
Convertible w/ net (no roll bag)
Convertible roll bag

PART #
3515-0016
3515-0065
3515-0017

SUG. RETAIL
$219.95
174.95
48.95

SPROCKETS
CHAINS

SUPER-T
•Expands from 1 to 2 cu. ft.
•Expandable mounting system adjusts to fit all backrests
7” to 14” W
•Organizer pocket for phone, pens, keys and maps
•Built-in bungee-bottom external rain cover for
all-weather protection
•Converts from a 1-cu.-ft. day bag to a 2-cu.-ft.
high-capacity touring bag
•Reflective safety strip for night riding safety
•Padded backpack straps stow in their own
zippered compartment
•Four roomy external side pockets for easy access to
small items
•Four straps with quick-release buckles keep bag secure
•Equipped with eight nylon bungee attachment loops for
added cargo tiedown
•Constructed of 1680-denier ballistic nylon and insulated
with high-density closed-cell foam
•Removable zinc-plated 12-gauge steel batten keeps
bottom from sagging
•Comes with or without a roll bag that has its own
mounting system and is great used alone
•Rigid design maintains shape when empty
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Expanded dimensions: 14” W x 20” H x 10” D (2 cu. ft.)
•Unexpanded dimensions: 14” W x 20” H x 5” D (1 cu. ft.)
•Top roll bag dimensions: 14” W x 10” dia. (.5 cu. ft.)
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.

Expanded
w/ roll
DESCRIPTION
Super-T w/ roll bag and top net
Super-T w/ top net (no roll bag)
Super-T roll bag
Super-T top net

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #
3515-0043
3515-0066
3515-0044
3515-0024

SUG. RETAIL
$299.95
226.95
93.95
28.95
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LONE STAR
•New front opening is hinged for easy access;
front can be fully opened for easy packing or
partially opened for access on the road
•Patented expandable mounting system adjusts
to fit most backrests 7” to 14” W x 2” thick
•Built-in bungee-bottom external rain cover for all-weather protection
•External organizer for phones, pencils, maps, etc.
•Constructed of tough, colorfast 1680-denier ballistic nylon with faderesistant treatment, and insulated with high-density closed-cell foam
•Bag maintains its shape when empty
•HDPE full bottom insert in a padded nylon protective pocket
eliminates sagging over the luggage rack
•Padded backpack straps stow away in their own
zippered compartment
•Available with or without semirigid foam-wall roll bag that has its
own mounting system and can be used separately
•Main bag dimensions: 16” W (19” with pockets) x 181/2” H x 10” D
(including organizer)
•Roll bag dimensions: 16” W x 9” dia.
DESCRIPTION
Lone Star w/ roll bag and net
Lone Star w/ top net (no roll bag)
Lone Star roll bag
Lone Star top net

PART #
3515-0088
3515-0089
TBU450R
3515-0014

SUG. RETAIL
$287.95
229.95
88.95
28.95

SPROCKETS

DAKOTA
•Major cargo capacity for touring
•Tough 1680-denier ballistic nylon with
fade-resistant UV treatment
•Insulated with 1/2” closed-cell foam
•PE board inserts allow bag to hold its
shape when empty
•Side pockets zip off and become
backpacks with padded shoulder straps
•Large organizer for maps, tire gauges, hand-held computer, etc.
•Two insulated zip-flat 1 qt. water bottle holders accessible
to passenger
•Well-balanced carrying handle hidden in its own pocket
•Six quick-release security tie-down straps and 19 extra bungee tiedown points for added versatility
•Attached bungee bottom rain cover for all-weather protection
•Recommended for large rack (bag bottom measures 26” W x 12” D)
•Dimensions: 27” W X 111/2” H X 12” D
•Capacity: 2.3 cu. ft. (including backpacks and external pocket)
DESCRIPTION
Dakota
Repl. rain cover

CHAINS

PART #
3516-0019
3515-0090

SUG. RETAIL
$239.95
29.95

BRAKES
SUSPENSION

LACONIA

•Mid-size bag large enough to store a full-face
helmet with room to spare
•Tough 1680-denier ballistic nylon with fadeFUEL SYSTEMS resistant UV treatment
•Attractive coil zipper mounting system easily
adjusts to fit virtually all backrests 7” to 14” W
•Carrying handle and detachable shoulder strap
LUBES
•Huge main storage cavity with mesh pockets for small items
•Full-size organizer for maps, pens, tire gauges, PDA, etc.
TOOLS
•Thermal-formed V-gusset side pockets with inside mesh
storage compartments
•Rigid curved plastic insert in bottom eliminates drooping over the
TRAILER
luggage rack
•Instant-access bungee bottom rain cover for all-weather protection
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
MERCH.
•Rigid full top opening lid with interior-imprinted vinyl
zippered pocket
CROSS
•Dimensions: 171/2” W X 13” H X 111/2” D
REFERENCE •Capacity: 1.5 cu. ft.
ENGINE

INDEX

DESCRIPTION
Laconia
Repl. rain cover
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PART #
3515-0064
3515-0102

SUG. RETAIL
$187.95
29.95

VEGAS
•Stylish day-ride bag with organizer
•Tough 1680-denier ballistic nylon with fade-resistant UV treatment
•Embossed rigid thermal-formed lid hides a full organizer for maps,
keys, phone, PDA, etc.
•Zippered mesh interior lid pockets for storing small items
•Rigid construction with roomy thermal-formed V-gusset side pockets
•Carrying handle plus hidden padded backpack straps that store in
their own zippered compartment
•Attractive coil zipper mounting system easily adjusts to fit virtually all
backrests 7” to 14” W
•Attached bungee bottom rain cover for all-weather protection
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Dimensions: 10” W X 143/4” H X 10” D
•Capacity: 1.0 cu. ft. (including side pockets)
SUG. RETAIL ..........

$159.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3515-0061

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

UNIVERSAL ORIGINAL
•New version of the very first T-Bag
designed in 1990
•Patented mounting system adjusts to fit
7” to 14” W backrests
•Made of tough 1680-denier nylon with UV
inhibitors for sun protection
•Large flat side pockets for storage
•Complete with top net and top roll bag
•Top roll bag does not have a mounting loop
for separate usage
•Built-in bungee-bottom external
rain cover
•Luggage rack required
•Main bag dimensions: 13” W x 20”
H x 9” D (1.3 cu. ft.)
•Roll bag dimensions: 14” W x 10”
dia. (.5 cu. ft.)
DESCRIPTION
Universal original T-Bag
Repl. top net

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES

TB2000RRL

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

3515-0099

PART #
3515-0099
TB3000TNE

SUG. RETAIL
$161.95
26.95

DESCRIPTION
Repl. 10” roll bag
Opt. vinyl rain liner for top roll bag

SECURITY
& AUDIO

PART #
TB3000TRE
TB2000RRL

SUG. RETAIL
$35.95
28.95

FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

TBU210A

UNIVERSAL EXPANDABLE
•Converts from a 1-cu.-ft. day bag to a 2-cu.-ft. high-capacity touring bag
•Expandable mounting system adjusts to fit all backrests 7” to 14” W
•Built-in bungee-bottom external rain cover for all-weather protection
•Organizer pocket for phone, pens, keys and maps
•Constructed from 1680-denier ballistic nylon with fade-resistant
UV treatment
•Vertical support and stability from dual-wall construction filled with
6-lb. high-density foam
•Equipped with eight nylon bungee attachment loops for added
cargo tiedown
•Four large external side pockets
•Great solo backrest
•Padded backpack straps stow away in their own zippered compartment
•Semirigid luggage design stores flat
•Available with or without soft top roll bag, which has its own mounting
system and can be used separately
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Expanded dimensions: 14” W x 20” H x 10” D (2 cu. ft.)
•Unexpanded dimensions: 14” W x 20” H x 5” D (1 cu. ft.)
•Roll bag dimensions: 14” W x 10” dia. (.5 cu. ft.)
DESCRIPTION
Expandable w/ roll bag and net
Expandable w/ net (no roll bag)
Expandable roll bag

PART #
TBU210A
3515-0060
TBU210R

SUG. RETAIL
$229.95
184.95
53.95

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
TBU210R

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
DESCRIPTION
Expandable top net
Repl. rain liner

PART #
3515-0024
3515-0092

SUG. RETAIL
$28.95
29.95

FOR HONDA GOLD WING WITH KURYAKYN LUGGAGE RACK
•A large soft bag with a large zipper opening for easy packing
•Made of tough 1680 denier nylon with UV inhibitors for
sun protection
•Two large external pockets for storage and water bottles
•Two external flat mesh pockets for smaller items
•Attached bungee-bottom rain cover in its own pocket
•Comfortable carrying handle
•Securely attaches to rack with six hook-and-loop straps
•Rubber bottom for rack protection
•Folds flat for storage
•Dimensions: 21” W x 10” H x 14” D (1.2 cu. ft.)

$89.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

HORSESHOE

SUG. RETAIL .............

BRAKES

TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

3516-0055

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009
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LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

RENO
•Stylish storage space for those small items needed for
everyday riding
•Tough 1680-denier ballistic nylon with fade-resistant
UV treatment
•Zippered mesh interior lid pockets for storing small items
•Embossed rigid construction with flex-top mesh side pockets
for water and other small items
•Attractive coil zipper mounting system easily adjusts to fit
virtually all backrests 7” to 14” W
•Attached bungee-bottom rain cover for all-weather protection
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Dimensions: 10” W X 12” H X 8” D
•Capacity: .6 cu. ft.

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO

DESCRIPTION
Reno
Repl. rain cover

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE

PART #
3515-0062
3515-0093

SUG. RETAIL
$98.95
29.95

EXPANDABLE TAHOE
•Expands from 1.25 to 1.76 cu. ft.
•Full zippered front opening plus a large zippered
top opening allow for easy access to all the
packed items from top to bottom
•Tough 1680-denier ballistic nylon with fade
resistant UV treatment
•Removable PE board insert and high-density
closed-cell foam walls allow the bag to hold its
shape when empty
•Expandable mounting system adjusts to fit all
backrests 7” to 14” W
•Huge organizer plus insulated side pockets that
can accommodate two 17 oz. water bottles each
•Side carrying handle plus hidden padded
backpack straps that store in their own
zippered compartments
•Attached bungee-bottom rain cover for
all-weather protection
•Eight bungee tie-down points for added versatility
•Top net included; roll bag sold separately
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Expanded dimensions: 15” W x 191/4” H x 101/2” D (1.76 cu. ft.)
•Unexpanded dimensions: 15” W x 191/4” H x 71/2” D (1.25 cu. ft.)
•Top roll dimensions: 13” W x 8” dia. (.38 cu. ft.); sold separately
DESCRIPTION
Tahoe T-Bag
Opt. Tahoe roll bag

PART #
TBU304
TBU304R

SUG. RETAIL
$208.95
47.95

TBU304

TBU304R

DESCRIPTION
Repl. rain cover

PART #
3515-0094

FUEL SYSTEMS

SUG. RETAIL
29.95

BAJA
•Expands from 1 to 2 cu. ft.
•V-shaped 3” expansion system provides extra storage
when needed
•Reflective safety strip for night riding
•External organizer pocket for maps, phones, keys, etc.
•Roomy side pockets; each can hold 17 oz. water bottle
•Padded backpack straps hidden in concealed zippered pocket
•Expandable mounting system adjusts to fit all backrests
7” to 14” W
•Built-in external bungee-bottom rain cover for
all-weather protection
•Rigid design maintains shape when empty
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Expanded dimensions: 14” W x 19” H x 6” D (1.2 cu. ft.)
•Unexpanded dimensions: 14” W x 19” H x 3” D (1.0 cu. ft.)

LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

SUG. RETAIL .....
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$178.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3515-0005

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
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SMALL SWITCHBACK
•Rugged 1680-denier ballistic
nylon with UV treatment
•Zippered end opening and
internal drawstring dust/rain liner
•Removable storage for your
custom bike
•Perfect for leathers, chaps
and rain gear
•Mounts on top of headlight or on
luggage rack
•Heavy plastic interior liner keeps bag perfectly shaped
•Carrying handle and detachable shoulder strap
•Convenient and secure strapping system
•Mounts on chrome only; will scratch paint and plastic,
including windshields
•May not fit bikes with gauges mounted on top of handlebars
•Dimensions: 151/2” W x 8” dia. (.45 cu. ft.)
SUG. RETAIL .............

$76.95

PART #

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

3515-0025

ICE-T 2
Rigid HDPE
interior liner

Interior
drawstring
closure

SWITCHBACK

•Rugged 1680-denier ballistic nylon with fade-resistant UV treatment
•Foam-filled dual-wall construction with rigid HDPE internal liner to
keep roll rigid when empty
•Circular end-opening zipper with internal drawstring closure for
weather protection
•Mounts on top of headlight or on luggage rack
•Mounts on chrome only; will scratch paint and plastic,
including windshields
•May not fit bikes with gauges mounted on top of handlebars
•Dimensions: 17” W x 10” dia. (.62 cu. ft.)
SUG. RETAIL .............

$93.95

PART #

TBU900C

•An incredibly
designed rigid
travel cooler
•Use as an ice
chest or for
carrying clothing
•100% foam
insulated to keep
things cold
•Full top opening for easy packing and cleaning
•Heavy-duty 12-mil internal liner included; insert
this 100% leakproof liner; pour in ice cubes or ice
packs and drinks; holds four six-packs and snacks
•A tough custom rubber bottom for durability
•A handy organizer for cell phone, keys, pens, glasses, etc.
•Two roomy external side pockets for loose items
•A comfortable shoulder strap and two carrying handles
•Expandable mounting system adjusts to fit all backrests 7” to 14” W
•Built-in bungee-bottom external rain cover for all-weather protection
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Dimensions: 173/8” W x 15” H x 81/4” D (1.25 cu. ft. plus organizer
and pockets)
•NOTE: Not recommended for Deuce.
DESCRIPTION
Ice-T 2
Repl. internal rain liner

PART #
3515-0008
3515-0009

SUG. RETAIL
$214.95
28.95

HELMET BAG

PART #
3515-0003

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.
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ENGINE
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LUBES

•Designed to accept a full-face helmet
•100% foam-lined construction for superior protection
•Formed lid for shape retention
•Heavy plastic anti-sag bottom insert
•Stands alone when empty
•Quick-release security straps for added stability, four D-rings for
versatility and two full-size zippered side pockets
•Expandable mounting system adjusts to fit all backrests 7” to 14” W
•Built-in bungee-bottom external rain cover for all-weather protection
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Highly recommended for the Deuce
•Dimensions: 161/2” W x 12” H x 101/2” D (1 cu. ft. including pockets)
DESCRIPTION
Helmet bag

FAIRINGS
& BODY

SUG. RETAIL
$164.95

DESCRIPTION
Repl. rain cover

TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
PART #
3515-0101

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

SUG. RETAIL
$29.95

INDEX
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STOW-A-WAY
•Ever pass up a special purchase because you had no way to carry the
thing home?
•The Stow-A-Way is your answer: over 1.35 cu. ft. of cargo space folded into
an attractive backrest-sized package, unnoticeable on your bike
•Full top opening large enough for a full-face helmet
•A foam-filled bottom insulates your cargo from the luggage rack
•Four external pockets variously sized for carrying everything from cell
phones to rain suits
•Comfortable hidden padded backpack straps
•A hidden bungee-bottom rain cover for 100% rain, sun and dust protection
•Constructed of tough 1680-denier ballistic nylon
•Expandable mounting system adjusts to fit all backrests 7” to 14” W x
2” thick
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Expanded dimensions: 121/2” W x 181/2” H x 91/2” D (1.35 cu. ft.)
SUG. RETAIL ..........$157.95
•Unexpanded dimensions: 11” W x 10” H x 5” D (.3 cu. ft.)

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

3515-0015

SHUTTLE PACK

3502-0030

•Six dual-cavity suction
cups firmly attach
to metallic or nonmetallic surfaces
•Stronger attachment
than magnets and
3502-0066
no complicated tiedown straps
•Instant attachment and removal
•Flexible bottom conforms to most smooth tank surfaces
•Soft neoprene bottom to protect painted surfaces
•Interior lid pockets for added storage
•Streamlined and lightweight
•Self-mending coil zippers and carrying handle
•Removable safety (yoke) strap for added security
•Available in thermal-molded 1680-denier nylon or rich man-made leather
•Patent pending
•Dimensions: 9” W x 5” H x 13” L
•Capacity: .30 cu. ft.

FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
3502-0045

ELECTRICAL

PART #

SPROCKETS
CHAINS

DESCRIPTION
1680-denier Shuttle Pack
Man-made leather Shuttle Pack

PART #
3502-0066
3502-0092

BRAKES

3502-0092

SUG. RETAIL
$65.95
69.95

3502-0148

SUSPENSION

MAGNETIC TANK BAGS

•Sixteen super magnets conform to tank for
ENGINE
unbeatable stability
•Thick neoprene bottom to protect paint
•Large snap-off map viewing pocket for
FUEL SYSTEMS highway navigation
•Large-capacity expandable main
storage compartment
LUBES
•Two large side pockets and a handy coin
pocket for small change
•Attached
bungee-bottom rain cover in its
TOOLS
own external pocket
•Reflective piping
•Expanded V-section adds 3” to height of
TRAILER
front and 1” to height of back of bag
•Unexpanded dimensions: 161/2” L x
MERCH.
121/2” W x 81/2” H (.36 cu. ft.)
•Expanded capacity (.48 cu. ft.,
including pockets)
CROSS
REFERENCE
SUG. RETAIL ........................... $152.95
INDEX

COLOR
Silver
Black
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PART #
3502-0030
3502-0045

3502-0147

3502-0150

TANK-N-TAIL BAGS

E

•A magnetic tank bag, tail bag and backpack all in one
•Used as a magnetic tank bag (with six magnets) it fits
smooth tanks and most tanks with minimum raised
B
D
dash panels
•As a tail bag it attaches with two detachable straps that
hook under removable passenger seat pads; rubberized
bottom protects paint and grips passenger seat pad
A
C
•Available with red, blue, green, silver or yellow reflective piping
•Thermo-formed 1680-denier nylon, polyester and foam construction; stands when empty
•Two interior zipper-lid storage pockets for backpack straps and other small items
•Put one on metal tank and one on passenger seat for twice the capacity
•Includes rain cover
•Dimensions: 10” W x 13” L x 5” H
SUG. RETAIL ........................... $114.95
•Capacity: 600 cu. in.
COLOR
Red
Blue

PART #
3502-0147
3502-0148

COLOR
Green
Silver

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #
3502-0149
3502-0150

COLOR
Yellow

PART #
3502-0151

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

V-PAKS
•Available in thermal-molded 1680-denier ballistic nylon
or rich man-made leather
•Six dual-cavity suction cups firmly attach to metallic or
non-metallic surfaces; 10 receptacles allow the suction
cups to be moved to conform to various mounting surfaces
•Come with extra neoprene bottom pad for choice of
suction cup configurations
•Stronger attachment than magnets and no complicated
tiedown straps
•Two interior zippered lid pockets for added storage
•Self-mending weather-resistant YKK coil zippers
•Removable yoke strap for added security
•Convenient carrying handle
•Dimensions: 91/2” W X 41/2” H X 14” L

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
3502-0093

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

DESCRIPTION
1680-denier nylon V-Pak
Man-made leather V-Pak

PART #
3502-0093
3502-0094

SUG. RETAIL
$77.95
81.95

3502-0063

TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

3502-0064

HIGHWAY
NAVIGATOR

3502-0065

•Made of tough fade-resistant
1680-denier ballistic nylon
•Powerful Rare-Earth magnets
secure the Navigator onto tank
•Protective neoprene bottom
protects tank paintwork
•Clear map window is UV-treated
to avoid cracking and yellowing
•Available in three sizes for custom fit on most tanks
SIZE
Small, 71/2” W x 11” T
Medium, 131/4” W x 8” T
Large, 131/4” W x 10” T

PART #
3502-0063
3502-0064
3502-0065

REPLACEMENT
COMPONENTS
FOR T-BAGS
TOP NETS AND ROLL BAG
•Adjustable top nets are exact
replacements for
T-Bags Original, Expandable,
Universal Convertible, Universal
Expandable, Super-T or
Lonestar (400 series)
•10” roll bag is exact
replacement for 14” L x 10”
diameter T-Bags Roll Bag on
many models
SUG.
DESCRIPTION
Repl. top net
Repl. 10”
dia. top roll

PART #
TB3000TNE

RETAIL
$26.95

TB3000TRE

35.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LIGHTING

PET CARRIER

SUG. RETAIL
$55.95
59.95
61.95

•Tough 1680-denier ballistic nylon with fade-resistant UV treatment
•One side opens fully for easy loading
•Top and two side zipper mesh panels have full weather covers
•Foam-filled bottom with removable/washable lamb’s wool pad
•Expandable mounting system adjusts to fit all backrests 7” to 14” W x
2” thick; will also fit H-D Premium Tour Pak Rack, Airwing Tour Pak
Rack, and the Contour Tour Pak Rack
•Hidden, padded backpack straps and carrying handle
•Two adjustable leashes on internal D-rings
•Four quick-release security straps for stable mounting
•Always set on luggage rack or passenger seat pad
•Recommended weight capacity is 20 lb. or less (always follow
manufacturer’s recommendations on your luggage rack)
•Dimensions: 181/4” W interior capacity for pets (191/2” W overall)
x 12” H x 9” D
•Top opening air vent dimensions: 7” W x 61/2” T
•Capacity: 1.2 cu. ft.
NOTE: Do not use top opening to load or unload pet into carrier. For loading
and unloading use side opening only. Please note dimensions of this
bag to ensure proper fit for your pet.
NOTE: For sanitary reasons we will not accept returns on pet carriers.

SUG. RETAIL ..........

$178.95

PART #

3515-0039

INTERNAL RAIN LINERS™

$28.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

For Ice-T 2

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS

•Made of heavy-duty 12 mil vinyl and custom
cut to fit T-Bags
•Double-reinforced roll-down top and
dual-buckle closure system ensure 100%
rain-proofing
•Roller-T, Glove Bag, Baja, Tahoe, E-Z T, Dekker Supreme, Helmet
Bag, Sidekick Roller, Lone Star, Super-T, Universal Expandable,
Universal Convertible and Dresser backseat bag come with built-in
external rain cover and do not
DESCRIPTION
PART #
need this item
For top roll bag
SUG. RETAIL .............

ELECTRICAL

TB2000RRL
3515-0009
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TRAILER
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CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE

MOST SOLAR SERIES LUGGAGE
•Top-quality UV-treated Tri-Max® ballistic nylon
•Highly reflective webbing
•Lined interior
•Maintain their shape even when empty
•Adjustable shoulder strap

•Fail-safe heavy-duty zippers with pull fobs
•Protective material or pad to hold the bag firm without
slipping or marking bike
•100% waterproof rainstorm cover

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

SOLAR SPORT SADDLEBAGS
•Compact size is compatible with all type of bikes with swept exhausts
•Securely mount using hook-and-loop straps and
quick-release buckles
•Inner bungee straps to better secure contents
•Solar charging system for most mobile phones, cameras and GPS/
navigation systems
•External buckles for compatibility with other Nelson-Rigg tail packs
•Zippered pockets
•Heat-resistant underpanels
•Front mesh pockets to hold cans or water bottles
•100% waterproof rainstorm cover
•Includes one solar panel, one battery pack and device connectors
•Measures: 18” L x 7” W x 9” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

$279.95

PART #

3501-0552

SOLAR TOURING SADDLEBAG
•Securely mount using hook-and-loop straps
and quick-release buckles
•Inner bungee straps to better secure contents
•Solar charging system for most mobile
phones, cameras and GPS/navigation systems
•External buckles for compatibility with other Nelson-Rigg tail packs
•Zippered pockets
•Heat-resistant underpanels
•Front mesh pockets to hold cans or water bottles
•100% waterproof rainstorm cover
•Includes one solar panel, one battery pack and device connectors
•Measures: 161/2” L x 71/2” W x 12” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

$299.95

PART #

3501-0551

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

SOLAR SPORT TANK BAG

SOLAR TAIL PACK

TOOLS

•Dual mounting for solo use or in conjunction with other
Nelson-Rigg saddlebags
•Solar charging system for most mobile phones, cameras and GPS/
navigation systems
•Removable solar bag with shoulder strap
•Expandable main compartment
•Highly reflective material
•100% waterproof rainstorm cover
•Includes one solar panel, one battery pack and device connectors
•Measures: 10” L x 9” W x 11” H
SUG. RETAIL...........
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$189.95

PART #

3516-0062

•Three versatile SLR mounting base options: magnetic, strap or
bungee for use as tail bag (sold separately)
•Solar charging system for most mobile phones, cameras and
GPS/navigation systems
•Removable solar bag with shoulder strap
•Expandable main compartment
•Optional map pocket included
•100% waterproof rainstorm cover
•Includes one solar panel, one battery pack and device connectors
•Measures: 12” L x 8” W x 6” H and expands to
12” L x 8” W x 10” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

$239.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3502-0146

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

MOST SOLAR SERIES LUGGAGE (CONT)

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
Tail-bag
mounting

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS

SOLAR TOURING TANK BAG

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

•Three versatile SLR mounting options: magnetic, strap or bungee for use as tail bag
(sold separately)
•Solar charging system for most mobile phones, cameras and GPS/navigation systems
•Removable solar bag with shoulder strap
•Clear window for mobile phone or GPS/navigation system
•Fully expandable main compartment
•Optional map pocket included
•Converts into a backpack
•100% waterproof rainstorm cover
•Includes one solar panel, one battery pack and device connectors
•Measures: 15” L x 101/2” W x 6” H and expands to 15” L x 101/2” W x 10” H
SUG. RETAIL.................

$249.95

PART #

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS

3502-0145

BRAKES
Strap

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
Magnetic

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
Bungee

SLR MOUNTING BASES
•Strap, magnetic or bungee mounting bag for Touring and Sport tank bags
•Bungee mounting base converts touring bags into a tail pack
DESCRIPTION
TOURING
Strap
Magnetic
Bungee

PART #
3550-0105
3550-0106
3550-0107

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

SUG. RETAIL
$29.95
39.95
39.95

DESCRIPTION
SPORT
Strap
Magnetic
Bungee

PART #
3550-0108
3550-0109
3550-0110

SUG. RETAIL
$29.95
39.95
39.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

SADDLEBAG
BUNGEE SYSTEM

TRAILER

•Designed to attach into Nelson-Rigg
saddlebag clips
•Heavy-duty bungee net
•Adjustable straps for larger loads

MERCH.

SUG. RETAIL...............................
PART #

CROSS
REFERENCE

$29.95
3550-0101
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LUGGAGE
MOST SILVER STREAK COLLECTION

EXHAUST
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& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION

•Top-quality UV-treated Tri-Max® ballistic nylon
•Reinforced padded carry handle
•Highly reflective webbing
•Fully lined interior
•Maintain their shape even when empty

SILVER STREAK
DELUXE SPORT
SADDLEBAGS

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE

SILVER STREAK
MINI SPORT
SADDLEBAGS

•Compatible with all
types of bikes with
swept exhausts
•Easy access top-loading
main compartment
•External buckles for
compatibility with
Nelson-Rigg Tail Packs
•Securely mount using wide hook-and-loop straps
and quick-release buckles
•Zippered outer pocket
•Front mesh pockets to hold cans or water bottles
•Measure 17” L x 6” W x 11” H
•Holds 18.39 liters per side
SUG. RETAIL...........

$179.95

PART #

•Compact size is compatible
with all types of bikes with
swept exhausts
•Easy access top-loading
main compartment
•External buckles for compatibility with Nelson-Rigg Tail Packs
•Securely mount using wide hook-and-loop straps
and quick-release buckles
•Zippered outer pocket
•Front mesh pockets to hold cans or water bottles
•Measure 15” L x 6” W x 9” H
•Holds 13.27 liters per side
SUG. RETAIL...........
3501-0106

SILVER STREAK
MAGNETIC SPORT
TANK BAG
•Contoured to follow the shape
of most tanks
•Powerful lightweight magnets
for easy mounting
•Convenient detachable
map pocket
•Fully expandable when more room is needed
•Side pockets to store your smaller items that can be accessed easily
•Organizer under lid conveniently stores pens, maps, keys, cell
phone, etc.
•Adjustable shoulder strap included for easy transporting and use
as a tether strap
•Measures 13” L x 9” W x 8” H; expands to 13” L x 9” W x 10” H
•Holds 14.38 liters, 19.17 liters expanded
SUG. RETAIL...........

ENGINE

•Adjustable shoulder strap can be used as a tether strap
•Fail-safe heavy-duty zippers with pull fobs
•Protective material or pad to hold the bag firm without
slipping or marking bike
•100% waterproof rainstorm cover

$115.95

PART #

3502-0036

SILVER STREAK
MAGNETIC
TANK BAG
•Contoured to follow the
shape of most tanks
•Powerful lightweight
magnets for easy mounting
•Convenient detachable
map pocket
•Side pockets to store your smaller items that can be accessed easily
•Organizer under lid conveniently stores pens, maps, keys, cell
phone, etc.
•Accommodation to allow charging cable or headphones in or out
of the bag
•Adjustable shoulder strap included for easy transporting and use
as a tether strap
•Measures 13” L x 9” W x 6” H
•Holds 11.5 liters

INDEX
SUG. RETAIL...........
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$129.95

PART #

3502-0035

$149.95

PART #

3501-0105

SILVER STREAK
STRAP MOUNT
SPORT TANK BAG
•Mounts using a secure
quick-release three-point
mounting system
•Convenient detachable
map pocket
•Side pockets to store your smaller items
that can be accessed easily
•Organizer under lid conveniently stores
pens, maps, keys, cell phone, etc.
•Accommodation to allow charging cable
or headphones in or out of the bag
•Measures 13” L x 9” W x 7” H
•Holds 13.42 liters
SUG. RETAIL..............

$99.95

PART #

3502-0037

SILVER STREAK
SPORT TAIL PACK
•Dual mounting for solo use or in
conjunction with
Nelson-Riggs saddlebags
•Bag maintains shape even when empty
•Measures 14” L x 13” W x 10” H
•Holds 29.83 liters
SUG. RETAIL...........

$139.95

PART #

3516-0022

SILVER STREAK
TAIL ROLL BAG
•Side pockets are expandable
for when more room is needed
•Plastic stiffener holds bag’s
shape even when empty
•Dual mounting for solo use or in conjunction with other saddlebags
•Measures 16” L x 10” in diameter
•Holds 22.94 liters
SUG. RETAIL...........

$149.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3516-0008

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
MOST CLASSIC LUGGAGE COLLECTION
•Top-quality UV-treated Tri-Max® ballistic nylon
•Reinforced padded carry handle
•Highly reflective webbing
•Fully lined interior
•Maintain their shape even when empty

•Accommodates swept
exhausts on all types
of bikes
•Easy-access, top-loading
main compartment
•Securely mount with
hook-and-loop closures and quick-release buckles
•Rigid sides and lower panel maintain a sharp look and reduce
wind resistance
•Heat-resistant underpanel
•External buckles for compatibility with Nelson-Rigg’s tail packs
•Front mesh pockets and zippered outer pockets
•Measures 17” L x 61/2” W x 11” H
•Holds 19.92 liters per side

$179.95

PART #

3501-0261

STANDARD
SADDLEBAGS
•Compatible with most bikes,
including those with
swept exhausts
•Easy-access top-loading
main compartment
•Securely mounts with hook-and-loop closure and
quick-release buckles
•Highly visible reflective webbing for night riding
•Adjustable shoulder strap
•Heat-resistant underpanel
•Measure 17” L x 61/2” W x 11” H
•Holds 19.92 liters per side
SUG. RETAIL...........

$129.95

PART #

3501-0262

TAIL ROLL BAG

$149.95

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

SUG. RETAIL...........

$179.95

PART #

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
3501-0259

MINISADDLEBAGS

SEATS

•Interior soft tricot liner
•Easy-access top loading
main compartment
•Underpanels are
heat-resistant
•Quick-release buckles
and hook-and-loop
straps securely
mount bags
•Large side storage pockets with double mesh compartments and
front mesh pockets
•Reflective webbing
•External buckles for compatibility with Nelson-Rigg’s tail packs
•Measure 15” L x 6” W x 9” H
•Holds 13.27 liters per side

$149.95

FAIRINGS
& BODY

PART #

3501-0260

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE

EXPANDABLE
TAIL PACK
PART #

3515-0103

REPLACEMENT
SADDLEBAG
HEAT
SHIELD PADS
•Designed to protect
saddlebags from hot pipes
•Direct replacement for stock pads
•Contents can still
DESCRIPTION
Small
get hot
Medium
•Available in
Large
three sizes
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE

•Hook-and-loop straps and
quick-release clips for fast, easy
mounting and dismounting
•External buckles for compatibility
with Nelson-Rigg’s tail packs
•Elasticized front mesh pockets
hold cans or water bottles
•Reinforced, padded carry handle with heavy-duty rivets
for heavy loads
•Highly visible reflective side stripes
•Measures 17” L x 9” W x 14” H
•Holds 35.10 liters per side

SUG. RETAIL...........

•Expandable side pockets
•Bag will hold shape even
when empty
•Dual mounting for solo use or in
conjunction with other Nelson-Rigg
saddlebags
•Measures 14” L x 10” D
SUG. RETAIL...........

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

TOURING
SADDLEBAGS

DELUXE
SADDLEBAG

SUG. RETAIL...........

EXHAUST

•Adjustable shoulder strap can be use as a tether strap
•Fail-safe heavy-duty zippers with pull fobs
•Protective material or pad to hold the bag firm without
slipping or marking bike
•100% waterproof rainstorm cover

PART #
3550-0102
3550-0103
3550-0104

SUG. RETAIL
$24.95
24.95
29.95

FUEL SYSTEMS

•Easy-access,
top-loading main
compartment can hold
a full-face helmet
•Both front and side
pockets
are expandable
•Doubles as a handy, tough backpack with adjustable straps
(straps stow away in pouch)
•Dual-mounting for solo use or in conjunction with our saddlebags
•Reinforced, padded carrying handle with heavy-duty rivets for
heavy loads
•Highly visible reflective side stripes
•Measures 101/2” L x 91/2” W x 11” H; expands from 11” H
to 181/2” H
•Holds 17.98 liters, 30.24 liters expanded
SUG. RETAIL...........

$149.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3516-0024
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LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

3505-0009

3505-0010

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY

CL-800 REAR
TOTE/TAIL SYSTEM
•Dual-mounting system for solo use or in
conjunction with Nelson-Rigg’s saddlebags
•Easy-access top-loading main compartment
•Six spacious storage compartments
•Three outer storage pockets are expandable
for extra room
•Detailed office organizer under main lid
•Measures 19” L x 12” W x 10” H
•Holds 37.37 liters
SUG. RETAIL............................

SEATS

PART #

$139.95
3516-0026

SPORT TAIL PACKS
•Dual-mounting system for solo use or can be used with Nelson-Rigg saddlebags
•Expandable pack features expandable side pockets; main compartment can hold most
full-face helmets when expanded
•Holds 29.83 liters
DESCRIPTION
Standard, 14” L x 13” W x 10” H
Expandable, 14” L x 13” W x 13” H

PART #
3505-0009
3505-0010

SUG. RETAIL
$129.95
139.95

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES

TAIL PACK
TOURING TAIL PACK
MINI-SPORT TAIL PACK

•Main compartment is expandable and has
enough storage for a full-face helmet
SUSPENSION •Side pockets to store smaller items
•Dual-mounting for solo use or in
conjunction with Nelson-Rigg’s saddlebags
ENGINE
•Measures 13” L x 12” W x 12” H; expands
to 13” L x 12” W x 15” H
FUEL SYSTEMS •Holds 30.68 liters, 38.35 liters expanded
SUG. RETAIL............................

LUBES

PART #

•Compact size for even the smallest
tail sections
•Dual-mounting for solo use or in
conjunction with Nelson-Rigg’s saddlebags
•Measures 10” L x 91/2” W x 7” H
•Holds 10.90 liters

$159.95
3505-0011

SUG. RETAIL...............................
PART #

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

3516-0023

LAPTOP BAG

TOOLS
TRAILER

$99.95

•Smart fabric technology for a tough yet
pliable, water-resistant yet breathable pack
•Dual-mounting for solo use or in
conjunction with Nelson-Rigg’s saddlebags
•Reinforced handle and quick-release
shoulder strap
•Large, top-loading main compartment
•Outside zippered pocket and two inner
mesh pockets
•Highly visible reflective webbing
•Measures
SUG. RETAIL... $99.95
101/2” L x
PART
#
3516-0025
11” W x 9” H

•Dual mounting for solo use
or in conjunction with other
Nelson-Rigg saddlebags
•Accomodates notebook computers
measuring up to 141/2” x 11” x 2”
•Large enough for file folders, most
three-ring binders, organizers or books
•Lined with soft foam panels to help protect
contents from impacts, scratches and excessive wear
•Three separated zippered compartments with detailed pockets and organizers
•Measures 16” L x 5” W x 16” H and expands to 16” L x 61/2” W x 12” H

MINI SPORT
SEAT PACK
•Compact size for even
the smallest tail sections
•Designed especially for bikes
with undertail exhausts
•Mounts directly to rear seat or cowl using
adjustable straps
•Measures 10” L x 91/2” W x 7” H
SUG. RETAIL.......
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$89.95

PART #

3516-0060

SUG. RETAIL......................

$159.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3516-0061

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

MICRO TANK BAGS

3502-0126

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

3502-0127

•Ultracompact size
•Low-profile design
•Ideal for smaller pocket-size objects
•Available in a strap or magnetic style
•Measure 10” L x 7” W x 3” H
•Holds 3.5 liters
DESCRIPTION
CL-25 micro-strap tank bag

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

PART #
3502-0126

SUG. RETAIL
$49.95

DESCRIPTION
CL-50 micro-magnetic tank bag

PART #
3502-0127

SUG. RETAIL
$59.95

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

3502-0034

3502-0033

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

SECURITY
& AUDIO

STRAP MOUNT TANK BAG
•Contoured to follow the shape of most tanks
•Mounts using a secure quick-release threepoint mounting system
•Detachable map pocket
•Office organizer under lid stores pens, keys,
cell phone, etc.
•Side pockets to store your smaller
items easily
•Mini bag measures 11” L x 9” W x 5” H
•Large bag measures 15” L x 10” W x 7” H,
expands to 15” L x 10” W x 11” H

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
MINI

LARGE

SUG. RETAIL...............................
PART #

$89.95
3502-0033

SUG. RETAIL............................

$119.95

PART #

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

3502-0034

LIGHTING
3502-0032
3502-0031

ELECTRICAL

MAGNETIC TANK BAGS
•Powerful lightweight magnet for
easy mounting
•Contoured to follow the shape of most tanks
•Detachable map pocket
•Side pockets are easily accessed and store
your smaller items
•Organizer under lid to store pens, keys and
cell phone
•Adjustable shoulder strap included that can
be used as a tether strap
•Mini measures 11” L x 5” H x 9” W
•Large bag features expandable side and
main pockets and measures
15” L x 7” H x 10” W

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES

MINI
SUG. RETAIL............................
PART #

SUSPENSION

LARGE

$114.95
3502-0031

SUG. RETAIL............................

$149.95

PART #

FUEL SYSTEMS

MAGNETIC
TANK BAG

LUBES

•Powerful, lightweight magnets
for easy mounting
•Large, detachable map pocket
•Detailed office organizer
under lid
•Expandable for when more
room is needed; expands
from 5” to 7” H
•Adjustable shoulder strap makes it easy to carry
•Reinforced, padded carrying handle with heavy-duty rivets
for heavy loads
•Highly visible reflective side stripes
•Measures 12” L x 8” W x 5” H
•Holds 7.87 liters
SUG. RETAIL..............

$89.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

ENGINE

3502-0032

PART #

TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.

MAGNETIC MAP POUCHES
•Magnetic pouch easily clings to all shapes of metal tanks
•Clear pouch unzips for quick map changes
3502-0106

DESCRIPTION
Standard, 91/2”L x 12” H
Large, 10” L x 16” H

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #
3502-0104
3502-0105

CROSS
REFERENCE
SUG. RETAIL
$44.95
49.95
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•Each RiggPak™ system is manufactured with tough
Tri-Max® polyester, a Nelson-Rigg exclusive
•UV® treatment on each system means the ultimate in UV protection
(except SVT luggage)
•Utilizes our innovative universal Full-Nelson mounting system
•Fully nylon-lined interior
•Highly reflective webbing
•Can be mounted on either luggage rack or passenger seat

•Hold their shapes even when empty
•Fail-safe heavy-duty zippers with pull fobs
•Durable rubber carrying handle
•100% waterproof rain cover
•Rigid bottom plate to prevent sagging
•Removable padded vanity cover to conceal mounting system
•Personalized combination lock
•Adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad

RIGGPAK™ DELUXE TOURER/
KING TOURER 900/950
•Included roll bag can be mounted separately
•Integrated pocket conceals straps which turn your bag
into a backpack
•Four large easily accessible side pockets (two expandable)
•Detailed office organizer and envelope-size pocket
•Security loops under bag allow a cable lock to be installed
(cable not included)
•CTB-900 fits up to 10” backrest and CTB-950 fits up
to 12” backrest
•Measures 14” L x 8” W x 18” H unexpanded;
14” L x 10” W x 18” H expanded
•Main compartments hold 33.04 liters, 41.30 liters expanded
NOTE: CTB-900 and the CTB-950 are identical bags, except the 950 has a larger mounting system to accommodate
wider backrests.
DESCRIPTION
Deluxe tourer

PART #
CTB-900

SUG. RETAIL
$269.95

DESCRIPTION
King tourer

PART #
CTB-950

SUG. RETAIL
$279.95

LIGHTING

RIGGPAK™ 500
MINI-TOURER

ELECTRICAL

RIGGPAK™
TOURER 600

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS

•Compact size for short trips
•Included roll bag can be
mounted separately
•Pockets conceal padded
backpack straps
•Two side zippered pockets and large
office organizer to keep track of cell
phone, maps, pencils, keys, etc.
•Security loops allow you to cable
lock to bike (cable not included)
•12” L x 7” W x 16” H, expands
to 12” L x 9” W x 16” H
•Holds 22.03 liters,
28.32 liters expanded

•Included roll bag can be
mounted separately
•Detachable straps convert bag
into a backpack
•Security loops under bag allow
a cable lock to be installed
(cable not included)
•Four large easily accessible
side pockets
•Measures 14” L x 7” W x 181/2” H,
expands to 14” L x 12” W x 181/2” H
•Holds 28.91 liters, 50.94
liters expanded
SUG. RETAIL...........

$219.95

PART #

CTB-600

SUG. RETAIL...........

$185.95

PART #

3504-0001

LUBES

RIGGPAK™ LAPTOP BAG

TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

•Attaches using unique “Full-Nelson” mounting system
•Zip-off padded vanity cover to hide mounting straps
•Accommodates notebook computers measuring up to 141/2” x 11” x 2”
•Large enough for file folders, most three-ring binders, organizers or books
•Lined with soft foam panels to help protect contents from impact, scratches and excessive wear
•Three separated zippered compartments with detailed pockets and organizers
•Detachable adjustable shoulder strap
•Reflective piping for increased nighttime visibility
•Heavy-duty carrying handles
•Includes waterproof rain cover and security lock
SUG. RETAIL................. $149.95
•Main compartment measures” 16” L x 5” W x 12” H
PART #
3505-0094
(16” L x 61/2” W x 12” H expanded)
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PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

RIGGPAK™ LUGGAGE
RIGGPAK™ 450
OVERNIGHTER

RIGGPAK™ 350
DAYRUNNER

•Convenient size for the rider who
needs a lightweight,
manageable backpack
•Four easily accessible side pockets
•Integrated pocket conceals straps,
turning your bag into a backpack
•Detailed office organizer and
envelope-size pocket
•Measures 121/2” L x 61/2” W x 18” H,
expands to 121/2” L x 91/2” W x 18” H
•Holds 24.93 liters,
36.43 liters expanded
SUG. RETAIL...........

$149.95

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

PART #

CTB-450

RIGGPAK™ 175
MINI ROLL BAG

LUGGAGE

•A cable lock can be
installed by the security
loops under the bag
(cable not included)
•Features four large side
pockets and detachable
straps to turn the bag into
a backpack
•Roll bags PART #s
3504-0003 and CTB-200
can be added by attaching
to the external buckles
•Measures 12” L x
9” W x 19” H
•Holds 33.63 liters
SUG. RETAIL...........

$139.95

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
PART #

3505-0058

•Attaches using unique
“Full-Nelson” mounting system
•Plastic stiffener holds bag’s shape
even when empty
•Can be mounted on luggage rack
or on the seat
•Side pockets easily store maps,
keys, money, etc.
•Heavy-duty zippers with pull fobs for use with or without gloves
•Highly reflective webbing enhances night visibility
•Adjustable carrying strap for easy transportation off your bike
•Main compartment measures: 12” L x 71/2” D
SUG. RETAIL..............

$59.95

PART #

$74.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS

SUG. RETAIL..............

PART #

3504-0003

CTB-200

SUG. RETAIL..............

$54.95

SUSPENSION
ENGINE

•Fully closed-cell foam is sturdy
and protects contents
•Extra-large zippers with pull fobs
are reliable and easy to open and
close, even with your gloves on
•Measures 101/2” L x
10” H x 4” W

PART #

PART #

$89.95

CHAINS
BRAKES

RIGGPAK™ 100
MINI-TRUNK

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
PART #

CTB-100

TRAILER

INTERNAL RAIN LINER

•Compact, heavy-duty combination lock
•With more than 1,000 different combinations,
this versatile lock can be used on any of the
RiggPak™ openings
•Can be used with CTB150, CTB300, CTB350, CTB450,
CTB500, CTB600, CTB750 and CTB900/950 bags

$12.95

LIGHTING

RIGGPAK™ 250 DELUXE ROLL BAG

SECURITY LOCK

SUG. RETAIL..............

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

•Expandable roll bag
•Plastic stiffener holds bag’s shape even when empty
•Measures 13” L x 9” D, expands to 18” L x 9” D
•Holds 17.26 liters, 26.55 liters expanded

•Universal mounting
system can be used with
most sissy bars
•Innovative design puts
pivot points on opposite
sides for secure,
straight mounting
•Designed to be mounted
on luggage rack or can be flipped around
and mounted on the seat
•Reflective webbing on the back of the bag
for safety at night
•Includes an internal rain liner to keep your
contents dry
•Measures 13” L x 9” D
•Holds 17.26 liters
SUG. RETAIL..............

SEATS

3505-0093

RIGGPAK 200™
ROLL BAG

FAIRINGS
& BODY

•100% waterproof liner protects your clothes
and valuables from the elements
•Roll-down design with hook-and-loop closure
tabs to seal and keep contents watertight
•Can be used with CTB300, CTB-350, CTB450,
CTB-500, CTB600 and CTB900/950
RPL-50

SUG. RETAIL..............

$14.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
IRL-100
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MOST SURVIVOR SERIES
•100%-waterproof main compartment
•Lined interior
•Adjustable shoulder strap
•Utilizes our innovative universal “Full-Nelson” mounting system
•Can be mounted to rest on luggage rack or on the seat
•Highly reflective webbing

SURVIVOR™
DAYTRIPPER
300
•100% waterproof
motorcycle luggage
•Foam construction on
backside allows bag to
hold its shape
•Hard-plastic bottom to
prevent the sides from
sagging; removable for flat
storage or backpack use
•Heavy-duty carrying handle
•Separate backpack
straps included
•Strong security loops on the bottom allow a cable lock to be
installed for theft protection
•Two external pockets
•”Full Nelson” mounting system works with most sissy bars
•Four metal D-rings allow more luggage to be tied to bag
•Reflective webbing on back
•Will accommodate roll bag PART #3505-0087; sold separately
•Main compartment measures 13” L x 101/2” W x 15” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

$149.95

PART #

3505-0075

PART #

3505-0063

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION

SURVIVOR™
JUMBO
WEEKENDER

ENGINE

•Store your small items in
the two external pockets
•Will accommodate the
FUEL SYSTEMS Survivor™ roll bag
PART #3505-0087
•Measures 16” L x
LUBES
101/2” W x 22” H
TOOLS

•Rigid floor panel to prevent the sides from sagging
•Foam panels help bags to hold their shape
•Security loops under bag allow a cable lock to be installed
(cable not included)
•Includes straps converting your bag into a backpack

SUG. RETAIL...........

$179.95

SURVIVOR™ MINI-TRUNK
•Universal mounting system will attach to most sissy bars
•Measures 101/2” L x 10” H x 4” W (.25 cu. ft.)
SUG. RETAIL..............

$64.95

PART #

SVT-100

SURVIVOR™
NEXT-DAY
TOURER
•Store your small items
in the two
external pockets
•Mounts to your bike
by using the unique
“Full-Nelson”
attaching system
•Add more luggage to
the bag by tying them
to the four attached
metal D-rings
•Separately mount the
100% waterproof roll
bag to the main pack
•Can convert into
a backpack
•The main compartment
measures 16” L x
101/2” W x 17” H
•The roll bag measures 16” L x 9” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

$239.95

PART #

3505-0060

TRAILER

SURVIVOR 200™ ROLL BAG
•Pockets on each side close with hook-and-loop tabs
•Extra-large, heavy-duty zippers with pull fobs are reliable and easy to open and close, even
with gloves
•Strategically placed rivets for strength and reliability
•Compatible with SVT-1000 and SVT-300
•Measures 151/2” L x 9” D

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

SUG. RETAIL...............................
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$89.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3505-0087

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

MOST TOURING SERIES LUGGAGE
Tri-Max®

ballistic nylon
•Top quality UV-treated
•Lined interior
•Highly reflective webbing
•Holds their shape even when empty
•Fail safe heavy-duty zippers with pull fobs
•Durable rubber carrying handle

•100% waterproof rain cover
•Security loops under bag allow a cable lock to be installed
(cable not included)
•Rigid bottom plate to prevent sagging
•Personalized combination lock
•Adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

GOLD WING REAR
RACK PACK

GOLD WING REAR MINI-RACK PACK

•Designed to be used on the rear
rack of Gold Wings and other
touring motorcycles
•Two extra-large external pockets
expand to twice their capacity
and store your cell phone, gloves
and wallet
•Measures 20” L x 11” W x 11” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

$199.95

•Designed to be used on the rear rack of Gold Wings and other
touring motorcycles
•Small-sized pack is compatible with smaller racks
•Rigid bottom plate prevents sagging
•Measures 17” L x 8” W x 8 1/2” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

$169.95

PART #

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS

3516-0028

CHAINS
PART #

GWR-1000

BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS

GOLD WING REAR SEAT RIGGPAK™
GOLD WING MINI-SEAT PACK
•Mounts on the back seat of the Gold Wing when no passenger
is present
•Mounting system is compatible with most model years
•Three heavy-duty carrying handles for easy transfer on and off bike
•Six additional D-rings allow more luggage to be tied to bag
•Measures 12” L x 9” W x 14” H

$159.95

SUG. RETAIL...........
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #

3516-0027

•Designed to be mounted on the back seat of the Gold Wing when no
passenger is present; provides outstanding back support for
solo rides
•Unique mounting system can be used with most model years
•Three heavy-duty carrying handles make transferring the bag on and
off your bike easy and convenient
•Six additional metal D-rings allow more luggage to be tied to bag
•Measures 17” L x 11” W x 19” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

$199.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

GWS-500
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•Requiring no bulky mounts; these are true throwover bags
•Constructed with 1200-denier material with leather accents
•Semi-rigid design
•Use universal straps and an adjustable mount belt to stay on the bike
•No additional saddle supports or mounting brackets required
•Heat-resistant material on bag lowers protects contents from hot
exhaust pipes
•Large expandable main compartment, dual zip-out drink holders,
internal and external accessory pockets
•Full rain covers included
•Measure 24” L x 81/2” W (expand to 11” W) x 12” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE

CLASSIC TOUR BAG

GRAN THROWOVER
SADDLEBAGS

$229.95

PART #

3501-0303

•1200-denier nylon construction for durability
•Zippered ends and large hatch allow access to main compartment
from almost every side
•Expandable side compartments provide extra room when you need it
•New waterproof zippers have large, glove-friendly pulls
•Wide hook-and-loop belt securely attaches bag to any backrest
•Bag is semi-rigid to maintain its shape; provides excellent lumbar
support when mounted on the passenger seat
•External D-rings let you bungee additional items to the outside
of the bag
•Convenient shoulder carry strap
•Rain cover included
•Measures 12” L x 11” H x 21” W (expands to 24” W)
SUG. RETAIL...........

TOOLS

TOMBSTONE BAG

TRAILER

INDEX

3516-0012

PART #

3504-0004

GRANCRUISE BAG

LUBES

CROSS
REFERENCE

PART #

THE FULL DRESSER
•Made of fully lined 1200-denier construction
for strength and protection from the elements
•Attaches to any backrest, luggage rack or
passenger seat using a variety of straps
and wide hook-and-loop-material belts
•Items in the bag can be
easily accessed using a unique wraparound
heavy-duty zipper – each section
opens independently
•Secure storage for smaller items with six
individual zippered compartments
•Top section is collapsible, yet has enough room
when expanded to hold two leather jackets or a full-face helmet
•Clothes are kept neat and wrinkle-free from rigid molded insert in the bottom two sections
•Easily tie on bedrolls, tents or jackets with two over-the-top adjustable straps
•Additional items can be attached using multiple D-rings on sides
•Easy mobility from sturdy wheels
SUG. RETAIL.................... $199.95
•Main bag measures 16” – 25” H x 12” W x 10” D

FUEL SYSTEMS

MERCH.

$149.95

•Serves as a rigid frame backrest and backrest bag
•Excellent lumbar support and handy storage
•Internal zippered pockets, clips and pouches
keep items organized and easy to find
•For use on bikes with a passenger backrest
•Attaches securely with adjustable hook-and-loop
mounting strap system and
SUG. RETAIL................. $159.95
PVC bag frame
PART #
3504-0002
•Measures 12” L x 9” W x 12” H
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•1200-denier and
semi-rigid construction
for durability and
shape retention
•Leather accents for style
•Windowed top pocket
•Main compartment has
multiple organizer pockets
•Expandable lower compartment
•Can be mounted as a magnetic tank bag (includes straps for
mounting on non-metal tanks)
•Also mounts as a backrest or luggage rack bag
•Shoulder strap, soft tank pad, side pocket with bottle holder,
universal mount straps, “Y” strap and rain cover included
•Measures 11” L x 11” W x 41/2” H (expands to 71/2” H)

$99.95

SUG. RETAIL........

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3502-0134

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

DAILY
TOUR BAG

GRANTOUR BAG
•The ideal bag for a short tour or overnight trip
•Mounts to luggage rack, sissy bar or passenger seat
•Bag’s internal framework is semirigid to provide lumbar support and
maintain the shape of the bag’s main compartment
•Large zipper pulls are glove friendly
•Retractable locking device keeps bag secure
•Leather and weather-resistant Cordura® construction
•Includes rain cover
•Measures 18” H x 20” W x 14” D
SUG. RETAIL...........

$189.95

PART #

3503-0012

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

•1200-denier semi-rigid construction
•Large front access hatch and end hatch for easy access to contents
•Two side pockets for additional storage
•Waterproof zippers
•Rain cover included
•Mounts on top case luggage racks or as a backrest bag
(with or without luggage rack)
•Shoulder strap, adjustable universal mount straps
and “Y” strap included
•Measures 12” L x 15” W x 10” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

$119.95

PART #

SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS

3505-0076

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS

GRANTRAVELER BAG

CHAINS

•Mounts on top of of the Tour
Trunk, or as a rear trunk bag
•Semi-rigid design
•Constructed with 1200-denier
construction with leather accents
•Maximum cargo space flexibility
from the expandable top and removable inner bottom pad
•Removable end bag on each side
•Shoulder/waist strap for end bag for convenient carrying included
•Pullout handle and wheels on main bag for easy transportation
•Mounts with adjustable universal straps
•Includes rain cover
•Measures 17” L x 22” W x 11” D (expands to 121/2” D)
SUG. RETAIL...........

$199.95

PART #

3505-0055

ULTRATOUR BAG
•1200-denier nylon construction
for durability
•Zippered ends and large hatch
allow access to the main compartment from almost all sides
•Expandable side compartments provide extra room when needed
•Waterproof zippers with large, glove-friendly zipper pulls
•Wide hook-and-loop belt securely attaches bag to backrest
•External D-rings let you bungee additional items to the bag
•Convenient shoulder strap for carrying
•Rain cover included
•Measures 161/2” H x 16” W x 15” D (expands to 20” D)
SUG. RETAIL...........

$139.95

PART #

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #

ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS

•Backpack and motorcycle bag in one
•1200-denier nylon construction with leather accents
•Simply unzip the Mini Grandtour bag from the
mounting pad and take it with you
•Backpack straps and padded shoulder strap included
so you get a comfortable way to carry the bag
•Includes necessary straps to mount to your bike
•Rain cover included
•Measures 14” L x 14” W x 8” D (expands to 12” D)

$149.95

SUSPENSION

3503-0044

MINI GRANDTOUR BAG

SUG. RETAIL....

BRAKES

TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
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INDEX

3503-0043

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009
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LIGHTING

CUSTOM ROLL BAG
•1200-denier nylon construction for durability
•Waterproof zippers
•Zippered ends and large main hatch
allow easy access to bag contents
•Large main and two smaller side compartments
•Expandable side compartments provide extra room
•Semi-rigid design holds shape either empty or when packed full
•Fully universal mounting straps for endless mounting options
•Rain cover included
•Measures 8” D x 19” L (expands to 23” L)

SUG. RETAIL...............

•1200-denier nylon
construction with
leather accents
•Easy mounting; does
not require sissy bar or
luggage rack for use
•Semi-rigid construction
maintains shape even when empty
•Mesh end compartments give you quick access to small items
•Fully weatherproof with internal nylon shell
•External rain cover included
•Measures 8” D x 16” L

$119.95

3516-0013

PART #

3516-0014

FOR HONDA GL1800
GOLD WING 01-08
•Uses a variety of padded
and see-through mesh
pockets to give you
protection and easy access
to frequently used items
•Keeps the trunk space neat
and organized
•Carry handle for easy portability off the bike
•Installs in the trunk using quick-disconnect fasteners
•Measures 12” L x 22” W
SUG. RETAIL..............

ELECTRICAL

$49.95

PART #

3516-0050

TOUR TRUNK ROLLBAG
•Designed to rest on the luggage rack or sissy bar mount
•Large, clamshell-style lid opens wide for
easy access to packed items
•Cordura and leather construction
•Hook-and-loop closure secures front flap
•Retractable locking device locks the bag to the bike
•Cargo net on the inside of the lid keeps
weather-proof items handy
•Holds its shape, even when empty
•Measures 10” H x 12” D x 19” W

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION

SUG. RETAIL.....

ENGINE

PART #

LID
ORGANIZER BAG

GRAND
ROLL BAG

SUG. RETAIL...........

$109.95

3505-0008

$149.95

Back view

PART #

3516-0011

3516-0007

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER

DELUXE CONVERTIBLE LUGGAGE RACK BAG

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

FOR HONDA GL1500/1800 GOLD WING
•Colorfast 1200-denier nylon construction
•Heavy-duty zippers and zip-out rain cover
•Elastic mesh small front pockets and on back of bag for convenient storage
•Updated mounting straps with hook-and-loop fasteners and nylon buckles
•Work with Kuryakyn and most other luggage racks
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PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

SUG. RETAIL...............................
COLOR
Black
Black/silver

$49.95
PART #
3505-0008
3516-0007

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
59094

IRON HORSE SADDLEBAGS

59096

•Top-grain drum-dyed leather; special leather finish resists cracking
and fading
•Two mounting styles: detachable yoke or adjustable throw-over bags
•Generously sized flaps on all bags for easy access
•Reinforced stress points and top-quality fasteners keep items secure
•Detachable yoke slant bags measure 16” L x 6” W x 10” H; throwover straight side bags measure 10” L x 5” W x 12” H
•Midnight Rider bags have plain leather finish; Silverado bags feature
studded leather; Laredo bags feature braided trim
•Made in the U.S.A.
DESCRIPTION
DETACHABLE SADDLEBAGS
Midnight Rider
Silverado
Laredo
THROW-OVER SADDLEBAGS
Midnight Rider
Silverado
Laredo

PART #

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

59100

59086

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

59187

59191

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

SUG. RETAIL

59086
59096
59187

$309.95
329.95
329.95

59094
59100
59191

214.95
234.95
234.95

FORK BAGS

SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY

59088

•Top-grain drum-dyed leather;
special leather finish resists
cracking and fading
•Generous flaps to keep out the
elements; durable hardware
and reinforced stress points
•The Midnight Rider has a blackon-black finish; the Silverado is
accented with chrome studs; the
Laredo features braided trim
•Made in the U.S.A.
DESCRIPTION
NARROW FORK BAGS
Midnight Rider
Silverado
Laredo
WIDE FORK BAGS
Laredo

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

59099

SEATS

59092

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

59097

LIGHTING

59190

PART #

ELECTRICAL

SISSY BAR BAGS

59188
SUG. RETAIL

59088
59097
59188

$79.95
87.95
87.95

59189

88.95

•Top-grain drum-dyed leather; special leather finish resists cracking
and fading
•Roomy and convenient; will fit on most sissy bars
•Generous flaps to keep out the elements; durable hardware and
reinforced stress points
•The Midnight Rider has a black-on-black finish; the Silverado is
accented with chrome studs;
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Laredo has braided trim
Midnight Rider 59092
$79.95
Silverado
59099
84.99
•Measures 7” L x 5” W x 10” H
Laredo
59190
84.95
•Made in the U.S.A

59232X

59204

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE

59205

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
59231X

59230X

WINDSHIELD BAGS
•Top-grain drum-dyed leather; special leather finish resists cracking
and fading
•Large opening means cell phones, garage door openers, wallets, key
rings and more will fit
•Secure turn-button closure keeps items securely in bag
•Easy attachment with multi-point design to accommodate most
windshields with crossbars and either a single-stud center or twopoint mounting
•Manufactured using only the finest DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Midnight Rider 59230X
leathers and hardware
$71.95
Silverado
59231X
76.95
•Measures 10.5” x 5” x 2.5”
Laredo
59232X
76.95
•Made in the U.S.A
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

59206

TOOLS

HANDLEBAR BAGS
•Top-grain drum-dyed leather; special leather finish resists cracking
and fading
•Rugged, top-quality hardware and fasteners
•Handy storage space for those essential on-the-road items
•Measure 71/2” L x 31/2” H x 21/2” W
•Midnight Rider bag has a plain leather finish; Silverado bag features
studded leather; Laredo bag
DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
features braided leather trim
Midnight Rider 59204
$44.95
59205
49.95
•Include plastic ties for mounting Silverado
Laredo
59206
49.95
•Made in the U.S.A.

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009
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•Available in hard mount or throwover styles
•Made from high-quality heavyweight cowhide
•Reinforced gussets and the powder coated
wire frame retain the saddlebag shape
•Quick-release buckles
•Hard mount style includes adjustable
mounting brackets and hardware to fit most cruisers
•Throwover style includes zip-off yokes that
can be installed above or below the seat
•Small measures 181/2” W x 101/2” H x 6” D
•Large measures 201/2” W x 111/2” H x 6” D

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

LEATHER STUDDED
REVOLUTION SADDLEBAGS

STANDARD LEATHER
REVOLUTION SADDLEBAGS

DESCRIPTION PART #
THROWOVER
Small
3501-0377
Large
3501-0378

SUG.
RETAIL
$509.95
549.95

3501-0373

DESCRIPTION PART #
HARD MOUNT
Small
3501-0373
Large
3501-0374

SPROCKETS

SUG.
RETAIL
$529.95
569.95

3501-0365

•Available in hard mount or throwover styles
•Made from high-quality heavyweight cowhide
•Accented with nickel chrome studs
•Reinforced gussets and the powder coated wire frame retain the
saddlebag shape
•Quick-release buckles
•Hard mount style includes adjustable mounting brackets and
hardware to fit most cruisers
•Throwover style includes zip-off yokes that can be installed above or
below the seat
•Small measures 181/2” W x 101/2” H x 6” D
•Large measures 201/2” W x 111/2” H x 6” D
DESCRIPTION PART #
THROWOVER
Small
3501-0375
Large
3501-0376

SUG.
RETAIL
$509.95
549.95

3501-0367

DESCRIPTION PART #
HARD MOUNT
Small
3501-0371
Large
3501-0372

SUG.
RETAIL
$529.95
569.95

3501-0368

CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
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STANDARD REVOLUTION SADDLEBAGS
•Available in hard mount or throwover styles
•Black-synthetic leather
•Reinforced gussets and the powder coated
wire frame retain the saddlebag shape
•Quick-release buckles
•Hard mount style includes adjustable mounting brackets and
hardware to fit most cruisers
•Throwover style includes zip-off yokes that can
be installed above or below the seat
•Small measures 181/2” W x 101/2” H x 6” D
•Large measures 201/2” W x 111/2” H x 6” D
DESCRIPTION
THROWOVER
Small
Large
HARD MOUNT
Small
Large

286

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

3501-0365
3501-0366

$174.95
189.95

3501-0359
3501-0360

284.95
299.95

BELTED REVOLUTION SADDLEBAGS
•Available in hard mount or throwover styles
•Black-synthetic leather
•Reinforced gussets and the powder coated wire frame
retain the saddlebag shape
•Quick-release buckles
•Hard mount style includes adjustable mounting brackets
and hardware to fit most cruisers
•Throwover style includes zip-off yokes that can be installed
above or below the seat
•Small measures 181/2” W x 101/2” H x 6” D
•Large measures 201/2” W x 111/2” H x 6” D
DESCRIPTION PART #
THROWOVER
Small
3501-0367
Large
3501-0368

SUG. RETAIL

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

$174.95
189.95

DESCRIPTION PART #
HARD MOUNT
Small
3501-0361
Large
3501-0362

SUG. RETAIL
$284.95
299.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

3501-0370

3501-0369

RETRO REVOLUTION SADDLEBAGS

LUGGAGE

•Available in hard mount or throwover styles
•Black-synthetic leather
•Reinforced gussets and the powder-coated wire frame retain
the saddlebag shape
•Quick-release buckles
•Hard mount style includes adjustable mounting brackets and
hardware fit most cruisers
•Throwover style includes zip-off yokes that can be installed
abover or below the seat
•Small measures 181/2" W x 101/2" H x 6" D
•Large measures 201/2" W x 111/2" H x 6" D
DESCRIPTION
THROWOVER
Small
Large

PART #

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES

SUG. RETAIL

3501-0369
3501-0370

$179.95
199.95

REVOLUTION
SISSY BAR BAGS

PART #
3503-0052
3503-0053

DESCRIPTION
HARD MOUNT
Small
Large

SUG. RETAIL..................

SUG. RETAIL
$94.95
139.95

•Black synthetic leather construction
•Great for holding cell phone, keys,
garage door opener, sunglasses, etc.
•Features a quick-detach mounting system
•Take the bag along to safely keep your possessions with you
at all times
•Easily mounts to most windshields that have a horizontal
support strap
•Includes accessory/shoulder strap
•Small measures 101/2" L x 41/4" H x 21/2" D
•Large measures 101/2" L x 51/2" H x 3" D

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY

$34.95

PART #

SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING

3506-0008

ELECTRICAL

3508-0008

PART #
3508-0007
3508-0008

$294.95
309.95

REVOLUTION
UNIVERSAL
HANDLEBAR BAG

TAKE ALONG
WINDSHIELD BAGS

DESCRIPTION
Small
Large

3501-0363
3501-0364

SUG. RETAIL

•Perfect for quick and easy storage
•Black-synthetic leather
•Includes two high-quality
chrome fasteners
•The universal mounting system allows the bag to fit on all bikes
•Measures 12" W x 51/2" H x 4" D

SUG. RETAIL
$64.95
70.95

SPROCKETS

•Black-synthetic leather
•Ideal for quick and easy storage
•Includes a high-quality chrome
quarter-turn fastener
•Will fit all handlebars
•Measures 71/2" W x 3" H x 4" D
SUG. RETAIL..............

3508-0007

PART #

REVOLUTION
FORK BAG

•Black-synthetic leather
•Has superior bag stability
which is provided by the
reinforced backing
•Reinforced yokes allow
you to securely mount
above or below the seat
•Remove and
transport easily
3503-0053
with the zip-off yokes
and carrying handles
•Bags retain their shape by the powder-coated wire frames
and reinforced gussets
•Feature hidden quick-release buckles for easy access
DESCRIPTION
Small; 11" W x 13" H x 8" D
Large; 131/2" W x 151/2" x 91/2" D

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

$21.95

CHAINS
BRAKES
PART #

3507-0009

HANDLEBAR/
WINDSHIELD POUCH

ENGINE

•Black synthetic leather pouch mounts
to any handlebar
•Attach pouch to handlebar with included
cable ties or mount on the windshield
with the peel-and-stick hook-and-loop fastener (also included)
•71/2" W x 4" H x 21/2" D
SUG. RETAIL..............

$26.95

PART #

SUSPENSION

HB611

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS

REVOLUTION
WINDSHIELD BAG

TRAILER

•Black synthetic leather
•Mount to the chrome strap
on your windshield
•Makes for a handy
storage place
•Measures 101/2" W x 6" H x 21/2" D

MERCH.

SUG. RETAIL..............

$34.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

CROSS
REFERENCE
3508-0009

287

INDEX

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

SUPER GRAY THUNDER SADDLEBAGS

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE

•Black synthetic leather
•Unique gray trim, gray braided edges, studs and large silver eagles
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Popular slant configuration; plastic reinforced for shape retention
•Cable ties included
•16" W x 11" H x 61/2" D
SUG. RETAIL................................

$197.95

PART #

3501-0151

GRAY THUNDER SADDLEBAGS

GRAY
THUNDER
SISSY BAR
BAG

•Black synthetic leather
•Unique gray trim, gray braided edges,
studs and large silver eagles
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring
attachments on the bag with a small
padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and
convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can
carry both bags with one handle
•Popular slant configuration; plastic
reinforced for shape retention
•Cable ties included
•12" W x 91/2" H x 51/2" D
SUG. RETAIL................

$175.95

•Black synthetic leather
•Unique gray trim, gray
braided edges, studs
and large silver eagle
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•Easy tie-on mounting and plastic reinforced
for shape retention
•8" W x 10" H x 41/2" D
SUG. RETAIL......................................
PART #

GRAY THUNDER
TOOL POUCH

$50.95

3503-0031

GRAY THUNDER BRAIDED
SISSY BAR BAG

•Black synthetic leather
•Unique gray trim, gray braided
edges, studs and large silver eagle
•Mounts to front forks or sissy bar
with easy-to-use cable ties (included)
•Plastic reinforced for shape retention
•12" W x 5" H x 21/2" D
SUG. RETAIL..............

$51.95

PART #

3501-0142

•Plastic-reinforced black synthetic
leather with a unique gray trim retains
its shape; easy tie-on mounting
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•Gray braided edges
•8" W x 10" H x 41/2" D

PART #

TP245

SUG. RETAIL..............

$45.95

PART #

3503-0032

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

GRAY THUNDER
STUDDED
MAX PAX

GRAY THUNDER
MAX PAX

•Synthetic black and gray
leather with studded accents;
same styling as the rest of the
Gray Thunder collection
•Large main compartment with
reinforced plastic and quick-release buckles
•Attaches to most sissy bars with easy-to-use 2"-wide
hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage rack; laces included
•13" W x 91/2" H x 10" D

•Synthetic black and gray
leather; same styling
as the rest of the
Gray Thunder collection
•Large main compartment
with reinforced plastic
and quick-release buckles
•Attaches to most sissy bars
with easy-to-use 2"-wide hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage rack; laces included
•13" W x 91/2" H x 10" D

NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by a fender luggage rack.

NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by a fender luggage rack.

$120.95

SUG. RETAIL...........

288

PART #

3503-0019

$112.95

SUG. RETAIL...........

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3503-0018

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

GRAY THUNDER BRAIDED
FLEETSIDE SLANT SADDLEBAGS

LUGGAGE

•Same style as PART #3501-0141, except larger
•Plastic-reinforced black synthetic leather bags with a unique gray trim and gray braided
edges retain their shape; easy tie-on mounting
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Cable ties and laces are included
for secure mounting
PART #
•16" W x 11" H x 6 1/2" D
SUG. RETAIL............................ $188.95

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
3501-0152

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

WARRIOR SADDLEBAGS
GRAY THUNDER
BRAIDED
COMPACT
SLANT
SADDLEBAGS
•Plastic-reinforced, black
synthetic leather bags
with a unique gray trim
and gray braided edges
retain their shape; easy tie-on mounting
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with
a small padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags
with one handle
•Cable ties and laces are included for secure mounting
•12" W x 91/2" H x 51/2" D

$159.95

SUG. RETAIL...........

PART #

3501-0141

GRAY THUNDER
BRAIDED
TOOL POUCH
•Black synthetic leather with
a unique gray trim and gray
braided edges
•Mounts to front fork or sissy
bar with hook-and-loop strap (included)
•Plastic reinforced for shape retention
•12" W x 5" H x 21/2" D
SUG. RETAIL..............

$49.95

PART #

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #

PART #

FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
3501-0130

CHAINS

WARRIOR
TOOL POUCH

BRAKES

•Black synthetic leather, braided
edges, studs, conchos and fringe
•Twin roller-pin buckle closure
•Mounts to front forks or sissy bar
with easy-to-use cable
ties (included)
•12" W x 5" H x 21/2" D

$50.95

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
PART #

TP272

FUEL SYSTEMS

WARRIOR MAX PAX
TP246

WARRIOR SISSY BAR BAG

$47.95

$169.95

SUG. RETAIL..............

•Black synthetic leather, braided edges,
studs, concho and fringe
•Features security snap flap, tie-on mounting
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•8" W x 10" H x 41/2" D
SUG. RETAIL..............

•Black synthetic leather,
braided edges, studs,
conchos and fringe combine
for a "battle-tough" look
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the
D-ring attachments on the
bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and
convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry
both bags with one handle
•Narrow center yoke fits under or over the seat
•Interior plastic stiffeners for better shape retention
•14" W x 10" H x 41/2" D
SUG. RETAIL...........

SECURITY
& AUDIO

•Synthetic black leather;
same styling as the rest
of the Warrior collection
•Large main compartment
with reinforced plastic
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the
D-ring attachments on the bag with
a small padlock (not included) or a cable tie and carry handle
•Attaches to most sissy bars with easy-to-use 2"-wide
hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage rack; laces included
•13" W x 10" H x 91/2" D
NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by a fender luggage rack.

3503-0028

$112.95

SUG. RETAIL...........

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3503-0020

289

LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING

HIGH-PIPE STUDDED SLANT SADDLEBAGS
•Black synthetic saddlebags outlined with chrome studs that sit
higher up to accommodate higher exhaust pipes
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with
a small padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable
carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with
one handle
•Measure 16" W x 91/2" H x 51/2" D
•Include a simple tie-down system
•Saddlebag comfort cushion available separately; see page 295
•Made in the U.S.A.
NOTE: Saddlebag supports are recommended for all saddlebags.
NOTE: All saddlebags are fully reinforced with internal plastic tub allowing
for hard-mount and quick-release modifications.

SUG. RETAIL.........

$175.95

PART #

3501-0332

RANGER STUDDED
SUPER SLANT SADDLEBAGS
•The Ranger Studded Super Slant saddlebags are perfect
for any riding situation
•Accented with studs
•Includes a capacity large enough to pack clothes for a short trip
•Features an easy access pocket for those little things you need
to grab quickly
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with a small
padlock (not included)
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Saddlebag comfort cushion is available separately; see page 295
•16" W x 11" H x 61/2" D
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL..........

$191.95

PART #

3501-0202

ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS

STUDDED
SLANT
SADDLEBAGS

RANGER STUDDED
SISSY BAR BAG
•Black synthetic leather with easy
tie-on mounting
•Accented with silver studs
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•Plastic reinforced interior
for shape retention
•8" W x 10" H x 41/2" D
•Made in the U.S.A.

•Based on the first
Willie & Max slantstyle bag
•Black
synthetic leather
BRAKES
that is water repellent,
and easy to clean
SUSPENSION •Accented with silver studs
•Zip, click and carry features
•Quick-release buckles
ENGINE
•Full tub reinforcing
for shape retention
•Saddlebag comfort cushion is available
FUEL SYSTEMS separately; see page 295
•14" L x 51/2" W x 12" H
•Made in the U.S.A.
LUBES
CHAINS

$165.95

SUG. RETAIL...........

PART #

SUG. RETAIL..............

3501-0184

TOOLS
TRAILER

RANGER STUDDED
TOOL POUCH

MERCH.

•Black synthetic leather
accented with silver studs
•Attaches to bike with
an easy-to-use hook-and-loop strap
•Plastic reinforced for shape retention
•12" W x 5" H x 21/2" D

CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

SUG. RETAIL..............

290

$47.95

PART #

$45.95

PART #

3503-0045

RANGER
STUDDED
MAX PAX
•Black synthetic leather
accented with silver studs
•Large main compartment
with reinforced plastic
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•Attaches to most sissy bars
with easy-to-use 2"-wide hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage rack; laces included
•13" W x 91/2" H x 10" D
•Made in the U.S.A.

3510-0025

$109.95

SUG. RETAIL...........

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3503-0046

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

HIGH-PIPE BRAIDED
SLANT SADDLEBAGS
•Black synthetic saddlebags
that sit higher up to
accommodate higher exhaust pipes
•Feature edges accented with
three-strand braiding
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with
a small padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags
with one handle
•Measure 16” W x 91/2” H x 51/2” D
•Include a simple tie-down system
•Saddlebag comfort cushion available separately; see page 295
•Made in the U.S.A.
NOTE: Saddlebag supports are recommended for all saddlebags.
NOTE: All saddlebags are fully reinforced with internal plastic tub allowing
for hard-mount and quick-release modifications.

SUG. RETAIL...........

$177.95

PART #

3501-0331

FLEETSIDE SLANT
SADDLEBAGS

$181.95

PART #

3501-0147

•Based upon the first Willie & Max
slant-style bag
•Black leather accented
with braided ridges
•Zip, click and carry features
•Quick-release buckles
•Full tub reinforcing for shape retention
•14” W x 12” H x 51/2” D

$158.95

•The Ranger Braided Super
Slant saddlebags are perfect
for any riding situation
•Accented with three-strand
braided edges
•Includes a capacity large enough to pack clothes for a short trip
•Features an easy-access pocket for those little things you need to
grab quickly
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with a
small padlock (not included)
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Saddlebag comfort cushion available separately; see page 295
•16” W x 11” H x 61/2” D
•Made in the U.S.A.
NOTE: Saddlebag supports are recommended for all saddlebags.

SUG. RETAIL...........

$202.95

PART #

3501-0201

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

•Black synthetic leather accented
with three-strand braiding
•Larger for touring demands
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring
attachments on the bag with a small
padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you
SUG. RETAIL......$163.95
can carry both bags with one handle
PART #
3501-0132
•141/2” W x 12” H x 51/2” D

COMPACT BRAIDED
SLANT SADDLEBAGS

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES

PART #

3501-0183

SUG. RETAIL...........

$128.95

PART #

3501-0144

BRAIDED MAX PAX

TRAILER

•Synthetic black leather with braided accents; same styling as the rest of the Braided collection
•Large main compartment with reinforced plastic
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with a small padlock (not included)
or a cable tie and carry handle
•Attaches to most sissy bars with easy-to-use 2”-wide hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage rack; laces included
SUG. RETAIL........... $107.95
•13” W x 10” H x 91/2” D
NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by a fender luggage rack.

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

•Fits underneath the seat on a wide variety
SUSPENSION
of motorcycles
•Accented with three-strand braided edges
•Quick-release buckles
ENGINE
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring
attachments on the bag with a small
FUEL SYSTEMS
padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and
convenient removable carrying handle
LUBES
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
1
1
•Measures 12” W x 9 /2” H x 5 /2” D
•Redesigned yoke can fit under or over the seat
TOOLS

BRAIDED SLANT
SADDLEBAG

SUG. RETAIL...........

LUGGAGE

TOURING BRAIDED
SADDLEBAGS

•Large-capacity, black synthetic
leather bags with braided trim
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring
attachments on the bag with a small
padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient
removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with
one handle
•Plastic reinforced to retain shape better
•Internal snap flap adds security
•Adjustable center yoke mounts over or under the seat
•16” L x 61/2” W x 11” H
SUG. RETAIL...........

RANGER BRAIDED
SUPER SLANT
SADDLEBAGS

PART #

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

3503-0015
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ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION

STANDARD BRAIDED
SADDLEBAGS
•Feature edges accented
with three-strand braiding
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring
attachments on the bag with a small
padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and
convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can
carry both bags with one handle
•101/2” W x 111/2” H x 4” D
SUG. RETAIL...........

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER

PART #

•Attractive braided edge accent
•Security snap flap and
tie-on mounting
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•8” W x 10” H x 41/2” D
3501-0124

SUG. RETAIL..............

•Distinctive three-strand
braided edge accent
•Mounts to front forks or sissy bar
with easy-to-use cable
ties (included)
•Fits any front forks or sissy bar
•Two-buckle closure
•12” W x 5” H x 21/2” D
SUG. RETAIL..............

$45.95

PART #

TP-232

TOURING STUDDED
SADDLEBAGS
•Feature studs along edges and
eagle concho on each bag
•Larger for touring demands
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the
D-ring attachments on the
bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies
and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•141/2” W x 12” H x 51/2” D

$174.95

PART #

3501-0133

AMERICAN CLASSIC SISSY
BAR BAG
•Made of black synthetic leather to match
American Classic saddlebags
•Features security snap flap and easy
tie-on mounting
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•Accented with studs, conchos and fringe;
plastic reinforced for optimal shape retention
•8” W x 10” H x 41/2” D
SUG. RETAIL..............

MERCH.

$46.95

PART #

$41.95

PART #

3503-0038

FLEETSIDE
STUDDED
SADDLEBAGS

BRAIDED TOOL POUCH

SUG. RETAIL...........

ENGINE

$116.95

BRAIDED SISSY
BAR BAG

3503-0037

•Black synthetic leather,
a large load capacity
and a popular slant-shape
design take
these saddlebags
to the upper echelon
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to
the D-ring attachments on
the bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Plastic-reinforced for shape retention
•Chrome studs and gold and silver eagle conchos accent the
rich contours
•16” W x 11” H x 61/2” D
SUG. RETAIL...........

$189.95

PART #

3501-0149

AMERICAN CLASSIC
SADDLEBAGS
•Classic American styling in
black synthetic leather with
studs, conchos and fringe
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked
to the D-ring attachments on
the bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies
and convenient removable
carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags
with one handle
•Plastic-reinforced main compartments hold shape when empty
•Each side measures 141/2” W x 111/2” H x 51/2” D
SUG. RETAIL...........

$179.95

PART #

3501-0137

AMERICAN CLASSIC TOOL POUCH
•Handsome, black synthetic leather matches American Classic saddlebags
•Mounts quickly and easily to front fork or sissy bar with included cable ties
•Studs, conchos and fringe give a distinctive flair
•12” W x 5” H x 21/2” D

CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

SUG. RETAIL..........................................
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$48.95

PART #

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

TP280

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

STANDARD STUDDED
SADDLEBAGS

COMPACT STUDDED
SLANT SADDLEBAGS

•Feature studs along edges and
eagle concho on each bag
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the
D-ring attachments on the bag
with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies
and convenient removable
carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you
can carry both bags with one handle
•101/2” W x 111/2” H x 4” D

•Outlined with chrome studs and accented
with silver and gold eagle conchos
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring
attachments on the bag with a small
padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and
convenient removable
carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you
can carry both bags with one handle
•Measure 12” W x 91/2” H x 51/2” D
•Redesigned yoke can fit under or over the seat

$143.95

SUG. RETAIL.......

PART #

3501-0125

SUG. RETAIL...............

$141.95

LUGGAGE

PART #

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
3501-0145

FAIRINGS
& BODY

STUDDED MAX PAX
•Synthetic black leather with studded accents; same styling as the rest of the Studded collection
•Large main compartment with reinforced plastic
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with a small padlock (not included)
or a cable tie and carry handle
•Attaches to most sissy bars with easy-to-use 2”-wide hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage rack; laces included
SUG. RETAIL...........$110.95
•13” W x 10” H x 91/2” D
PART #

NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by a fender luggage rack.

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING

3503-0016

STUDDED SISSY
BAR BAG

STUDDED
TOOL POUCH

ELECTRICAL

•Deep-grained synthetic leather looks
unbelievably soft
•Accented with studs and silver and gold
eagle conchos
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•Tie-on mounting
•Measures 8” W x 10” H x 41/2” D

•Twin roller-pin buckle closure
•Mounts to front forks or sissy
bar with easy-to-use cable
ties (included)
•Chrome studs accented with silver
and gold eagle conchos
•12” W x 5” H x 21/2” D

SPROCKETS

SUG. RETAIL..............

$46.95

PART #

SUG. RETAIL..............
3503-0030

SLANT
SADDLEBAGS
•Unique angle allows
more passenger leg
room, conforms
to rear shock angle
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be
locked to the D-ring
attachments on
the bag with
a small padlock
(not included)
or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable
carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with
one handle
•Each has a silver concho with leather lace trim, two-buckle closure
and measures 14” W x 12” H x 51/2” D
SUG. RETAIL...........

$153.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #

3501-0140

$49.95

CHAINS
BRAKES
PART #

TP-242

SUSPENSION

COMPACT
SLANT
SADDLEBAGS

ENGINE

•Fit underneath the seat
on a variety
of motorcycles
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be
locked to the
D-ring attachments on
the bag with
a small padlock
(not included)
or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable
carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with
one handle
•Accented with silver conchos
•Redesigned yoke can fit under or over the seat, if desired
•12” W x 91/2” H x 51/2” D
SUG. RETAIL...........

$120.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE

3501-0143
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FLEETSIDE
DELUXE
SADDLEBAGS
•Black synthetic
leather, large capacity
and a popular
slant-shape design
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked
to the D-ring
attachments on the
bag with a small padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with
one handle
•Plastic-reinforced for shape retention with an adjustable center yoke
that allows mounting under or over the seat
•Complemented with a sleek silver concho and lace accent
•16” W x 11” H x 61/2” D
SUG. RETAIL...........

$168.95

PART #

3501-0148

SUG. RETAIL...........

•Twin roller-pin buckle closure
and tie-on mounting
•German silver concho and lace accents
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•8” W x 10” H x 41/2” D

$41.95

•Synthetic black leather;
same styling as the rest
of the Deluxe collection
•Large main
compartment with
reinforced plastic
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with
a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie and carry handle
•Attaches to most sissy bars with easy-to-use 2”-wide
hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage rack; laces included
•13” W x 10” H x 91/2” D
NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by a fender luggage rack.

DELUXE SISSY BAR BAG

SUG. RETAIL..............

DELUXE
MAX PAX

$105.95

PART #

3503-0014

DELUXE TOOL POUCH

PART #

3503-0034

ELECTRICAL

•Pouch attaches easily to forks for
extra tool storage
•Features German silver concho and
lace accents
•Roller-pin buckles with D-ring keepers
•Mounts to front forks or sissy bar with
easy-to-use cable ties (included)
•12” W x 5” H x 21/2” D
SUG. RETAIL..............

SPROCKETS

$45.95

PART #

TP-100-D

PART #

3503-0048

CONDOR MAX PAX
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE

3501-0263

3501-0264

CONDOR
SADDLEBAGS

•Black synthetic leather
FUEL SYSTEMS a “winged” design
directly into the leather
•Features easy-to-use
hook-and-loop closure system
LUBES
•Zippered yoke assemblies and
convenient removable carrying handle
•Reinforced with plastic for shape retention
TOOLS
•Made in the U.S.A.
TRAILER

DESCRIPTION
Small, 12” W x 91/2” H x 51/2” D
Medium, 14” W x 12” H x 51/2” D
Large, 16” W x 11” H x 61/2” D

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

with
debossed

•Black synthetic leather with
a “winged” design debossed
directly into the leather
•Features easy-to-use
hook-and-loop
closure system
•Reinforced with plastic
for shape retention
•13” W x 91/2” H x 10” D
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL...........

$114.95

CONDOR SISSY BAR BAG
3501-0265

PART #
3501-0263
3501-0264
3501-0265

SUG. RETAIL
$140.95
164.95
190.95

•Black synthetic leather with a “winged” design
debossed directly into the leather
•Features easy-to-use hook-and-loop
closure system
•Reinforced with plastic for shape retention
•8” W x 10” H x 41/2” D
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL..............

$48.95

PART #

3503-0047

CONDOR TOOL POUCH
•Black synthetic leather with a “winged” design debossed directly into the leather
•Features easy-to-use hook-and-loop closure system
•Reinforced with plastic for shape retention
SUG. RETAIL.............. $48.95
•12” W x 5” H x 21/2” D
PART #
3510-0034
•Made in the U.S.A.
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PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

3501-0153

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES

RAPTOR SISSY BAR BAG

RAPTOR SADDLEBAGS
•Black synthetic leather; clean lines and uncluttered styling
•Quick-release buckles
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Adjustable center yoke and internal plastic stiffeners
•Made in the U.S.A.
DESCRIPTION
Compact slant; 12” W x 91/2” H x 51/2” D
Standard slant; 14” W x 12” H x 51/2” D
Super slant; 16” W x 11” H x 61/2” D

PART #
3501-0153
3501-0119
3501-0120

3501-0119

•Black synthetic leather; clean lines and
uncluttered styling
•Hook-and-loop securing tabs,
quick-release mounting
•8” W x 10” H x 41/2” D
SUG. RETAIL...............................

SUG. RETAIL
$125.95
142.95
174.95

PART #

$44.95
3503-0010

PART #

FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS

LIGHTING

RAPTOR TOOL POUCH
•Clean lines and uncluttered style
•Hook-and-loop securing tabs
•Mounts quickly and easily to front fork with
hook-and-loop straps
•12” W x 5” H x 21/2” D
•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by a fender luggage rack.

$102.95

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

RAPTOR MAX PAX
•Synthetic black leather; same styling as the rest
of the Raptor collection
•Large main compartment with reinforced plastic
and hook-and-loop closure
•Attaches to most sissy bars with easy-to-use
2”-wide hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage rack;
laces included
•13” W x 10” H x 91/2” D
SUG. RETAIL............................

SECURITY
& AUDIO

3503-0004

SUG. RETAIL...............................
PART #

$44.95

ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES

3510-0001

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

THE MECHANIC
SADDLEBAGS AND TOOL POUCH IN ONE
•Each tool compartment has a slot for 5 wrenches (10 total)
and a snap pouch for screwdrivers, pliers or other small tools
•Larger for the demands of touring
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with a small padlock (not
included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•141/2” W x 12” H x 51/2” D
•Tools not included
SUG. RETAIL............................

$199.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #

3501-0138

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

TOOLS

COMFORT CUSHION
•Soft foam pad with cover keeps passenger
comfortable when using saddlebags
•Installs in seconds on all Willie & Max™
adjustable saddlebags
•Covers adjustment laces when mounting
saddlebags over seat
•Measures 7” x 9”
SUG. RETAIL...............................
PART #

$20.95
CC-101
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TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

WOLF’S HEAD
SISSY BAR BAG

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS

WOLF’S
HEAD
SADDLEBAGS
•Trimmed with embossed wolf’s head
•Black, synthetic leather; heavy roller-pin
buckles and D-ring keepers
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring
attachments on the bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient
removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry
both bags with one handle
•Plastic-reinforced interior; internal snap
flaps for added security
•14” W x 121/2” H x 51/2” D
SUG. RETAIL............................

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by
a fender luggage rack.

$111.95

PART #

3503-0021

•Black synthetic leather
with multigrained inlay
and braided edges; gold
and silver eagle accents
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•Features security snap flap and
tie-on mounting
•8” W x 10” H x 41/2” D
SUG. RETAIL...............................
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$51.95
3503-0025

•Black, synthetic leather
with embossed wolf’s head
•Mounts to front forks or sissy bar with
easy-to-use cable ties (included)
•Two-buckle closure
•12” W x 5” H x 31/2” D

$45.95

PART #

TP262

BLACK
MAGIC TOOL
POUCH

•Black synthetic leather construction with
distinctive multigrained inlay
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring
attachments on the bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient
removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry
both bags with one handle
•Braided edges and large gold and silver
eagle accents
•Popular slant style
•Plastic reinforcements help retain shape
•12” W x 91/2” H x 51/2” D
SUG. RETAIL............................

$50.95

PART #

TP282

SUPER BLACK
MAGIC SADDLEBAGS

NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported
by a fender luggage rack.
PART #

SUG. RETAIL...............................

3501-0146

BLACK
MAGIC
MAX PAX

SUG. RETAIL............................

•Black synthetic
leather styled
to match the Black Magic saddlebags
•Mounts to front forks or sissy bar with
easy-to-use cable ties (included)
•Two-buckle closure
•12” W x 5” H x 21/2” D

$173.95

PART #

•Synthetic black
leather; same
styling as the
rest of the Black
Magic collection
•Large main compartment with reinforced
plastic and double-buckle closure
•Attaches to most sissy bars with easy-to-use
2”-wide hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage
rack; laces included
•13” W x 91/2” H x 10” D

BLACK
MAGIC SISSY
BAR BAG

WOLF’S
HEAD TOOL
POUCH

SUG. RETAIL...............................

BLACK MAGIC SADDLEBAGS

•Synthetic
black
leather
with wolf
head accent; same styling as the rest of the
Wolf’s Head collection
•Large main compartment with reinforced
plastic and double-buckle closure
•Attaches to most sissy bars with easy-to-use
2”-wide hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage
rack; laces included
•13” W x 91/2” H x 10” D

PART #

3503-0036

3501-0135

WOLF’S
HEAD
MAX
PAX

SUG. RETAIL............................

PART #

$163.95

PART #

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

•Plastic-reinforced black
synthetic leather retains its
shape; easy tie-on mounting
•Embossed with a wolf’s head
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•Measures 8” W x
10” H x 41/2” D SUG. RETAIL...$49.95

$118.95
3503-0017

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

•Sport the same unique styling as PART
#3501-0146 Black Magic saddlebags but
in a larger size; supplying you with optimum
load capacity
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring
attachments on the bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient
removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry
both bags with one handle
•Made of black synthetic leather with
a plastic reinforcement for shape retention
•16” W x 11” H x 61/2” D
SUG. RETAIL............................
PART #

$213.95
3501-0150

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

RANGER
SUPER SLANT
SADDLEBAGS

STANDARD
HIGH-PIPE
SLANT
SADDLEBAGS
•Black synthetic
saddlebags that sit higher up
to accommodate higher exhaust pipes
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with
a small padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Measure 16” W x 91/2” H x 51/2” D
•Include a simple tie-down system
•Saddlebag comfort cushion available separately; see page 295
•Made in the U.S.A.
NOTE: Saddlebag supports are recommended for all saddlebags.
NOTE: All saddlebags are fully reinforced with internal plastic tub allowing
for hard-mount and quick-release modifications.

SUG. RETAIL...........

$170.95

3501-0128

PART #

3501-0330

•The Ranger Super Slant
saddlebags are perfect
for any riding situation
•Includes a space large
enough to pack clothes for a short trip
•Features an easy-access pocket
for those little things you need to grab quickly
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with
a small padlock (not included)
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Saddlebag comfort cushion available separately; see page 295
•16” W x 11” H x 61/2” D
•Made in the U.S.A.
NOTE: Saddlebag supports are recommended for all saddlebags.
NOTE: All saddlebags are fully reinforced with internal plastic tub allowing
for hard-mount and quick-release modifications.

SUG. RETAIL...........

3501-0129

LUGGAGE

$181.95

PART #

ADJUSTABLE SADDLEBAGS
•Adjustable yokes fit any seat
•Sizes to fit any bike
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the D-ring attachments on the bag with
a small padlock (not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Standard is 11” W x 12” H x 31/2” D; Touring is 14” W x 13” H x
51/2” D
DESCRIPTION
Standard adjustable saddlebags
Touring adjustable saddlebags

PART #
3501-0128
3501-0129

SUG. RETAIL
$117.95
155.95

•Synthetic black leather
•Large main compartment
with reinforced plastic
and hook-and-loop closure
•Attaches to most sissy bars
with easy-to-use 2”-wide
hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing
to luggage rack; laces included
•13” W x 91/2” H x 10” D
NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by a fender luggage rack.

SUG. RETAIL...........

$100.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #

3503-0013

SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS

LIGHTING

PART #

ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
TP-100

CHAINS

MINI SISSY PACK

BRAKES

•Ties to rear rack, sissy bar or fork
•Quick-release buckles
•Convenient carry handle
•6” W x 8” H x 3” D

SUSPENSION

SUG. RETAIL..................
PART #

$29.95

ENGINE

3503-0027

FUEL SYSTEMS

WILD WILLIE
SADDLEBAGS

LUBES

•Large main and handy side
compartments carry all the
necessities for the road
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the
D-ring attachments on the
bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Plastic-reinforced main compartments hold shape when empty
•Main compartments measure 14” W x 12” H x 51/2” D; two 5” x 7”
pockets per side

PLAIN MAX PAX

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

•Pouch attaches easily to forks
for extra tool storage
•Roller-pin buckles with
D-ring keepers
•Mounts to front forks or
sissy bar with easy-to-use cable ties (included)
•12” W x 5” H x 21/2” D

$37.95

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

3501-0200

STANDARD
TOOL POUCH

SUG. RETAIL..............

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

SUG. RETAIL...........

$191.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3501-0136
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LUGGAGE
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ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES
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HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS

IRON CROSS
SADDLEBAGS
•Black synthetic
leather; clean lines
and uncluttered styling
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be
locked to the
D-ring attachments
on the bag with
a small padlock
3501-0121
(not included)
or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies and convenient removable carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Support pocket on the back of the bags
•Accented with a three-strand braid and a black chrome iron cross
•Available in two sizes
SUG.
DESCRIPTION
Iron Cross saddlebags, standard; 12” W x 91/2” H x 51/2” D
Iron Cross saddlebags, large; 16” W x 11” H x 61/2” D

PART #
3501-0121
3501-0122

RETAIL
$155.95
201.95

NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by a fender luggage rack.

$114.95

PART #

3503-0005

BRAKES

DOUBLE EAGLE
TOOL POUCH

SUG. RETAIL..............

TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

$45.95

PART #

TP-222

•Synthetic black leather with
eagle accent; same styling as the
rest of the Eagle collection
•Large main compartment with
reinforced plastic and doublebuckle closure
•Attaches to most sissy bars
with easy-to-use 2”-wide hookand-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage rack; laces included
•13” W x 91/2” H x 10” D

298

3503-0011

•Clean lines and uncluttered style
•Accented with a three-strand
braid and a black chrome iron cross
•Hook-and-loop securing tabs
•Mounts quickly and easily to front fork with hook-and-loop straps
•12” W x 5” H x 21/2” D

$48.95

PART #

3510-0013

•Embossed with 31/2” x 51/2”
antiqued silver eagles
•Quick-release buckles
•Zipper can be locked to the
D-ring attachments on the
bag with a small padlock
(not included) or a cable tie
•Zippered yoke assemblies
and convenient removable
carrying handle
•Carry handle is unique in
that you can carry both bags with one handle
•Adjustable center yoke and internal plastic stiffeners
•141/2 W” x 121/2” H x 51/2” D

$164.95

PART #

3501-0123

PART #

•Two-buckle closure
•Mounts to front forks or sissy
bar with easy-to-use cable
ties (included)
•Chrome eagle emblem
•8” W x 5” H x 4” D
SUG. RETAIL..............

$36.95

PART #

TP-111-E

PART #

3503-0026

EAGLE SISSY
BAR BAG
•Black synthetic leather with
multigrained inlay with silver
eagle accents
•Features security snap flap,
tie-on mounting and twin
roller-pin buckle closure
•8” W x 10” H x 41/2” D

NOTE: The Max Pax must be supported by a fender luggage rack.

$111.95

PART #

EAGLE TOOL POUCH

EAGLE MAX PAX

SUG. RETAIL...............

$47.95

IRON CROSS
TOOL POUCH

SUG. RETAIL......

•Embossed with 31/2” x 51/2” antiqued
ENGINE
silver eagle
•Mounts to front forks or sissy bar with
easy-to-use cable ties (included)
FUEL SYSTEMS •12” W x 5” H x 31/2” D
LUBES

SUG. RETAIL..............

DOUBLE EAGLE
SADDLEBAGS

•Synthetic black leather;
same styling as the rest of
the Iron Cross collection
•Large main compartment
with reinforced plastic and
hook-and-loop closure
•Attaches to most sissy bars
with easy-to-use 2”-wide hook-and-loop straps
•Four lace points for securing to luggage rack; laces included
•13” W x 10” H x 91/2” D

SUSPENSION

•Black synthetic leather; clean lines and
uncluttered styling
•Accented with a three-strand braid
and a black chrome iron cross
•Hook-and-loop securing tabs, quick-release mounting
•8” W x 10” H x 41/2” D

SUG. RETAIL..........

IRON CROSS
MAX PAX

SUG. RETAIL...............

IRON CROSS
SISSY BAR BAG

3503-0022

SUG. RETAIL..............

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

$47.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
BLV-26110

EXHAUST
BLV26461

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

3501-0176

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

SADDLEBAG PROTECTORS/SUPPORTS

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

•Keep throw-over saddlebags from getting tangled in the rear wheel
•Attach to existing mounting points for easy installation; custom-fit to each bike
•Made from sturdy chromed steel
•Safety feature for riders and saddlebags alike
•Made in the U.S.A.
FITS MODEL
HONDA
CMX250 Rebel 96-09
VLX600 Shadow 98-09
VT750 Aero 04-09
VF750C Magna 94-03
VT750C Shadow ACE 98-03
VT750DC Shadow Spirit 01-03/05-09
VT750C2 Shadow Spirit 07-09
VT1100 Shadow 87-96
VT1100C1 Shadow Spirit 97-07
VT1100C2 Shadow ACE 95-99
VT1100C2 Shadow Sabre 00-09
VT1100C3 Shadow Aero 98-02
VTX1300C 04-06
VTX1300C 07-09
VTX1300R/S 03-06
VTX1300R/S 07-09
GL1500C Valkyrie 97-03

PART #
3501-0550
3501-0306
3501-0014
BLV-26110
BLV26115
BLV26116
3501-0271
BLV-26130
BLV-26130
BLV-26130
BLV26135
BLV26122
BLV26150
3501-0301
BLV26160
3501-0302
BLV-26140

FITS MODEL
HONDA (CONT)
VTX1800C 02-09
VTX1800N 04-08
VTX1800R 02-09
VTX1800F 04-08
KAWASAKI
VN800A/B Vulcan/Vulcan Classic 95-05
VN900 Classic/Custom 06-09
VN1500A/C 87-99
VN1500N 07-08
VN1500P Vulcan Mean Streak 02-03
VN1600A Vulcan Classic 02-08
VN1600B Vulcan Mean Streak 04-08
VN1700 Vulcan Classic 09
VN2000 Vulcan 04-09
SUZUKI
VL800 Intruder Volusia 01-04
VZ800 Marauder 97-04

TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SUG. RETAIL...............................
PART #
BLV26150
3501-0015
BLV26160
BLV26150
BLV-26420
3501-0182
BLV-26430
3501-0380
BLV26461
BLV26461
BLV26461
3501-0554
3501-0016

$79.95

FITS MODEL
SUZUKI (CONT)
C50/M50 Boulevard 05-09
VL1500 Intruder 98-04
VL1600 Marauder 04/M95 05
C90 Boulevard 05-09
M90 09
C109R 08-09
M109R 06-09
YAMAHA
XVS650 V-Star Classic 98-09
XVS950 V-Star 09
XVS1100 V-Star 99-09
XVS1300 V-Star 07-09
XV1600/XV1700 Road Star 99-09
Roadliner 06-09
XV1900/S Raider 08-09

PART #
BLV26325
1510-0039
BLV26461
1510-0039
3501-0556
3501-0379
3501-0181
3501-0272
3501-0553
3501-0048
3501-0273
BLV26250
3501-0176
3501-0381

BLV26325
BLV-26320

SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

3501-0525

3501-0256

3501-0430

3501-0298

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION

CUSTOM SADDLEBAG GUARDS
•Saddlebag guards for metric cruisers help keep soft bags away from the wheels
•Triple chrome-plated, heavy-duty solid steel guards; an excellent design by M/C Enterprises that really works
FITS MODEL
HONDA
CMX250 Rebel 85-09
VT600C Shadow VLX 88-98
VT600C Shadow/Dlx. 99-08
VF750C V45 Magna/Dlx. 93-03
VT750DC Shadow
Spirit 01-03/05-09
VT750C Shadow ACE/Dlx. 97-03
VT750 Shadow Aero 04-08
VT750C2 w/ shaft drive 07-09
VT1100S Sabre 00-09
VT1100C Shadow 88-96/
ACE 95-99/Spirit 97-09
VTX1300C 03-09
VTX1300S 03-08
VTX1800C 02-09
VTX1800R/S 02-08/N 04-08
KAWASAKI
VN800B Vulcan Classic 96-05
VN900 Vulcan Classic/
Custom 06-08

PART #

SUG.
RETAIL

MC-1407 $103.95
MC145
103.95
MC14012 103.95
MC143
103.95
MC14018
MC1409
3501-0050
3501-0050
MC14016

103.95
103.95
115.95
115.95
103.95

MC140
MC14019
MC1405
MC14019
MC1406

103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95

MC147

103.95

FITS MODEL
KAWASAKI (CONT)
VN1500D/E Vulcan/
Classic 96-09
VN1500/1600 Mean
Streak 02-08
VN1600 Vulcan Classic 03-08
SUZUKI
GZ250 99-09
VS750/800 Intruder 88-04
VL800 Volusia 01-04
C50 Boulevard 05-09
S50 Boulevard 05-09
VZ800 Marauder 97-04
M50 Boulevard 05-09
VS1400 Intruder 87-04
S83 Boulevard 05-09
VL1500LC Intruder 98-04
C90 Boulevard 05-09
VZ1600 Marauder 04-05
M95 Boulevard 05

PART #

MC148

SUG.
RETAIL

$103.95

MC14043 103.95
3501-0019 103.95
3501-0525
MC1441
MC14024
MC14024
MC1441
MC14023
MC14024
MC144
MC1441
MC14022
MC14022
MC14043
MC14043

103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95
103.95

3501-0256 103.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

FITS MODEL
YAMAHA
XVS650 V-Star Custom 98-09
XVS650 V-Star Classic 98-09
XV700 Virago 81-84/
750 Virago 84-97
XV1100 Virago 84-99
XVS1100 V-Star Custom 99-04
XVS1100 V-Star
Classic 00-08/Custom 05-09
XVS1300 V-Star 06-09
XVS1600 Road Star/Classic/
Silverado 99-03
XV1700 Road Star Classic/
Midnight 04-09
XV1700 Road Star
Warrior 02-03
XV1700 Road Star
Warrior 04-09
XV1900 Raider/S 08-09
1

ENGINE
PART #

SUG.
RETAIL

FUEL SYSTEMS

MC14032 $103.95
MC14034 103.95

LUBES
MC142
MC142
MC14036

103.95
103.95
116.95

MC14035 103.95
3501-0298 103.95
MC14035

103.95

MC14035

103.95

MC14038

103.95

3501-0193 103.95
3501-0430 115.95
If ordering for a CA model, contact MC Enterprises
for a relocation bracket for the emissions control
canister.
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LUGGAGE
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SADDLEBAG STAYS
•Steel supports mount to rear
fender bracket
•15° angle keeps saddlebags
away from swingarm and
brake caliper
•Mounting hardware included;
no drilling required
•Sold as pairs
SUG. RETAIL..............

3501-0162
3501-0162

3501-0161
3501-0161

3501-0427

$81.95

FITS MODEL
HONDA
VT600 Shadow 96-08
VT750 Shadow Aero 04-08
VT750DC Shadow Spirit 01-03, 05-08
VT1100 Shadow Sabre 00-08
VT1100 Shadow Spirit 96-08
VTX1300R/S, VTX1800R/S/N 02-06
VTX1300C, VTX1800C/F 02-08
KAWASAKI
VN900 Vulcan 06-08

3501-0164
3501-0164

3501-0160
3501-0160
PART #

BB63125
BB63125

FITS MODEL
KAWASAKI (CONT)
VN1500 Vulcan Mean Streak 02-03
VN1600 Vulcan Mean Streak 04-08
VN2000 Vulcan 04-08
SUZUKI
C50/M50 Boulevard 05-08
VL800 Intruder Volusia 01-04
VZ1600 Marauder 04
M95 Boulevard 05

3501-0548
3501-0162
3501-0163
3501-0546
3501-0547
3501-0164
3501-0165

PART #
3501-0160
3501-0160
3501-0278
3501-0161
3501-0161
3501-0160
3501-0160

FITS MODEL
YAMAHA
XVS650 V-Star 98-07
XVS1100 V-Star Classic 00-08
XVS1300 V-Star 07-08
XV1600 Road Star 99-03
XV1600/1700 Road Star 99-08
1

PART #
BB631251
3501-0277
3501-0427
BB631251
3501-0277

Adjustable position; SUG. RETAIL $96.95.

3501-0278

SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

UNIVERSAL SADDLEBAG
HARD MOUNT KIT

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

UNIVERSAL SADDLEBAG
SUPPORT BRACKETS

SPROCKETS

•Recommended for use with any saddlebag
•Includes two chromed steel saddlebag supports plus
all nuts, bolts and spacers needed for installation

CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

SUG. RETAIL..............

$49.95

PART #

•Works with all Willie & Max™ saddlebags equipped
with full plastic tub reinforcing
•Can be used with any throw-over-style bag that has reinforced
backing or internal tub
NOTE: Specific applications may require additional hardware depending
on accessories installed, year, make and model of motorcycle.
3501-0345

SUG. RETAIL..............

$54.95

PART #

3501-0056

QUICK-DISCONNECT SADDLEBAG
DOCKING POST AND FASTENER KITS
•Replace fender strut bolts
•Use to attach/detach most saddlebags (Saddlemen, OEM or other aftermarket) with
a twist of the QTL (Quarter Turn Locking) fasteners
•Each kit includes four docking posts with fasteners, spacers, saddlebag grommets,
support clips, nuts/bolts/fastener and instructions
•Saddlebag support brackets PART #3501-0345 required
NOTE: See Luggage Fitment Chart on page 256 to determine which Saddlemen bag best fits your motorcycle.
FITS MODEL
HONDA
CMX250C Rebel 250 85-07
VT600C/CD Shadow VLX/Deluxe 99-07
VF750C V45 Magna 94-03
VT750C/CA Shadow Aero 750 04-07
VT750C Shadow, C2, CD, ACE 98-03
VT750DC Shadow Spirit 750 01-07 (all)
VT1100C, C2, CD, Shadow, S Spirit, S Sabre, ACE 87-07
VT1100C3 Shadow Aero 98-02
VTX1300C 03-08
VTX1300R, S 03-08
Valkyrie GL1500 97-03
VTX 1800C, F 02-08
VTX 1800 Retro R/S, N, R, S 02-08
KAWASAKI
BN125, Eliminator 125 01-08
EN500 Vulcan 96-08
VN750 Vulcan 99-06
VN800/VN900 Vulcan/Classic (except Drifter) 06-08
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PART #
3501-0335
3501-0335
3501-0335
3501-0334
3501-0335
3501-0335
3501-0334
3501-0335
3501-0335
3501-0335
3501-0334
3501-0334
3501-0334
3501-0336
3501-0336
3501-0336
3501-0336

SUG. RETAIL..............

FITS MODEL
KAWASAKI (CONT)
VN1500D Vulcan Classic 99-08
VN1500P/VN1600B, Mean Streak 1500/1600F 02-08
VN1600A/E, Vulcan 1600 Classic (not E or G) 03-08
VN2000 Vulcan 04-08
SUZUKI
VL800 Volusia, C50 Boulevard 01-08
VZ800 Marauder, M50 Boulevard 97-08
VL1500 Intruder, C90 Boulevard 98-08
VZ1600 Marauder, M95 Boulevard 04-05
M109 Boulevard 06-08
YAMAHA
XVS650 V-Star Classic 98-08
XVS650 V-Star Custom 98-08
XVS1100 V-Star 1100 Classic 00-08
XVS1100 V-Star 1100 Custom 99-08
XV1700 Road Star Warrior 02-08
XV1700A Road Star, Road Star Midnight 03-08
XV1900 Stratoliner/Roadliner 06-08

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

$99.95
PART #
3501-0336
3501-0336
3501-0336
3501-0336
3501-0337
3501-0337
3501-0337
3501-0337
3501-0337
3501-0338
3501-0338
3501-0338
3501-0338
3501-0338
3501-0338
3501-0338

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

LOOP STRAP KIT

UNIVERSAL TURN
SIGNAL RELOCATION KIT
•Relocates stock turn signals to the license plate mount
•Works on most motorcycles, for applications where the signals need
to be moved back
•Wiring modification may be required to relocate signals
SUG. RETAIL..............

$19.95

PART #

2020-0348

SADDLEBAG
TIE-DOWN
KIT
•Positions bags away from wheels,
brake calipers and exhaust components
•Not just a bag of parts but a complete
tie-down system with instructions
SUG. RETAIL..............

$20.95

PART #

TRA-5108

•Makes mounting
anything easy
•Includes two heavy-duty bungee cords, each
with two rugged hooks
•Cord length is adjustable from 5”-24”
SUG. RETAIL.................

•Two length-adjustable nylon straps
•Measure 38” L; 19” L when end
buckles (one male, one female) are connected
•Perfect fit for D-rings found on most bags
SUG. RETAIL.................

$9.95

PART #

$7.95

LUGGAGE

PART #

3920-0155

QUICK-DETACH
STRAP KIT

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

•Two length-adjustable
nylon straps are included; each
measure 38” L when buckles
are unconnected
•Each strap includes one male
and one female buckle, plus a second male buckle sewn to the strap
which plugs into most Saddlemen luggage
•Two separate female buckles also included for custom applications
SUG. RETAIL.................

ADJUSTABLE
BUNGEE KIT

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

$8.95

PART #

3920-0156

TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS

PROTECTIVE
TAPE KIT
3920-0154

ROUND SADDLEBAG
REFLECTORS
•Self-adhesive red reflectors
bring your motorcycle back to legal specifications
when the addition of large saddlebags
cover the stock reflectors
SUG. RETAIL......... $9.95
•DOT legal
PART #
2040-0416
•Measure 2.25”; two per kit

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

•Many luggage items (magnetic tank bags,
sportbike saddlebags, etc.) come in contact with your bike’s
bodywork; protect your paint with this clear, protective tape kit
•Paint-safe adhesive backing makes this kit easy to apply to gas tank,
tail section or fender, etc.
•Clear tape is almost invisible when installed
•Kit includes two 6” x 12” panels
SUG. RETAIL.................

$7.95

PART #

4320-0807

Before

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES

LEATHER/CHROME
CONCHOS
•Quality leather and chrome conchos
make ideal trim for saddlebags,
seats, jackets, chaps and vests
SUG. RETAIL.............. $29.95
•Easy mounting; just tie on
PART #
DS-110910
•Sold in packs of five

“BAG BAR”
SADDLEBAG
LID SUPPORTS

SUSPENSION
ENGINE

•Eliminates sagging lids on stock
leather saddlebags
•Sold in pairs
SUG. RETAIL..............

$11.95

SEAT/SADDLEBAG/
TRUNK LINER MATERIAL
•This soft, thick, durable fabric with pre-applied adhesive
is perfect for replacing worn-out seat bottom material
or for finishing the bottom of any custom seat
•Can also be used to line hard saddlebags, tour packs, toolboxes
or anything that needs a custom-fitted, permanently attached soft liner
•Material is pliable and stretchable to fit into tight corners and over odd shapes
•Paper liner allows drawing out patterns
•Can be cut with scissors and trimmed with a utility knife after installation
•Adhesive allows repositioning until it is rubbed down, then it really sticks!
•Measures 18” x 36”
SUG. RETAIL.............. $15.95 PART #
•Made in the U.S.A.
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

After

DS-490347

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

FUEL SYSTEMS
PART #

100307

LUBES

SADDLEBAG
CONDITIONER

TOOLS

•Keeps leather and vinyl
looking and feeling like new
•Preserves and conditions
while it nourishes
and protects
•12 oz. bottle, 12 per case;
sold each

TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE

SUG. RETAIL..................................

$8.25

PART #

DS-700034
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FASTRAX SPORT AND
ADVENTURE SADDLEBAGS
– ELITE SERIES
•Ergonomically designed saddlebags
with a no-slip, scratch-resistant padded backing and straps
•Manufactured from rugged 1680-denier polyester with carbon fiber
vinyl accents
•Exclusive color matching includes nine color swatches to match
bike: black, white, silver, yellow, blue, red, green, orange and pink
•Waterproof zippers with lockable zipper pulls
•External storage area features draw-tight expansion; padded and heatshielded attachment straps and lockable security cable also included
•Sewn-in rain hoods, adjustable aluminized heat shields, clear
electronics storage area with passenger audio/power ports, internal
storage pockets and reflective material are standard
•Handy molded carry handles and shoulder straps for
convenient carrying
•Measures 161/2” x 8” x 7”;
SUG. RETAIL...........$179.95
expands to 161/2” x 8” x 11”
PART #
3515-0072
•Black only

SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE

FASTRAX SPORT
AND ADVENTURE
TAIL BAG – ELITE SERIES
•Ergonomically designed tail bag with a
no-slip, scratch-resistant padded base
•Manufactured from rugged 1680-denier
polyester with carbon fiber vinyl accents
•Exclusive color matching includes nine color swatches to match
bike: black, white, silver, yellow, blue, red, green, orange and pink
•Waterproof zippers with lockable zipper pulls
•External storage area features draw-tight expansion; padded and heatshielded attachment straps and lockable security cable also included
•Sewn-in rain hood, internal storage pockets, external removable
waterproof storage bag and reflective material are standard
•Handy molded carry handles and backpack sling for
convenient carrying
•Includes waterproof stuff bag on top of tail
•Measures 16” x 11” x 6”; expands SUG. RETAIL....... $119.95
to 16” x 11” x 10”
PART #
3515-0071
•Black only

TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

RALLY® PACK
SPORTBIKE
SADDLEBAGS –
DELUXE SERIES
•Constructed of 1680-denier nylon with
a neoprene surface protection pad and
aluminized panels to deflect exhaust heat
•Includes eight color swatches to match bike: black, white, silver,
yellow, blue, red, green and orange
•Extra side compartments and mesh pockets for storing small items
•Sewn-in rain hood, extended zipper pulls, quick-release buckles and
reflective markings are all included
•Molded plastic carry handle
SUG. RETAIL.......... $93.95
•Expand to 16” L x 73/4” W x 10” H
PART #
3515-0032
•Black only
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3517-0087

•Ergonomically designed tank bag with a no-slip, scratch-resistant
padded base
•Manufactured from rugged 1680-denier polyester with carbon fiber
vinyl accents
•Exclusive color matching includes nine color swatches to match bike:
black, white, silver, yellow, blue, red, green, orange and pink
•Uses magnets and straps to fit all tanks
•Waterproof zippers with lockable zipper pulls
•Main compartment has internal storage pockets and hydration bladder
storage area and access port (hydration bladder sold separately)
•External storage area features draw-tight expansion; padded
attachment straps and lockable security cable also included
•Sewn-in rain hood, clear electronics
TANK BAG
storage area with audio/power ports,
SUG. RETAIL..$129.95
removable full-size map panel and
reflective material are standard
PART #
3515-0070
•Handy molded carry handles and
HYDRATION BLADDER
backpack sling for convenient carrying
•Measures 14” x 91/2” x 6”; expands
SUG. RETAIL..... $14.95
to 14” x 91/2” x 10”
PART #
3517-0087
•Black only

RALLY PACK
VALUE SERIES
LUGGAGE SET
•Three-piece kit includes
two saddlebags, tank harness and tail bag
•Tough black polyester construction
•Fits most sportbikes
SUG. RETAIL...........

$144.95

PART #

3515-0059

3515-0033

RALLY® PACK SPORTBIKE
TANK BAG – DELUXE SERIES

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

FASTRAX
SPORT AND
ADVENTURE
TANK BAG – ELITE SERIES

•Available in magnetic mount style
•Manufactured from 1680-denier nylon with a neoprene surface
protection pad
•Includes eight color swatches to match bike: black, white, silver,
yellow, blue, red, green and orange
•Main compartment has storage space for phones, wallets, keys, etc.
•Mesh lid pocket and detachable key chain included
•Sewn-in rain hood, zipper extenders, quick-release buckles and
reflective markings are standard
•Tank bag can be unzipped to use a magnetic or strap map-only harness
•Handy molded plastic carry handle
•Expands to 12” L x 93/4” W x 81/4” H
•Replacement deluxe
SUG.
DESCRIPTION
PART #
RETAIL
strap harness
available separately Tank bag w/ magnetic harness 3515-0033 $84.95
Deluxe strap harness
3515-0035
21.95
•Black only

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

CRUISER MAGNETIC
MAP POCKET

STANDARD MAGNETIC TANK BAG
•Economical tank bag for storing whatever
•Includes zippered front pocket, clear map pocket and tank protector pad
•Black only
SUG. RETAIL..............

$29.95

PART #

3515-0038

LUGGAGE

•Sewn-in magnets and
neoprene protective pad position
bag securely
•Fade-resistant 600-denier
nylon fabric
•Map pocket made from UV-resistant plastic film
•Measures 111/4” L x 173/4” W x 1” H
•Black only
SUG. RETAIL.............. $32.95
•May be branded as Rally Pack
PART #
3515-0037
or Iron Rider

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

RALLY PACK
•Add-on portable storage
system solves space problems
associated with road trips
•Durable, weather-resistant
polyester set includes a jumbo backpack, roll bag, vinyl
roll bag liner and attachable bungee net
•Foam-core construction holds its shape for easier packing
and protects contents
•Jumbo backpack and roll bag may be used together
or separately, depending upon storage requirements
•Front and side pockets for extra storage and easy access
•Fits on most sissy bar and motorcycle luggage rack combinations
•Fastens quickly and simply with reliable hook-and-loop strap closures
SUG. RETAIL...............................

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

$93.95

SPORTBIKE
TAIL BAG – VALUE SERIES

PART #

50030

•Add storage space with this 1680-denier nylon
tail bag
•Main compartment accepts a full-size helmet,
clothes, shoes and other small items
•Features sewn-in rain hood, zipper pulls with
extenders and quick-release buckles
•Expands to 15” L x 11” W x 9” H
•Black only
•May be branded SUG. RETAIL........ $42.95
as Rally Pack
PART #
3515-0027
or Fastrax

FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS

SPORTBIKE TAIL
BAG – DELUXE SERIES
•Complete storage system made from 1680denier nylon with a neoprene anti-scratch pad
•Includes eight color swatches to match bike:
black, white, silver, yellow, blue, red, green and orange
•Main compartment will accept a full-size helmet and has storage for
cell phones and other small items
•Includes mesh lid pockets for storage and a detachable key chain
•Sewn-in rain hood, extended zipper pulls, quick-release buckles and
reflective markings included
•Molded plastic carry handle
•Expands to 15” L x 11” W x 121/2” H
SUG. RETAIL... $74.95
•Black only
3515-0031
•May be branded as Rally Pack or Fastrax PART #

SPORTBIKE
SADDLEBAGS –
VALUE SERIES

•Create extra storage for
SUSPENSION
sportbikes and other motorcycles
with these sturdy 1680-denier nylon saddlebags
•Neoprene bottom pad and aluminized panels
ENGINE
to deflect exhaust heat
•Sewn-in rain hood, extended zipper pulls and
quick-release buckles are standard
FUEL SYSTEMS
•Web carry handles
•Measure 16” L x 73/4” W x 10” H
SUG. RETAIL... $74.95
LUBES
•Black only
3515-0028
•May be branded as Rally Pack or Fastrax PART #
3515-0029

SPORTBIKE TANK
BAGS – VALUE SERIES
•Available in magnetic mount or strap harness versions
•Made from 1680-denier nylon with a neoprene
underpad to protect tank surfaces
•Main storage area has space for personal items
•Mesh lid pocket and detachable key chain included
•Features a sewn-in rain hood, zipper pull extenders and quick-release buckles
•Web handles for easy carrying
•Expands to 12” L x 93/4” W x 6” H
DESCRIPTION
PART #
Magnetic
3515-0029
•Black only
Strap harness
3515-0030
•May be branded as Rally Pack or Fastrax
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

BRAKES

TOOLS

3515-0030

TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
SUG. RETAIL
$52.95
42.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

INDEX
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LUGGAGE
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3515-0052

3515-0053

3515-0054

TIRES &
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LUGGAGE
3515-0055

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

3515-0555

3515-0056

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES
3515-0095

SECURITY
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FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS

IRON

RIDER®

DESCRIPTION
Main bag, 18” L x 11” W x 11” D, 1.26 cu. ft.
Overnighter bag, 14” L x 10.5” W x 8.5” D, .72 cu. ft.
Garment bag, 18” L x 10.5” W x 8” D, .875 cu. ft.
Commuter briefcase, 16” L x 4 .5” W x 12” D, .50 cu. ft.
Roll bag, 14” L x 10.5” W x 6.5” D, .57 cu. ft.
Large roll bag, 18” L x 10.5” W x 10” D, 1.1 cu. ft.
Backpack strap kit
Saddlebag set, 22” L x 10” W x 11” H

TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

SUG. RETAIL
$113.95
73.95
93.95
93.95
43.95
98.95
19.95
189.95

RALLY® PACK
CRUISER
TANK BAG

•Protects practically all sissy bar luggage from
the elements using a unique compression system
•Made from 300-denier polyester with DOWCO’s
exclusive ClimaShield® Plus color lock system
to prevent fading
•Built-in slots and flaps allow for routing of straps
to keep luggage dry and secured to bike
•Heat-taped waterproof seams keep water out
and luggage dry

•Convenient storage area designed for
cruiser-style bikes
•Features a map pocket made of UV-resistant
plastic film added to the top of the Rally
Pack Cruiser
•1680 polyester fabric construction with sewnin magnets and a protective neoprene bottom
pad for a secure fit on metal fuel tanks
•Web strap handle for easy off-bike carrying
•Zippers feature sewn-in extenders for easy
opening, and interior mesh lid pocket adds
convenient storage space
•Black only
•Measures 11.25” L x 7.50” W x 4.75” D

•Heavy-duty waterresistant polyester
•Zippered front flap
and three outside
storage pockets
•Top carry handle and
easy-mount straps double as backpack straps
•Includes bungee net
•Measures 141/2” L x 10” W x 17” H
•Can be used with Roll Bag (PART #50030-20)

SUSPENSION

LUBES

PART #
3515-0052
3515-0053
3515-0054
3515-0055
3515-0056
3515-0095
3550-0094
3501-0555

IRON RIDER®
UNIVERSAL RAIN HOOD

BRAKES

FUEL SYSTEMS

MOTORCYCLE LUGGAGE SYSTEM

•Flexible luggage system features eight different products that let you tailor your storage combinations for the needs
of each trip
•Includes new Saddlebag set designed to complement a wide variety of cruiser bikes, main bag for major luggage, a smaller overnighter bag,
a garment bag for transporting clothing on hangers, commuter briefcase for laptops and papers, a classic roll bag for smaller items like rain
gear, camera and sunglasses, a larger roll bag for storing tent or sleeping gear and backpack straps that easily attach to existing strapping system
•Saddlebag set features rigid inserts; durable, non-slip diamond plate back; universal, dual-yoke design; form-fitting, water-resistant liners and
heat-shielded bottoms
•Made from durable 1680 polyester, with a rain hood and special zipper design to discourage water entry
•Each bag features a rubber base that protects against water when set on the ground, and a shoulder strap for off-bike use
•Multiple storage spaces to separate the clean from the soiled and the wet gear from the dry
•Available in black only

CHAINS

ENGINE

3515-0094

SUG. RETAIL...............................
PART #

304

$42.95
3502-0067

JUMBO PACK

SUG. RETAIL...............................
PART #

$55.95
50030-10

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

SUG. RETAIL..................
PART #

$25.95
3515-0069

ROLL BAG
•Includes convenient
side pocket for
quick storage
•Roll bag liner provides
dry, insulated storage
•Measures 141/2” L x
9 1/ 2” W x 9 1/ 2” H
•Can be used with Jumbo Pack
(PART #50030-10)
SUG. RETAIL...............................
PART #

$46.95
50030-20

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

I-WIRE TANK BAG
•The ideal tank bag for the digital-savvy rider
•1200-denier Technolast water-resistant, UV treated polyester construction
•Main compartment features clear plastic panel to allow manipulation of an MP3
player (retains enough sensitivity to use with gloves on)
•Smaller rear compartment also features clear plastic panel to allow viewing of cell
phone, etc.
•Attaches with light but incredibly strong rare earth magnets
•Easily converts to back pack
•Durable rubber carrying handle
SUG. RETAIL.................. $66.95
•Includes clear rain cover
PART #
3502-0124
•Measures 13” L x 6” H x 10” W

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO

GENESIS TANK BAG

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

•Contoured design matches perfectly with today’s plastic tanks
•1200-denier Technolast water-resistant, UV treated polyester construction
•Large main compartment with inner mesh pocket, key ring holder and pen holder
•Two sleek side pockets
•Patented suction cup design for a secure attachment
•Offers easy access to the gas cap without removing suction cups
•Rain cover included
•Durable rubber carrying handle
•Measures 12” L x 9.5” W x 6.2” H (rear) and 3” (front)
SUG. RETAIL........................

$74.95

PART #

FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

3502-0123

NAVIGATOR SADDLEBAGS

LIGHTING

•Sleek saddlebags styled to fit most sport and touring bikes
•1200-denier Technolast UV-treated polyester construction
•Large, top-loading main pockets
•Innovative anchor knot attachment system features anti-slip cam buckles;
allows easy saddlebag attachment in minutes
•Tapered design provides clearance of high exhaust systems
•Include waterproof rain covers with their own storage pockets
•Durable rubber handles
•Anti-scratch side panels
•Heat-resistant base
•Measure 18” L x 10” H x 6” W
SUG. RETAIL...................

$92.95

PART #

$116.95

CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION

SPORT TOUR
SADDLEBAGS

•Ergonomically-designed,
top-loading saddlebags
•1200-denier Technolast
UV-treated polyester
construction
•Two large, reflective
front pockets
•Two bottle holder
pockets on the sides
•Inside mesh pockets
•Inner stiffeners protect shape of bags
and contents
•Quick-release mounting system
•Extra-large #10 zippers with rubberized pullers
•Durable rubber handles
•Heat-resistant base
•Padded shoulder straps
•Include rain covers
•Measure 19” L x 12” W x 10” H
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

SPROCKETS

3501-0355

ULTRA
SADDLEBAGS

SUG. RETAIL...........

ELECTRICAL

PART #

3501-0252

ENGINE
•Stylish, contoured
saddlebags with
FUEL SYSTEMS
rubberized fabric on the
back to hug the bike
•1200-denier Technolast
LUBES
UV-treated polyester
construction
•Top-loading design
TOOLS
•Two large front zippered
pockets, two inside mesh
pockets and exterior pockets for included rain covers
TRAILER
•Inner stiffeners protect the shape of your bags and their contents
•Quick-release mounting system with adjustable hook-and-loop straps
and under-seat center strap
MERCH.
•Durable rubber handles
•Extra-large #10 zippers with rubberized pullers
CROSS
•Padded shoulder straps
REFERENCE
•Heat-resistant base
•Measure 17” L x 10” W x 12” H (excluding pockets)
INDEX
SUG. RETAIL...........

$109.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3501-0251

305

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

MINI SADDLEBAGS
•Compact but expandable saddlebags
•1200-denier Technolast UV-treated polyester construction
•Top loading main compartments with reflective trim
•Inner zippered mesh pockets
•Quick-release mounting system with adjustable hook-and-loop straps and an underseat center strap
•Extra-large zippers with rubberized pullers
•Durable, easy-grip rubber handle
•Expandable rain covers included
•Measure 14” L x 5.5” W (expandable to 9.5” W) x 10” H

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE

SUG. RETAIL.........................

•Adaptable, three-level
tank bag
•1200-denier
Technolast
UV-treated polyester
construction
•Two large main
compartments;
one detachable,
hard-sided main
compartment and
one detachable, soft, expandable compartment
•Large, reflective side pockets
•Inner mesh pocket with key clip
•Zippered, magnetic map pouch on all three levels of bag with port to
allow access for charging cables or headphones
•External pocket for included rain cover
•Extra-light, incredibly strong rare earth mounting magnets
•Large zippers with rubberized pullers
•Durable, easy-grip rubber handle
•Easily converts to back pack
•Measures 14” x 9.5” W x 9.5” H (expandable to 13.5” H)

$94.95

PART #

3502-0097

PRO
GENESIS
TANK BAG

•Special contoured
design fits the
FUEL SYSTEMS plastic tanks of
modern bikes
•1200-denier
LUBES
Technolast
water-resistant,
UV-treated
TOOLS
polyester construction
•Top pocket, made of clear vinyl, is perfect for maps or other
essential items
TRAILER
•Newly designed suction cup withstands the toughest conditions
•Two contoured side pockets
•Durable rubber carrying handle
MERCH.
•Large zippers with rubberized puller tabs
•Inner mesh pocket, key ring holder and pen holder
CROSS
REFERENCE •Rain cover included
•Allows easy gas cap access without removing suction cups
•Measures 12” L x 9.5” W x 6.2” H (rear) and 3” H (front)
INDEX
SUG. RETAIL..............

306

PART #

3501-0253

CLASSIC
TANK BAG

EXPLORER
TANK BAG

SUG. RETAIL..............

$95.95

$74.95

PART #

3502-0141

•Streamlined tank bag
with plenty of room
•1200-denier
Technolast
UV-treated polyester
construction
•Spacious main
compartment
•Two large side
pockets with reflective trim
•Map pocket with access port for charging cable or headphones
•Inner mesh pocket with key clip
•Light but incredibly strong rare earth mounting magnets
•Durable, easy-grip rubber handle
•Rubberized zipper pullers
•Rain cover included
•Measures 14” L x 9.5” W x 5” H (without pockets)
SUG. RETAIL..............

$62.95

PART #

3502-0095

SURVIVOR
TANK AND
TAIL BAG
•Expandable,
dual-function bag
that can fit a full
face helmet
•1200-denier
Technolast
UV-treated polyester
construction
•Main compartment
is designed to
maximize luggage capacity
•Two large side pockets and one small back pocket with
reflective trim
•Exterior pocket for included rain cover
•Inner mesh pocket with key clip
•Map holder has access port for charging cable or headphones
•Detachable bag converts to backpack while leaving behind
a map holder
•Light but incredibly strong rare earth mounting magnets for tank
mounting; quick-release tail mounting system also included
•Large zippers with rubberized pullers
•Durable, easy-grip rubber handle
•Measures 14” L x 10” W x 7” H (expandable to 13” H)
SUG. RETAIL..............

$98.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3502-0098

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

NEPTUNE AND STRATUS
TANK BAGS

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

•Compact tank bag is perfect for everyday
riding essentials; available for metal or
plastic tanks
•1200-denier Technolast water-resistant,
UV-treated polyester construction
•Clear vinyl pocket and large top pocket
keep maps and necessary items accessible 3502-0142
•Large zippers with rubberized puller tabs
•Inner cell phone pocket and pen holder
•Measures 12” L x 7” W (rear)/5” W (front) x 4” H (w/ pocket)/3” H (w/o pocket)
•Neptune model features incredibly strong rare earth magnets that
securely attach to any metal tank; Stratus model uses three adjustable
suction cup straps to attach to any plastic tank

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

3502-0143

DESCRIPTION
Neptune (magnet)
Stratus (suction cup)

PART #
3502-0142
3502-0143

SUG. RETAIL
$52.95
71.95

SPORT STAR TANK AND TAIL BAG
•Sport-designed, dual-function tank and tail bag
•1200-denier Technolast UV-treated polyester construction
•Spacious main compartment
•Two large side pockets and one back pocket with reflective trim
•External pocket for included clear top rain cover
•Detachable bag converts to backpack
•Map pouch on both levels of bag with access port for charging cable or headphones
•Light but strong rare earth mounting magnets for tank mounting; also includes tail bag attachment for tail mounting
•Extra-large zippers with rubberized pullers
•Durable, easy-grip rubber handle
•Measures 13” L x 9.5” W x 8.5” H
SUG. RETAIL .............................. $91.95 PART #

NAVIGATOR TAIL BAG

PART #

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

3516-0049

SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

3502-0096

NAVIGATOR
TOUR
TAIL BAG

•Provides the maximum carrying capacity without needing
a luggage rack
•1200-denier Technolast water-resistant, UV-treated polyester
construction
•Large main compartment and two smaller side pockets; combined
52 liters of storage capacity
•Unique anchor knot attachment systems features anti-slip cam
buckles; allows easy attachment in minutes
•Anti-scratch base
•Durable rubber carrying handles
•Includes a rain cover with its own storage pocket
•Extra straps included for attachment of roll bag (not included)
•Installs over the passenger seat and part of the tail section; fits bikes
with a tail section width of 10.2” or less
•Measures 15” L x 27” W (front; 20” rear) x 16” H (from top of bag
to bottom of overlapped sides);
7” H from top of bag to seat in
front (5” in rear)
SUG. RETAIL ............. $99.95

TOURING
ACCESSORIES

LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

SPROCKETS
•Well designed,
spacious roll bag
that’s perfect for
CHAINS
the long haul
•1260-denier
waterproof
BRAKES
polyester construction
•Large main compartment with two inner mesh pockets
•Two large side pockets
SUSPENSION
•Rigid body maintains shape when empty
•Universal mounting straps offer a multitude of options; can be
attached to luggage rack or seat using unique anchor knot system
ENGINE
and heavy duty, anti-slip cam buckles
•Anti-slip, anti-scratch fabric on bottom of bag
•Reflective webbing on side pockets for additional visibility
FUEL SYSTEMS
•Waterproof rain cover
•Shoulder strap
LUBES
•Heavy-duty zippers with rubberized puller tabs
•Includes two hook-and-loop adjustment straps that add further safety
by looping around sissy bar or under seat
TOOLS
•Measures 19” L x 12” W x 10” H
SUG. RETAIL .............

$85.95

PART #

3516-0059

TRAILER

MINI LUGGAGE SYSTEM
MAP HOLDER

MERCH.

•Surprisingly roomy bag displays map and
is large enough for all essential items
•Magnetic base
•Easy-carry handle
•Measures 14” L x 9.5” W x 2” H
SUG. RETAIL .............

$39.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

CROSS
REFERENCE
3502-0099
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INDEX

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
750M

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

C1150M

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

C3300
C750MM

TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS

750BLK

COMPAC SERIES

TANK BAGS AND SADDLEBAGS
•All bags made in the U.S.A.
750 AND 1150 COMPAC TANK BAGS
•1000-denier Cordura® nylon construction
•Simple box design with two sewn-in zipper hinges
•Outside coin pouch
•Molded rubber carrying handle and detachable map pocket
•Base of bags includes removable foam insert that can be used for storing tools, first aid equipment, etc.
•Internal straps
•750 available with multi-mount system – use 3- or 4-point quick-release mounting systems, magnetic
bottom, or combine them as desired
•750 and 1150 available with choice of no-scratch magnetic mounting or quick-release mounting straps
•750 measures 11” L x 91/2” W x 4” H (11” H fully expanded); 1150 measures 141/2” L x 10” W x 4” H
(101/2” H fully expanded)
DESCRIPTION
TANK BAGS
750 Compac w/ quick-release mounts
750 Compac w/ magnetic mount
750 Compac w/ multi-mount system
1150 Compac w/ quick-release mounts

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

750BLK
750M
C750MM
C1150

$94.95
94.95
101.95
135.95

3300 COMPAC SADDLEBAGS
•1000-denier urethane-coated
Cordura® nylon, rigid ABS
inserts and quick-release
mounting
•Each bag has one large main
compartment and one smaller
side pocket
•Optional rain covers available
•141/2” L x 8” W x 12” H

DESCRIPTION
TANK BAGS (CONT)
1150 Compac w/ magnetic mounts
SADDLEBAGS
3300 Compac

PART #
C1150M
C3300

SUG. RETAIL
$135.95
219.95

CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
C1560

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

SPORT TOUR SERIES

C4450

TANK BAG, SADDLEBAGS AND TAIL PACK
•All bags made in the U.S.A.
SPORT TOUR TANK BAG
•1000-denier Cordura® construction
•Volara foam non-scuff bottom panel with 3/8” foam padding
inside the main compartment and bottom panel
•Removable flip-over map pouch
•Full-size inside mesh pocket with hook-and-loop closure
•Quick-release mounting straps
•Wide nylon carry handle
•Two large, zippered pockets and one smaller zippered
pocket outside
•Inside key chain holder
•Measures 15” L x 10” W x 6” H (15” fully expanded)
DESCRIPTION
Tank bag

308

PART #
C1560

SUG. RETAIL
$153.95

DESCRIPTION
Saddlebags

C3465

SPORT TOUR SADDLEBAGS
•1000-denier DuPont Cordura®
construction with 3/8” foam padding
stitched inside
•One main compartment (141/2” x 91/2” x
10”), one rear pocket (10” x 91/2” x 3”)
and one side pocket (12” x 9” x 3”)
•Extra-large, rugged YKK zippers and sliders
•2” nylon webbing carry straps; detachable
shoulder strap
•Cinch-straps over the top
•Rear-facing reflective stripes
PART #
C3465

SUG. RETAIL
$206.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

SPORT TOUR TAIL PACK
•Protective interior has 3/8”
foam padding sewn inside soft,
non-scratching fabric
•Zippered compartment for
mounting straps
•Extra-large, sturdy YKK zippers
and sliders
•Handles are leather-wrapped
11/2” webbing
•Detachable shoulder strap
•Reflective stripe across back

DESCRIPTION
Tail pack

PART #
C4450

SUG. RETAIL
$103.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
C3550

C1650M

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

C1700M

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES

AEROPAC SERIES
TANK BAGS AND TAIL PACK
•All bags made in the U.S.A.
MINI-AEROPAC TANK BAG
AEROPAC II TANK BAG
•1000-denier Cordura® nylon bag
•Cordura® nylon shell with
ABS insert
with foam insert
•No-scratch magnetic mount
•No-scratch magnetic mount
•Carrying strap and
•Continuous zipper
removable map pouch
•101/2” L x 9” W x 41/2” H
•12” L x 81/2” W x 6” H
DESCRIPTION
TANK BAGS
Aeropac II
Mini-Aeropac

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

C1650M
C1700M

$96.95
70.95

DESCRIPTION
SADDLEBAGS
Aeropac II

TOURING
ACCESSORIES
AEROPAC II SADDLEBAGS
•Curved inner walls hug bike’s contours
•1000-denier Cordura® nylon with rigid
ABS interior
•15-lb. load capacity per side
•Quick-release mounts, optional rain covers
•14” L x 9” W x 101/2” H
PART #

SUG. RETAIL

C3550

$172.95

DESCRIPTION
TAIL PACK
Aeropac

C4000

AEROPAC TAIL PACK
•Mounts easily with
integrated bungee cords
•Removable ABS liner
•141/2” L x 10” W x 7” H
PART #

SUG. RETAIL

C4000

$97.95

DUAL-SPORT SERIES
SADDLEBAGS AND TAIL PACK
•All bags made in the U.S.A.
DUAL-SPORT SADDLEBAGS
•Easy over-the-seat mounting
with 3-point attachment
•Heat-shield side panels
•Easy access main
compartments feature
envelope pockets, Cordura®
construction and YKK zippers
•Measure 16” L x 8” W x
13” H
DESCRIPTION
Saddlebags

PART #
C3850

C3850

SUG. RETAIL
$217.95

DUAL-SPORT TAIL PACK
•Unique design enables trunk to
unfold and expand or fold away
into its own carrying pouch
•420-denier nylon
packcloth construction
•Removable bungee cords
•Measures 12” L x 15” W x 9” H
non-expanded, 12” L x 22” W x
9” H fully expanded
PART #
C4250

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
SUG. RETAIL
$93.95

BRAKES
SUSPENSION

CR2 SERIES

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

SEATS

ELECTRICAL

ENGINE

TANK BAG, TAIL PACK
AND SADDLEBAGS
•All bags made in the U.S.A.

DESCRIPTION
PART #
TANK BAGS
CR2 strap-mount tank bag
3502-0073
CR2 magnetic-mount tank bag 3502-0074

FAIRINGS
& BODY

LIGHTING

3502-0074

CR2 TANK BAG
•Sport-style, free-form design with strap
or magnetic mount
•Floating, rubberized, slip-not base
•Bungee-style attached map pouch
•Shoulder strap/backpack strap system
•Silent zippers
•Internal pocket and key fob
•Magnetic mount features lighter and
stronger magnets
•Matches CR2 tailpacks and saddlebags
•Measures 14” L x 9” W x 41/2” H

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS

C4250

DESCRIPTION
Tail pack

SECURITY
& AUDIO

FUEL SYSTEMS
3501-0185
Collapsed
3516-0016

CR2 TAIL PACK
•Bungee-style attachment
•Rubberized, slip-not base
•Internal pocket and key fob
•Built-in shoulder strap/
backpack straps
•Silent zippers
•Measures 11” L x 20” W x 9” H
SUG. RETAIL
$88.95
88.95

CR2 SADDLEBAGS
•Stable at high speeds; ride above high-mount exhaust systems
•Tapered from front to back
•Fully collapsible when empty
•Floating side panel base
•Quick-release securing straps
•Rubberized, slip-not bike protection side panel
•Silent zippers with less abrasive zipper technology
•Each bag measures 14” L x 9” W x 101/2” H; 11/2 cubic
feet of space

DESCRIPTION
TAIL PACK
CR2 tail pack
SADDLEBAGS
CR2 saddlebags

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

3516-0016

$87.95

3501-0185

80.95
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STEALTH SERIES
TANK BAG AND SADDLEBAGS
•All bags made in the U.S.A.

100-MCM

STEALTH TANK BAG
•Clamshell shape with single zipper closure
•Made from water-resistant MCM material
•Three-point mounting system with tank guards
•121/2” L x 9” W x 5” H
•Black only
DESCRIPTION
Tank bag

STEALTH SADDLEBAGS

•Aerodynamic design
•Water-resistant MCM material construction
•Large, single compartment per side, with double zippers
•Easy mounting system with quick-detach
•131/2” L x 71/2” W x 101/2” H

PART #
100-MCM

SUG. RETAIL
$74.95

DESCRIPTION
Saddlebags

•1000-denier
Cordura® construction
•Expandable
wedge design
•Mesh pocket with
bungee-style reversible map pouch
•Silent zippers
•Key fob
3502-0076
•Built-in backpack straps
•Works well with 35 oz. hydration bladder
•Available with strap- or magnetic-mount
•Made in the U.S.A.
DESCRIPTION

$141.95

Strap-mount
Magnetic-mount

C800

SPORT TREK TANK BAG
PART #
3502-0075
3502-0076

BRAKES
SUSPENSION

•1000-denier Cordura® construction with 3/8” foam padding inside
main compartment and bottom panel
•Hidden wedge-shaped panel provides extra capacity when unzipped
•Full-size interior mesh pocket with hook-and-loop closure
•Choice of magnetic mount or 3- or 4-point quick-release mount
•YKK zippers and sliders
•1” nylon webbing handle
•Removable flip-over map pouch with top flap
•Inside key chain holder and exterior zippered pocket
•Measures 6” x 9” x 121/2” (10” x 9” x 121/2” expanded)
•Made in the U.S.A.
DESCRIPTION
PART #
SUG. RETAIL ...

ENGINE
C700

FUEL SYSTEMS

SPORT TANK BAG
TOOLS
TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE

C700-M

•1000-denier Cordura® nylon body
•3/8” foam padding sewn inside main compartment and inside tank
bag bottom panel
•YKK zipper and sliders
•Quick-release mount bag comes with either 3- or 4-point mounting
system; Volara foam bottom pad
•Magnetic-mount bag has heavy-duty magnets plus a front
keeper strap
•Removable flip-over map pouch
•Wide carrying handle
•Full-size inside mesh pocket with hook-and-loop closure
•Outside zipper pocket
•Main compartment dimensions are 12” L x 9” W x 4” H
•Made in the U.S.A.
DESC.
PART #

INDEX
SUG. RETAIL .........

310

$87.95

SUG. RETAIL
$168.95

C800M

CHAINS

LUBES

PART #
3100-MCM

950
EXPANDABLE
TANK BAG

SUG. RETAIL ..........

3100-MCM

Sport w/ quick-release mounts
Sport w/ magnetic mounts

C700
C700-M

$98.95

Sport Trek w/ quick-release mounts
Sport Trek w/ magnetic mounts

C800
C800M

650 SPORTBIKE
TANK BAG
•Designed for modern sportbikes
•Shorter and wider than other tank
bags and features a curved bottom
•1000-denier Cordura® construction
•Zippered top flap pocket, dual-side
mesh pockets, reversible map pouch
and two inside pockets with key holder
•Hidden backpack straps
3502-0039
•Silent zipper
•Available with either magnetic or quick-release strap mounting
•650 magnetic-mount features industrial grade magnets with
metal caps
•Dimensions are 13” L x 71/2” W x 5” H; over 552 cubic inches
of space
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL ..........$118.95
DESCRIPTION
Magnetic mount tank bag
Quick-release strap mount tank bag

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #
3502-0039
3502-0040

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

450
TANK BAG

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

•1000-denier
Cordura® construction
•Floating base
•Glove-box styling
•Outer mesh pocket
and hideaway for
included map pouch
•Built-in shoulder strap
•Silent zipper
•Magnetic mount
•Dimensions are 12” L x 9” W x 3” H
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL .............

$88.95

LUGGAGE

CRUISERBAGS

SUG. RETAIL ..........

PART #

3502-0041

MAGNETICMOUNT
MAP POUCH
•Super-clear vinyl window
•Industrial grade
magnetic mount
•Lanyard-style retaining strap
•Slip-not base
•Measures 10” W x 141/2” H
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL .............

$31.95

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

•1000-denier urethanecoated Cordura® nylon
with rigid ABS liners
•Universal fit
•12” L x 5” W x 10” H
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART #

3502-0082

$129.95

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
PART #

C3700

SECURITY
& AUDIO

MANTA X2™
TANK BAG
•Durable 1000denier Cordura
Plus™ construction
•Unique “manta” shape
forms to tank and adheres with
extra-strength, removable magnets
in its “wings”
•Magnetic tank protector
•Two compartments with YKK
waterproof zippers
•Overall dimensions are 191/2” L x 133/4” W x 3” H
•Main compartment dimensions are 12” L x 51/2” W x 21/2” H
•Front pocket dimensions are 4” L x 51/2” W x 11/4” H
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL .............

$75.95

PART #

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

3502-0038

SPROCKETS
CHAINS

UNDERSEAT BAG
FOR HONDA NPS50 RUCKUS (ALL)
•1000-denier Cordura® construction
•Fits perfectly in cavity under the seat
•Mounts with four hook-and-loop straps
•Internal foam construction
•External mesh pocket
SUG. RETAIL ............. $87.95
•Silent zipper
PART #
3515-0026
•Made in the U.S.A.

•1000-denier
construction
•Aerodynamic design
•Four-point, bungeestyle mount
•Four separate pockets
•Rubberized, slip-not base
•Silent zippers
•Key fob
•Made in the U.S.A.
All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

•Zips into its own pouch
for storage
•Attaches easily with hidden
bungee cords
•14” L x 9” W x 9” H

SUSPENSION

SUG. RETAIL .............

$67.95

ENGINE
PART #

C10400

PART #

3516-0015

SUG. RETAIL .............

FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES
TOOLS

•Durable 1000-denier
Cordura Plus®
urethane-coated
nylon construction
•Traditional loop
mounting system
•Dimensions are
11” L x 20” W x
9” H for a capacity
of 1,980 cubic inches
•Made in the U.S.A.

Cordura®

$119.95

BRAKES

B-ALASKA
TAIL PACK

RIPSTREAM
TAIL PACK

SUG. RETAIL ..........

HIDE-AWAY
GEAR BAG

$69.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
PART #

3505-0012
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LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

ROUND LEATHER
TOOL BAG

LUGGAGE

•Cylindrically shaped bag fastens
with two leather straps and buckles
•Measures 81/2” x 21/2”
•Made in the U.S.A.

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO

C8800-BL
C8800

C8800-R

SUG. RETAIL..............

UNIVERSAL FENDER BAG

•Expandable design
•Made of 11 oz. Cordura® nylon
•Measures 8” W x 6” H x 5” D
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL..............

$54.95

COLOR
Black
Blue
Red

PART #
C8800
C8800-BL
C8800-R

FAIRINGS
& BODY

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

PART #

3510-0003

2258 FRAME POUCH

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES

SEATS

$33.95

•1000-denier Cordura®
construction
•Multiple pockets
•Silent zippers
•Can be used as frame or
hip pouch
•Dimensions are 8” W x 5” H x
2.75” D
•Made in the U.S.A.

SUG. RETAIL..............

$25.95

PART #

3501-0190

PART #

3550-0028

DRY BAG
C10300-R
C10300

C10300-BL

BARREL BAG
•Cordura® nylon with rigid polyurethane insert
•Straps to crossbar, luggage rack, etc.
•Several vivid colors available
COLOR
•91/2” L x 43/4” W x 43/4” H
Black
•Made in the U.S.A.
Blue
SUG. RETAIL..............

$26.95

Red

PART #
C10300
C10300-BL
C10300-R

•100% waterproof 200-denier
medical rip-stop nylon
construction
•Hook-and-loop and buckle
closure system
•Dimensions are 20” L x 20” W;
takes almost no space
when empty
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL..............

$19.95

CUBBY STUFF SACS

SPROCKETS
CHAINS

•Perfect for quickly packing saddlebags and trunks
•Constructed of rip-stop nylon for durability
•Close securely with drawstring and barrel lock
•Sold in set of three; 41/2” x 81/2”, 51/2” x 111/2” and 73/4” x 131/2”

BRAKES

SUG. RETAIL....................

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS

$11.95

PART #

3550-0084

SADDLEBAG LINERS
•Now you can carry your gear without removing your saddlebags
•600-denier SaddleTuff™; available in small, medium and large
•Designed to fit Express, Highwayman and Midnight Slant saddlebags
•Feature rugged zipper closure and convenient carrying handles
DESCRIPTION
Small (12” L x 5” W x 81/2” tall)

SUG.
PART #
RETAIL
3501-0245 $14.95

3501-0247

SUG.
DESCRIPTION
PART #
RETAIL
1
Medium (15” L x 5” W x 9 /2” tall) 3501-0246 $17.95

DESCRIPTION
Large (18” L x 5” W x 10” tall)

SUG.
PART #
RETAIL
3501-0247 $19.95

LUBES

CLEAR SADDLEBAG LINER

TOOLS

•Keeps your leather saddlebag contents
dry when the weather isn’t
•Durable, waterproof vinyl dry bag has
RF-welded seams to keep out moisture
•Fill it, then roll it down to fit the height
of your saddlebag, and snap it shut
•Snap closure doubles as a luggage handle
•See-through bag material makes it easy to locate packed items
•Bag can also be loaded with ice and used as a saddlebag cooler
•Measures 12” L x 6” W x 18” H

TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

NYLON
SADDLEBAG LINERS
•Quality nylon saddlebag liners
keep the elements at bay
•Sold in pairs
SUG. RETAIL..............

312

$19.95

PART #

DS-110798

SUG. RETAIL.................

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

$8.95

PART #

SBL-1

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

DELUXE LUGGAGE
RACK BAG

DELUXE SOLO
RACK BAG

•Large, double-zippered main
compartment and two smaller
front compartments
•Four smaller pockets
•Three zippered mesh pockets;
two elastic mesh pockets
•Rain cover
•Six reinforced D-rings allow items to be secured to the top of the bag
•Secures with four-point mounting system
•Main compartment measures 8” H x 24” W x 11” D; front
compartments measure 8” H x 6” W x 3” D
SUG. RETAIL...........

$116.95

PART #

SUG. RETAIL...........

$62.95

SUG. RETAIL..............

PART #

3505-0092

FOR MEMPHIS
SHADES’ MEMPHIS FATS
•Triple windshield pouch is an
attractive and functional addition to any bike
•Braids and conchos with secure hook-and-loop
closure on each pouch

$74.95

3505-0064

PART #

SMS3BK

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING

$28.95

PART #

3550-0087

ELECTRICAL

SINGLE
WINDSHIELD POUCH

SPROCKETS

FOR KAWASAKI AND YAMAHA
•Fits OEM windshields on the
bikes listed below

CHAINS

SUG. RETAIL..............

WINDSHIELD
TRI-POUCH

$40.95

BRAKES

FITS MODEL
KAWASAKI
Vulcan (all except Mean Streak)
YAMAHA
V-Star (all 650 and 1100), Royal Star (except Venture),
Road Star (except Warrior)

PART #
DS110483

DS110483

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS

WINDSHIELD
DUAL POUCH

FOR SS-30
SLIPSTREAMER
WINDSHIELD
SUG. RETAIL...............................

PART #

•Weather-resistant synthetic
leather dash pouch fits any
motorcycle with an exposed
dash area
•Protective flap keeps the
elements out while the exposed
zipper allows use while
wearing gloves
•Hook-and-loop attachment
•Measures 9” W x 2” D x 4/5” H

SIGNATURE
SERIES WINDSHIELD
TRI-POUCH

SUG. RETAIL..............

$104.95

UNIVERSAL
DASH POUCH

•600-denier polyester construction
with water-repellent
polyurethane coating
•Pull-out rain cover fits perfectly over
bag and has its own storage pocket
•Large main compartment, three
mesh pockets and two expandable,
zippered side pockets
•Four-point mounting system
•Overall dimensions: 22” L x
14” W x 8” H
•Available in black
SUG. RETAIL..............

•Expandable, contoured bag
fits most solo racks and sissy
bar racks
•Constructed of heavy-duty,
water-resistant polyester
•Expandable side pockets for extra
carrying capacity; increase capacity by 50%
without changing the center of gravity
•Quick-release side lock buckle-anchoring system with belly strap
•Antislip rubber bottom
•Rain cover included

3516-0021

ULTRAGARD®
LUGGAGE RACK BAG

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

FOR HONDA VT1100T
SHADOW ACE TOUR 98-01
•Signature series styling
•Features braiding and conchos

$73.95

PART #

DS-110472

LUBES
SUG. RETAIL..............
PART #

$73.95

TOOLS

DS110450

TRAILER
MERCH.

TRAVEL TRUNK
•Constructed of durable black ABS plastic
•Designed to mount on most luggage racks
•Includes mounting hardware, lock and two keys
•Measures 12” L x 161/2” W x 11” D
SUG. RETAIL..............

$84.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

PART #

CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

3516-0017

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009
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LUGGAGE
3501-0448

EXHAUST
3501-0241

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY

3501-0450

PRO BUILDER SADDLEBAG KITS
•Everything you need to build your own
custom saddlebags
•Includes unpainted and unassembled lockable saddle bags, powdercoated brackets and all hardware
•Durable ABS construction
•Over 1,800 cubic inches of
storage per saddlebag
•Sold in pairs
SUG. RETAIL............... $399.95
DESCRIPTION
For all metric bikes (except Victory 06-07)
For Victory Vegas 06-07

PART #
3501-0448
3501-0447

SEATS
HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL

SADDLEBAG LINERS

SUG. RETAIL..............

$29.95

PART #

3501-0452

CHAINS

SUSPENSION

THROW-OVER
LEATHER
SADDLEBAGS

$404.95

CLASSIC SADDLEBAGS,
BRACKETS AND ACCESSORIES
•Durable Cycra ABS injection-molded plastic
•Secure, keylockable and weather resistant
•No more fiberglass or resin smell to ruin your jacket or clothes
•Steel mounting brackets include all mounting hardware
•Blank replacement Hardstreet badges are machined billet aluminum
•Sold in pairs

PART #

DESCRIPTION
CLASSIC SADDLEBAGS
Ready to primer, w/ mounting holes
Ready to primer, w/o mounting holes
MOUNTING BRACKETS
All metric bikes (except Victory Vegas 06-07)
For Victory Vegas 06-07
TURN SIGNAL RELOCATION BRACKETS
Plate style
Bar style
BLANK REPLACEMENT BADGES
For all classic saddlebags (pr.)

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

3501-0241
3501-0242

$519.95
519.95

3501-0450
3501-0296

179.95
179.95

2020-0382
2020-0383

39.95
39.95

3501-0297

39.95

CANVAS
SADDLEBAGS

•This throw-over version
of our detachable fullgrain drum-dyed leather
ENGINE
saddlebags can be used on
almost any bike
FUEL SYSTEMS •Available with lacing and featuring
quick-release shock straps to prevent flapping
•Measure 16” L x 121/2” H x 51/2” W
LUBES
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL...........

3501-0297

NOTE: Saddlebag mounting brackets are required for all Classic Saddlebags
and are sold separately.
NOTE: Models with strut-mounted turn signals will require the use of a
relocation bracket. Two styles available.

•Tough nylon construction
•Feature zipper tops and
carrying handles
•Fit all Hardstreet saddlebags
•Sold in pairs

SPROCKETS

BRAKES

2020-0383

•Black bags handcrafted from
treated canvas, making them
water- and flame-resistant as
well as mildew-proof
•Feature nylon drawstrings, heavy-duty
seams and leather trim and straps
•Measure 13” L x 13” H x 5” W
DS-110947

SUG. RETAIL..............

$79.95

PART #

DS-110950

PART #

HPNL-63

TOOLS
TRAILER

UNIVERSAL
MAP POCKET

BARREL BAG
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

•Constructed with 1000-denier
nylon Cordura® material
•Two extra-long 19”, heavy-duty,
1” W straps with adjustable
buckles for universal mounting
•Measures 5” dia. x 10” L
SUG. RETAIL..............

314

$22.95

•Quality vinyl see-through map
pocket uses four hook-and-loop
straps to easily attach to most
gas tanks
•Non-marring back
PART #

BG-1000

SUG. RETAIL..............

$20.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST

3517-0134
3517-0109

TIRES &
ACCESSORIES

3517-0108

LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES
CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
3517-0135

TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO

3517-0110

SWIFT
•Made especially for the sport
and touring motorcycle rider
•Tough, molded ABS
plastic hardshell
•Improved for more versatility
and rider comfort
•Larger overall profile for more
storage capacity
•Four internal pockets and large
mesh pocket
•Built-in mobile phone or iPod
slide-pockets
•Molded EVA liner
•Measures 141/2” W x 19” L x 7” D
DESCRIPTION
Silver
Blue

PART #
3517-0108
3517-0109

GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY
3517-0136

SEATS

FUSE

SUG. RETAIL...........
DESCRIPTION
Red

$169.95
PART #
3517-0110

•Two-zone compartment system
•Patented hard shell construction
•Dedicated fleece-lined 17” laptop pocket with
elastic closure
•Document organizers
•Shoulder strap pocket holds cell-phone or iPod
•Top-load document pockets for sunglasses
•Back panel pocket handles
passports, airline tickets or wallet
•Measures 15” W x 21” L x 81/4” D SUG. RETAIL...........$159.95
DESCRIPTION
Black/black
Black/blue

PART #
3517-0134
3517-0135

DESCRIPTION
Black/red

PART #
3517-0136

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

3517-0132
3517-0131

SWIFT 2.0

•Updated Swift design with an all-new polycarbonate hardshell design
•Fabric side accent panels
•Reflective graphics for improved nighttime visibility
•Completely redesigned interior including dedicated laptop
compartment and document organizers
•Redesigned oversized shoulder straps for added comfort
•Built-in mobile phone or iPod slide-pockets
•Ergonomic back panel with breathable air mesh material
and document pocket for passports,
airline tickets, or wallets
SUG. RETAIL....... $219.95
DESCRIPTION
Black/black

PART #
3517-0131

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

DESCRIPTION
Black/carbon fiber

PART #
3517-0132

TEKNO

TOOLS

•Sleek modern styling
•Sophisticated matte-finish hard shell
•Perforated side accents provide a technical look and a premium feel
•Smart two-zone compartment system hauls what you need
•Dedicated fleece-lined 17” laptop pocket with elastic closure
•Document organizers and numerous pen/digital gadget pockets
•Hidden cell-phone or iPod shoulder pocket
•Top-load sunglass pocket
•Secure back panel document pocket for passport, airline tickets
or wallet
SUG. RETAIL...........

$179.95

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #

3517-0133

315

TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
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INDEX

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE
SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

HARDPACK WAIST STRAP
•When blasting down a favorite mountain road, add some extra stability to an
Axio Hardpack
•Constructed of 50mm wide tough nylon webbing
•Features an adjustable slider and two quick-release metal hooks so adjustments
and removal are quick and easy
•One size fits most
SUG. RETAIL............................... $10.95
•Available in black only

PART #

3550-0058

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY

3502-0068

SEATS
3502-0070

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
ELECTRICAL
SPROCKETS
3502-0069

CHAINS

Hidden storage tray

BRAKES
SUSPENSION
PVC map pocket

ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS
LUBES

3502-0071

TOOLS
3502-0108

TANK BAG

TRAILER
MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

•Styled to match your sportbike’s or sport touring motorcycle’s bodywork
•Durable jacquard nylon base is roomy while keeping its sleek aerodynamic shape
•Completely expandable when extra storage space is needed
•Three magnetic winged flaps on sides for easy and secure attachment to metal fuel tanks
•Features an exclusive hidden storage tray under the rainproof PVC map pocket
•Quick-release head tube mounting strap adds additional security
COLOR
Carbon
•Built-in hidden shoulder straps convert the tankbag
Blue
into a handy backpack
SUG. RETAIL...........$149.95 Red
•141/4” W x 17” L x 8” H

316

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

PART #
3502-0068
3502-0069
3502-0070

COLOR
Silver
Matte black

PART #
3502-0071
3502-0108

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

LUGGAGE
EXHAUST
TIRES &
ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE

SLING PACK

TANK BAG
TEK-PAK

•Simple over the shoulder design
•Large internal 15.4” laptop compartment
•Several small internal and external pockets for cables,
pens, documents, magazines, digital devices and much more
•Tough nylon construction and foam padding
•Removable security waist strap
•Back-panel document pocket
•External magazine pocket
•Oversized shoulder strap with secured cell phone/iPod zippered pocket

•Adds extra storage to the Axio tankbag
•Features four storage pockets with over 580 cu. inches
of storage
•Secures easily to Axio tankbag’s D-rings via four
hook-and-loop straps
•Center storage features a clear PVC map pocket, internal
storage slots and pockets to handle keys, registration and
other necessities
SUG. RETAIL.......

SPORTBIKE
ACCESSORIES

$39.95

PART #

SUG. RETAIL.................

3502-0072

$84.95

PART #

3517-0137

CRUISER
ACCESSORIES
TOURING
ACCESSORIES
SECURITY
& AUDIO
GENERAL
ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS
& BODY

HYBRID PACK

SEATS

•Big in scale and equally big on features
•Semi-rigid foam construction for extra room;
holds its shape even when empty
•Massive storage compartments
•Quick-access external iPod/MP3 player pocket
with built-in headphone port
•Soft breathable back panel with secure travel pocket
•Mini stash pocket
•Oversized shoulder straps
DESCRIPTION
Hybrid
•Measures 123/4” W x 18” L x 21” D

HANDLEBARS
& CONTROLS
LIGHTING
3517-0130
PART #
3517-0129

SUG. RETAIL
$139.95

DESCRIPTION
Hybrid XL

ELECTRICAL
PART #
3517-0130

SUG. RETAIL
$149.95

SPROCKETS
CHAINS
BRAKES
SUSPENSION
3516-0030
3516-0031

3516-0032

3516-0033

3516-0034

TAIL BAG
•Fast and functional to match your sportbike or sport touring
motorcycle’s aerodynamic bodywork
•Carries what you need for
when you need it
COLOR
PART #
•Measures 14” W x
Carbon fiber
3516-0030
13 1/2” L X 7” H
Silver
3516-0031
SUG. RETAIL...........

$129.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

Blue

3516-0032

COLOR
Red
Matte black

PART #
3516-0033
3516-0034

ENGINE
TECH AERO TANKBAG
•TPR detailing
•20 liter storage capacity (approximately 30 liters FUEL SYSTEMS
when expanded)
•Large, expandable top bag with clear map holder
•Removable base with clear map holder and
LUBES
removable magnets
•Water-resistant fleece-lined sunglasses pocket
•Heavy-duty reinforced construction
TOOLS
•YKK Auto Lock zippers on main compartment
•Interal laptop sleeve fits most 15”
TRAILER
laptop computers
•Internal organizer pockets
•Side pockets
MERCH.
•Mounts using magnets or secure strapping
system; can be used on bikes with metal or
plastic fuel tanks
CROSS
REFERENCE
•Built-in rain cover
SUG. RETAIL..................................
PART #

PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

$189.95
3502-0122
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HARD TRUNK
FOR SCOOTERS
•Roomy and durable trunk mounts easily to most scooter
luggage racks
•Tough polymer construction
•Overlapping lid protects contents from the elements
•Wrap-around and rear reflectors
•Includes lock and two keys
•Includes locking mounting plate and all necessary hardware
•Measures 161/4” L x 121/2” W x 7” H
SUG. RETAIL..............

$79.95

PART #

3516-0066

COURIER BAG
•A perfect on-the-go bag for scooter commuters
•Weather-resistant coating and design
•Padded laptop protection
•Internal organizer pockets
•Adjustable cross strap and padded shoulder strap
•Measures 18” W x 11” H x 71/2” D
SUG. RETAIL..............

$79.95

PART #

3517-0185

SPROCKETS
CHAINS

CENTER BAG

BRAKES

FOR SCOOTERS
•Works on most scooters
equipped with a carrying hook
•Two zippered compartments
•Doubles as a backpack with
removable and adjustable
shoulder straps
•Measures 14” H x 7” W x 5” D

SUSPENSION
ENGINE
FUEL SYSTEMS

SUG. RETAIL..............
PART #

LUBES

$49.95
3517-0184

TOOLS
TRAILER

UNDER SEAT BAG
FOR SCOOTERS
•Fits perfectly in the under-seat storage area of most scooters
•Works as luggage or a cooler
•Insulated leak-proof cooler liner
•Adjustable padded shoulder strap
•Measures 13” L x 11” W x 8” H

MERCH.
CROSS
REFERENCE
INDEX

PART #
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PARTS UNLIMITED STREET 2009

3511-0017

SUG. RETAIL..............

$27.95

All part numbers in BOLD MAGENTA
are new this year.

